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Foreword 

Intellectual property rights may seem at first glance a lifeless 
subject. Yet that subject lies at the heart of processes vital to social 
progress and economic development. Few Canadians appreciate 
how deeply Canada's legislative regime for intellectual property 
rights and our participation in various international negotiations 
on intellectual property affect our capacity to foster innovation in 
the Canadian economy. Intellectual property laws are highly 
technical, and apparently of direct interest only to specialized 
groups in the legal and business communities. In public 
discussion, the subject has largely been condemned to obscurity 
(with occasional flashes of heated controversy over drug prices or 
television signals). Yet unrestricted access to knowledge is crucial 
to research, scholarship, teaching and learning. 

In an effort to explore the broader links between intellectual 
property rights, corporate strategies, research needs, consumer 
interests and Canadian policy choices, the Institute organized a 
conference co-sponsored by Consumer and Corporate Affairs 
Canada. The conference was held in Toronto, April 24-25, 1990, as 
the Uruguay Round negotiations were entering what was 
scheduled t,o be their final stages. This volume, the proceedings of 
the conference, draws together contributions from a number of 
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X Global Rivalr> ,  and Intellectual Property 

prominent Canadians and international specialists from different 
disciplines and from the private, academic and public sectors. 

Amidst the diversity of perspectives expressed by the con-
tributors some common strands emerge. Intellectual property 
issues are being thrust onto the policy agenda by the rapid pace of 
technological changes and the globalization of the world economy. 
New technologies are creating demands for new types of 
intellectual property rights. At the same time, unilateral efforts 
by the United States to use its own existing trade legislation to 
extend the reach of its domestic intellectual property laws, and 
attempts to negotiate rules for intellectual property rights in the 
Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations both give an immediacy to 
efforts to develop common international approaches to the complex 
issues involved in adapting concepts of intellectual property rights 
to a new global setting. 

The development of effective multilateral rules for the 
protection of intellectual property right,s and dispute settlement 
processes in GATT negotiations could provide a more benign 
environment for Canadian consideration of our own policy on 
intellectual property rights. Even if the outcome of current GATT 
discussions is inconclusive, however, Canadians must assess 
carefully the trade-offs and conflicts between producer and 
consumer interests in designing Canada's intellectual property 
regime and assuring both access to existing knowledge and 
incentives for creation of new knowledge. The Institute is pleased 
to collaborate with the Department of Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs in this activity because broader public understanding of 
these issues is important to the development of Canadian polioY for 
intellectual property. And that, in turn, is crucial both to the 
maintenance of an equitable society and to the creation of a 
dynamic, innovation-based economy. 

Rod Dobell 
President 
February 1991 



Avant-propos 

À première vue, il parait peu probable que la question des droits 
sur la propriété intellectuelle soit capable de susciter les passions. 
Pourtant, celle-ci est au coeur d'un ensemble de processus essen-
tiels pour le progrès social et le développement économique. Peu 
de Canadiens se rendent compte à quel point la législation 
canadienne relative aux droits sur la propriété intellectuelle ainsi 
que notre participation à diverses négociations internationales sur 
le sujet sont à même de jouer un rôle primordial dans la moder-
nisation de l'économie canadienne. Les lois sur la propriété 
intellectuelle sont extrêmement techniques et, de ce fait, n'inté-
ressent apparemment que certains groupes de spécialistes des 
milieux juridiques et des affaires. Pour ce qui est de l'intérêt 
général du grand public, la question est restée relativement 
méconnue (à l'exception de quelques éclats occasionnels suscités 
par des controverses passionnées, à propos des prix des médica-
ments ou des signaux de télévision). Il n'en reste pas moins que 
l'accès aux connaissances demeure crucial pour la recherche, les 
travaux d'érudition, l'enseignement et l'apprentissage. 

Afin d'explorer d'une manière plus approfondie les rapports 
qui existent entre les droits sur la propriété intellectuelle, les 
stratégies des entreprises, les besoins de la recherche, les intérêts 
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des consommateurs et les choix politiques canadiens, l'Institut a 
organisé un congrès, en collaboration avec Consommation et Corp-
orations Canada. Ce congrès s'est tenu à Toronto les 24 et 25 avril 
1990, au moment même où les négociations de l'Uruguay Round 
entraient dans ce qui devait être leur étape finale. Le présent 
volume, qui est le fruit des travaux de cette rencontre, regroupe les 
contributions d'un certain nombre d'éminents spécialistes cana-
diens et internationaux appartenant à des disciplines diverses des 
secteurs privé, universitaire et public. 

À partir de la multiplicité des points de vue exprimés par les 
participants, on peut voir se dessiner certaines lignes de force 
communes. Les questions relatives à la propriété intellectuelle 
s'imposent irrésistiblement à l'attention des responsables poli-
tiques, du fait de la rapidité des changements technologiques et de 
la globalisation de l'économie au niveau mondial. Les nouvelles 
technologies engendrent le besoin de nouvelles mesures en ma-
tière de droits sur la propriété intellectuelle. Par ailleurs, les 
efforts entrepris par les États-Unis afin d'étendre unilatéralement, 
à partir de l'exercice de leur propre législation commerciale, le 
domaine de compétence de leur législation, et les tentatives de 
négociation, au cours des rencontres de l'Uruguay Round du 
GATT, d'une réglementation particulière au sujet de la propriété 
intellectuelle, rendent urgente l'adoption d'une attitude commune 
à l'égard des problèmes complexes que suscite l'adaptation des 
notions de droits sur la propriété intellectuelle à la nouvelle 
conjoncture de globalisation observée dans le monde. 

Si, au cours des négociations du GATT, l'on parvient à mettre 
au point une réglementation multilatérale efficace pour la pro-
tection des droits sur la propriété intellectuelle, ainsi qu'une 
procédure de règlement des différends, le Canada pourra alors 
procéder à l'examen de sa propre législation en matière de droits 
sur la propriété intellectuelle dans un climat plus favorable. Et 
même si les discussions qui se poursuivent actuellement au GATT 
n'aboutissent pas à des mesures concrètes, il n'en demeure pas 
moins que le Canada se devra d'examiner avec soin, lors de 
l'élaboration du régime de propriété intellectuelle canadien, les 
compromis et les conflits en jeu entre les intérêts des producteurs 
et ceux des consommateurs, et de faire en sorte que soient assurés 
à la fois le libre accès à l'information existante et les conditions 
nécessaires à l'éclosion d'idées nouvelles. L'Institut est heureux de 
pouvoir collaborer avec le ministère de la Consommation et des 
Corporations à la réalisation de ces objectifs car il est important, 
pour favoriser l'amélioration de la législation canadienne en 
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matière de propriété intellectuelle, que l'opinion publique pren-
nent mieux conscience de ces questions. Et cela, à son tour, est 
essentiel pour le maintien d'une société équitable et pour la 
création d'une économie dynamique fondée sur l'innovation. 

Rod Dobell 
Président 
Février 1991 
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Editor's Introduction: 
Developing Canadian Strategies 
for Intellectual Property 

Murray G. Smith 

Canadians have a vague sense that rapid technological change and 
international economic developments warrant some type of policy 
responses to promote research and development and to enhance 
the technological capabilities of the Canadian economy. Yet few 
Canadians recognize that Canada's legislative regime for intel-
lectual property rights and our participation in various inter-
national negotiations on intellectual property could play a pivotal 
role in fostering innovation in the Canadian economy. Intellectual 
property laws are technical and complex. Thus, intellectual 
property rights, which are of continuing interest only to a special-
ized group in the legal and business communities, have largely 
been condemned to obscurity in Canadian policy, apart from 
occasional flashes of heated controversy over drug prices or 
television signals. 

In an effort to explore the broader links between intellectual 
property rights, corporat,e strategies and Canadian policy choices, 
the Institute organized a conference that was co-sponsored by 
Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada. This volume, the pro-
ceedings of the conference, brings t,ogether contributions from a 
number of prominent Canadians and international specialists, 
drawn from different disciplines, and from the private, academic 
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and public sectors. Amid the diversity of perspectives, some 
common strands emerge. 

One theme is that intellectual property issues are being 
thrust onto the policy agenda by the rapid pace of technological 
change and the globalization of the world economy. New 
technologies require new types of intellectual property rights and 
mounting global competition makes IPRs much more significant in 
shaping corporate strategies. Another theme is that technology 
and science policies have become the locus of rivalry among 
governments as well as corporations. Governments are also acting 
to extend the reach of their intellectual property laws. The 
U.S.T.R. is expected to be the sheriff bringing law and order to 
intellectual property the way U.S. Federal MarshaIls stopped 
claim-jumping in the lawless Frontier of the American West. 
Unilateral pressures from the United States upon countries, to 
strengthen their intellectual property laws, can only be contained 
by effective international rules.1 Efforts to negotiate rules for 
intellectual property rights in the Uruguay Round of the General 
Agreement on Tariffs on Trade (GATT), give an immediacy to 
efforts to develop common international approaches to the complex 
issues that are involved in adapting intellectual property rights. 
Since there are two excellent rapporteurs' reports, this Intro- 
duction will highlight briefly some of the key points made by the 
contributors. 

The Honourable Flora MacDonald observes that since intel-
lectual property issues, such as phaxmaceutical patent protection 
and copyright revision, have been controversial in Canada, it is 
understandable that these issues will be controversial in the 
GATT, in light of the diversity of nations participating in those 
negotiations. The Honourable Pierre Biais,  Minister of Consumer 
and Corporate Affairs, stresses that companies need to make 
better use of the wealth of information concerning technology, 
which is available from patent filings around the world, in order to 
make Canadian research and development more effective. Mr. 
Biais  concludes that public policy in these areas should "respond to 
the needs of both those who rely upon intellectual property to 

1. The United States has two trade remedies for intellectual property violations. 
Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930

' 
 as amended by the Omnibus Trade and 

Competitiveness Act of 1988, provide s for seizure of imports under U.S.A. 
intellectual property  laws. Section 301 of the Trails,  Act of 1974 was amended by 
the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1990 to provide for trade 
retaliation against countries who provide inadequate protection of intellectual 
property rights. 
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protect their innovation and those who turn to intellectual 
property as a means of obtaining new ideas." He recognizes that 
striking the appropriate balance between producers and users is 
often difficult, particularly when rapid technological innovation is 
occurring. 

Robert Ferchat, of Northern Telecom, notes that the rapid 
pace of technological innovation means that companies are like 
Alice in Wonderland peering through the looking glass—within a 
decade they will be competing in a vastly different world than the 
one they are familiar with today. This theme is developed by 
Geraldine Kenney-Wallace, of the Science Council of Canada, who 
observes that the time scale of innovation is accelerating. She 
describes the emerging global network of fibre-optics transmission 
cables as the trade routes of the 1990s and advises companies to 
"innovate not litigate." Blinroku Yoshino, of the Institute for 
International Economic Studies, Japan, notes that Japan had 
evolved from an importer of tecluiology 30 years ago to a tech-
nology exporter now because of substantial investment in research 
and development by Japanese corporations. 

Sylvia Ostry, of the Centre for International Studies, expres-
ses concern about mounting tensions among industrial countries, 
because rivalry in the development of innovation capabilities is 
leading to frictions in leading-edge industries that are technology 
intensive. Geza Feketekuty, of the Office of the United States 
Trade Representative, indicates that negotiation of an inter-
national set of rules on trade-related intellectual property (TRIPS) 
and services issues is critical to the successful conclusion of the 
Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations. 

Several contributors express the view that Canadian busines-
ses were not utilizing intellectual property rights effectively as 
part of an overall strategy for innovation. Roch Brisson, of Centre 
de Recherche Industrielle du Québec, urges small and medium-
sized enterprises to utilize intellectual property rights as part of 
their business strategy, while Douglas James, of Lumonics, 
describes the critical role of developing, and implementing, a 
corporate patent policy in an industry that is technology intensive. 
George Fisk, of Gowling, Strathy & Henderson, suggests ways 
companies can reduce the hazard of being subject to intellectual 
property litigation and can obtain greater benefits from the 
utilization of intellectual property rights. 

In the discussion of policy issues, Howard Wetston, of the 
Competition Bureau, highlight the pro-competitive aspects of 
intellectual property rights and their licensing, and then raises the 
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question of whether specific competition policy guidelines for 
intellectual property rights should be developed. Graeme Hughes, 
of the Information Technology Association of Canada, raises the 
question of where the boundary line ought to be drawn in defining 
the extent of copyright protection for computer software. 

Keith Maskus, of the University of Colorado, analyzes the 
economic trade-offs in designing intellectual property rights, 
particularly in light of international differences in technological 
capabilities. My own paper argues that Canadian policies for 
intellectual property rights have to be formulated in the context of 
overall policies to foster innovation and to promote investment. 

Diverse perspectives are expressed on the negotiating issues 
involved in developing intellectual property rules in the Uruguay 
Round of GATT negotiations: Gilles Bertin of the University of 
Paris describes recent efforts to develop a common European 
intellectual property rights regime. Although Bertin regards a 
multilateral regime to be desirable, he cautions that it may be 
difficult to achieve. Charles Levy, Counsel to the United States 
Intellectual Property Committee, indicates that the United States 
would have great difficulty implementing changes in its Section 
337 procedure, which were the subject of a recent GATT panel 
finding, if an agreement on TRIPS could not be negotiated. 
However, Levy was optimistic that a TRIPS agreement would be 
achieved and that the United States would then alter its law in 
accordance with the GATT finding. Carlos Braga, of the 
University of Sao Paulo, Brazil, expressed concern about the 
impact on developing countries of the TRIPS agreement, in areas 
such as pharmaceuticals, because of the impact on consumer 
prices, but noted that there was some willingness on the part of 
developing countries to make some commitments in these areas in 
order to stimulate the development of treatments for tropical 
diseases and to promote investment in their domestic economies. 
David Watters, of Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada, 
cautions there is a wide range of possible outcomes to the TRIPS 
negotiations, both in terms of the number of countries willing to 
participate and the precision of the rules. 

Gordon Henderson, of Gowling, Strathy & Henderson, and 
Hans Smit, of Columbia University, express the view that private, 
arbitral processes may be more useful than the courts in resolving 
some intellectual property rights issues. Joseph Greenwald, 
former Assistant Secretary for International Economic Affairs in 
the United States, notes that proponents of a TRIPS agreement 
wanted to bring TRIPS into the GATT in order to have a more 
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effective dispute-settlement mechanism, but he thought many 
countries (including most developing countries) would first require 
greater clarity on whether violation of the intellectual property 
rules would open them to retaliation on merchandise exports. It is 
Mr. Greenwald's view that these issues need to be resolved before 
the Uruguay Round can be concluded. The Canadian government 
had addressed these issues in its proposal for a World Trade 
Organization.2 

In his rapporteur's report, Richard Lipsey, of the Canadian 
Institute for Advanced Research, echoes the conference theme that 
globalization and technological change are changing the 
boundaries of intellectual property rights in ways that are difficult 
to predict or to manage. Although it may be difficult to document 
direct links between intellectual property rights and investment in 
innovation, Dr. Lipsey concludes that the adaptation of intel-
lectual property rights regimes could be a significant catalyst to 
economic growth. Similarly, Morris Rosenberg, of Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs Canada, stresses the need for smaller players 
like Canada to develop multilateral rules and procedures in order 
to contain unilateral actions under U.S.A. trade law. Quite inde-
pendent of international negotiations, however, Mr. Rosenberg 
indicates that Canada will need to continue the domestic process of 
modernizing the intellectual property rights regime to deal with 
new fields such as biotechnology. 

The immediate evolution of the international agenda for 
Intellectual Property protection will be influenced by the outcome 
of the Uruguay Round. As Charles Levy indicates in this volume, 
some developing countries such as Mexico are increasing their 
protection for intellectual property in order to attract inter-
national investment. This shift in the attitudes of policy makers in 
developing countries is confirmed by Carlos Braga from Brazil. 
Although developing countries are changing their attitude toward 
protection of intellectual property, the participation of many 
developing countries in international rules and minimum 
standards for intellectual property is explicitly linked to other 
negotiating issues in the Uruguay Round. For economies such as 
Argentina and Brazil, which depend heavily upon income from 
agricultural exports, real progress must be achieved in the efforts 
to develop better rules for agricultural trade which will expand 

2. Statement by The Honourable John Croabie, Geneva, April 11, 1990, and John 
Croabie, "My Plan for a World Trade Organization," International Economy, 
June-July 1990, pp. 40-7. 
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and secure their export markets if they are to agree to new rules 
for intellectual property protection. The Latin American countries 
have stated clearly that a successful outcome in the agricultural 
negotiations is critical to their decision about whether to 
participate in the new proposed rules for protection of intellectual 
property. 

Whatever the outcome of the Uruguay Round, intellectual 
property issues are going to remain high on the international 
agenda. If the Uruguay Round succeeds, then new rules for intel-
lectual property will be one of the central elements of a successful 
negotiation. If the Uruguay Round fails, however, then intel-
lectual property issues will remain prominent on the international 
stage, but the main focus of intergovernmental action will be 
unilateral actions by the United States and the other industrial 
countries. Such unilateral actions under the U.S. trade laws will 
create ongoing frictions between governments and create uncer-
tainty for the private sector in the industrial and developing 
economies. 

Canada's present situation and our overall position on the 
protection of intellectual properties is very different from that of 
many developing countries, but some of the same pressures and 
challenges will confront Canada if the Uruguay Round remains 
blocked. If there is no agreed international approach emerging 
from the GATT negotiations, then Canada will still need t,o review 
and revise continually its intellectual property regime as an 
important component of framework legislation which affects the 
climate for investment and innovation in the Canadian economy. 
At the same time, Canada co.uld face continuing difficulties in its 
international trade and investment relations, because of trade 
frictions associated with international differences in the standards 
and procedures for protection of intellectual property. For ex-
ample, with no Uruguay Round deal, the United States will retain 
its Special 301 procedures regarding the intellectual property 
rules promulgated by governments. And the United States also 
will likely retain the Section 337 procedure in its import relief 
laws which permits foreign goods to be seized on the basis of 
allegations that U.S. intellectual property rights are infringed. 

The future agenda for the evolution of intellectual property 
rights in Canada will be shaped by international developments, 
including the outcome of the Uruguay Round of GATT nego-
tiations. Unless Canada becomes subject to escalating trade 
disputes over intellectual property rights, however, these issues 
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are unlikely to attract sustained public attention in Canada. Yet 
incremental decisions about Canada's intellectual property regime 
could play a significant role in influencing the technological dy-
namism of, and economic growth prospects for, the Canadian 
economy. 





Introduction de l'éditeur:  
élaboration de stratégies canadiennes 
en matière de propriété intellectuelle 

Murray G. Smith 

Les Canadiens ont la vague impression que la rapidité de 
l'évolution technologique et les progrès économiques à l'échelle 
internationale requièrent l'adoption de mesures politiques 
appropriées, afin de promouvoir la recherche et le développement 
et de renforcer les capacités technologiques de l'économie cana-
dienne. Pourtant, peu de Canadiens se rendent compte que la 
législation canadienne relative aux droits sur la propriété 
intellectuelle, ainsi que notre participation à diverses négociations 
internationales sur le sujet, pourraient jouer un rôle essentiel dans 
le renouvellement de l'économie canadienne. Les lois sur la pro-
priété intellectuelle sont techniques et complexes. Aussi les droits 
sur la propriété intellectuelle, qui n'intéressent d'une façon per-
manente qu'un nombre restreint de spécialistes des milieux 
juridiques ou des affaires, sont en grande partie condamnés à 
rester obscurs, en dehors de quelques éclats occasionnels suscités 
par des controverses passionnées, telles que celles sur les prix des 
médicaments ou sur les signaux de télévision. 

Afin d'explorer d'une manière plus approfondie les rapports 
qui existent entre les droits sur la propriété intellectuelle, les 
stratégies des entreprises et les mesures politiques adoptées par le 
Canada, l'Institut a organisé un congrès, en collaboration avec 

11 
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Consommation et Corporations Canada. Le présent volume, qui 
est le fruit des travaux de cette rencontre, regroupe les contri-
butions d'un certain nombre d'éminents spécialistes canadiens et 
internationaux appartenant à des disciplines diverses des secteurs 
privé, universitaire et public. À partir de la diversité des points de 
vue exprimés, on peut voir se dessiner quelques lignes de force 
communes. 

L'un des thèmes de la discussion s'appuie sur le fait que les 
questions de propriété intellectuelle s'imposent à l'attention des 
responsables politiques du fait de la rapidité des changements 
technologiques et de la globalisation de l'économie au niveau 
mondial. Les nouvelles technologies créent le besoin de nouvelles 
mesures en matière de droits sur la propriété intellectuelle, et 
lorsqu'il s'agit d'élaborer des stratégies pour les entreprises, la 
concurrence accrue qui s'observe sur le plan international rend ces 
nouvelles dispositions d'autant plus urgentes. Un autre thème 
abordé part de l'observation que les politiques relatives à la 
technologie et à la science sont devenues un sujet d'affrontement 
privilégié au sein des gouvernements et des entreprises. Par 
ailleurs, les gouvernements s'efforcent d'accroître la portée de leur 
législation sur la propriété intellectuelle. Le Représentant au 
commerce des États-Unis, par exemple, est censé jouer le rôle du 
shérif redresseur de torts dans le domaine de la propriété 
intellectuelle, un peu comme les "federal marshalls" de l'Ouest 
américain des temps héroïques, qui étaient chargés de protéger les 
biens des bons citoyens. Ce n'est qu'en instituant une régle-
mentation efficace qu'on pourra résister aux pressions unilatérales 
exercées par les États-Unis, à l'égard des autres pays, dans le but 
de renforcer leurs lois sur la propriété intellectuelle.' Les efforts 
de négociation entrepris dans le cadre de l'Uruguay Round du 
GATT au sujet des droits sur la propriété intellectuelle révèlent 
qu'il devient urgent de se mettre d'accord sur des moyens d'action 
communs, au niveau international, si l'on veut trouver une 
solution aux problèmes complexes suscités par les droits sur la 
propriété intellectuelle. Étant donné que le présent volume 

1. Les États-Unis possèdent deux armes commerciales pour se protéger contre les 
infractions relatives à la propriété intellectuelle. L'article 337 du Tariff Act de 
1930, amendé par l'Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act de 1988, prévoit la 
saisie des produits importés en contravention à la législation américaine sur la 
propriété intellectuelle. L'article 301 du Trade Act de 1974, amendé par 
l'Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act de 1990, prévoit des mesures de 
représailles commerciales contre les pays qui ne protègent pas les droits sur la 
propriété intellectuelle d'une façon adéquate. 
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contient les excellents comptes rendus de deux rapporteurs, il 
suffira, dans cette introduction, de mentionner certains des points 
principaux présentés par les intervenants. 

L'Honorable Flora MacDonald fait remarquer que les 
problèmes de propriété intellectuelle, tels que les patentes des 
produits pharmaceutiques et la réforme des droits d'auteurs, étant 
des questions controversées au Canada, il n'est pas étonnant 
qu'elles le soient aussi dans les négociations du GATT, du fait de la 
diversité des pays qui y participent. L'Honorable Pierre Biais,  
ministre de Consommation et Corporations Canada, déclare de son 
côté que les entreprises devraient faire un meilleur usage de la 
richesse d'information technologique que représentent les patentes 
déposées dans les divers pays du monde, afin d'améliorer la 
recherche et le développement au Canada. Il lui semble que la 
politique canadienne dans ce domaine devrait chercher à satisfaire 
"à la fois ceux qui ont besoin de la propriété intellectuelle pour 
protéger leurs inventions et ceux qui se tournent vers elle pour 
acquérir de nouvelles idées". Toutefois, ajoute-t-il, en ce domaine, 
il est difficile de trouver un juste équilibre, surtout du fait de la 
rapidité de l'évolution technologique. 

Robert Ferchat, de Northern Telecom, fait remarquer que la 
rapidité de l'évolution technologique en cours rend les compagnies 
semblables à Alice au pays des merveilles s'efforçant de distinguer 
ce qui se passe de l'autre côté du miroir; d'ici une décennie, déclare-
t-il, ces mêmes compagnies auront à se défendre dans un contexte 
entièrement différent de celui auquel elles sont accoutumées 
aujourd'hui. C'est le thème que choisit de développer Geraldine 
Kenney-Wallace, du Conseil des sciences du Canada, pour qui le 
rythme de l'innovation va en s'accélérant. Elle pense que le réseau 
global des câbles de transmission en fibres optiques en cours de 
constitution va devenir le système de communication commerciale 
des années 90, et elle conseille aux entreprises "d'innover plutôt 
que de contester". Bunroku Yoshino, de l'Institut d'études écono-
miques internationales du Japon, fait observer que le Japon est 
passé, en 30 ans, du stade d'importateur de technologie à celui 
d'exportateur, grâce aux investissements considérables effectués 
par l'industrie de son pays dans le domaine de la recherche et du 
développement. 

Sylvia Ostry, du Centre d'études internationales, exprime ses 
inquiétudes devant la montée des tensions entre pays industriels, 
du fait que les rivalités dans le domaine du développement des 
capacités d'innovation conduisent à des frictions entre les 
industries à la pointe du progrès, où la technologie tient une place 
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primordiale. Geza Feketekuty, du Bureau du Représentant au 
commerce des États-Unis, indique que la négociation d'une 
réglementation internationale portant sur la propriété intellec-
tuelle ayant des rapports avec le commerce et les services s'avère 
essentielle pour la réussite des négociations de l'Uruguay Round 
du GATT. 

Plusieurs intervenants expriment l'opinion que les entre-
prises canadiennes ne se prévalent pas efficacement des droits sur 
la propriété intellectuelle, dans l'élaboration de leurs stratégies 
globales d'innovation. Roch Brisson, du Centre de Recherche 
Industrielle du Québec, exhorte les PME à inclure les droits sur la 
propriété intellectuelle dans leur stratégie d'affaires, tandis que 
Douglas James, de Lumonics, donne des précisions sur le rôle 
délicat qu'entraînent la conception et la mise en oeuvre d'une 
politique concernant les patentes de l'entreprise, dans une 
industrie où la technologie tient une place prépondérante. George 
Fisk, de Gowling, Strathy & Henderson, propose aux entreprises 
des moyens qui leur permettront de réduire les risques de procès en 
matière de propriété intellectuelle et qui leur donneront la 
possibilité de tirer un meilleur parti des droits sur la propriété 
intellectuelle. 

À l'occasion de la discussion des questions de politique, 
Howard Wetston, du Bureau de la concurrence, souligne les 
aspects en faveur de la concurrence, relativement aux droits sur la 
propriété intellectuelle et sur les brevets qui les protègent; il se 
demande s'il serait approprié d'élaborer des règles de conduite en 
matière de concurrence, en ce qui concerne ces droits. Graeme 
Hughes, de l'Association des technologies de l'information du 
Canada, se demande où l'on devrait fixer la limite des droits 
d'auteurs applicables aux logiciels. 

Keith Maskus, de l'Université du Colorado, analyse les 
compromis économiques que requiert l'élaboration des droits sur la 
propriété intellectuelle, notamment dans la perspective des 
différences qui existent au niveau international en matière de 
capacité technologique. Ma propre contribution vise à démontrer 
que les mesures politiques canadiennes concernant les droits sur la 
propriété intellectuelle doivent être élaborées en fonction d'un 
cadre politique plus général destiné à favoriser l'esprit d'innova-
tion et à promouvoir les investissements. 

Sur les problèmes qu'entraînent les négociations de l'Uru-
guay Round du GATT, divers points de vue ont été exprimés 
relativement aux questions qui intéressent les droits sur la 
propriété intellectuelle. Gilles Bertin, de l'Université de Paris, 
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parle des récents efforts entrepris en Europe pour mettre au point 
un régime commun concernant les droits sur la propriété intel-
lectuelle. Quoique M. Bertin soit partisan d'un régime multi-
latéral, il met toutefois en garde contre les difficultés que présente 
sa réalisation. Charles Levy, conseiller juridique auprès du 
Comité américain sur la propriété intellectuelle, indique que les 
États-Unis auront beaucoup de difficultés à effectuer, dans la 
procédure de l'article 337, les changements qui ont fait l'objet 
d'une conclusion d'un groupe d'experts du GATT, si une entente 
sur la propriété intellectuelle ayant des rapports avec le commerce 
et les services ne parvient pas à être négociée. M. Levy pense 
cependant qu'une telle entente est possible et que les États-Unis 
pourront alors modifier leur législation en conséquence. Carlos 
Braga, de l'Université de Sao Paulo, au Brésil, se dit préoccupé par 
les conséquences que l'entente sur la propriété intellectuelle ayant 
des rapports avec le commerce et les services pourrait avoir sur les 
pays en voie de développement, dans des domaines tels que celui 
des produits pharmaceutiques, à cause des effets sur les prix à la 
consommation. Il a pourtant relevé une certaine bonne volonté de 
la part des pays en voie de développement, qui semblent prêts à 
s'engager jusqu'à un certain point dans ces domaines afin de 
stimuler la mise au point de traitements pour les maladies 
tropicales et de promouvoir les investissements dans leur économie 
domestique. David Watters, de Consommation et Corporations 
Canada, nous avertit que les négociations sur la propriété 
intellectuelle ayant des rapports avec le commerce et les services 
peuvent aboutir à des résultats très divers, tant du point de vue du 
nombre de pays qui voudront y participer que de celui des termes 
de la réglementation. 

Gordon Henderson, de Gowling, Strathy & Henderson, et 
Hans Smit, de l'Université Columbia, sont d'avis que pour 
certaines catégories de droits sur la propriété intellectuelle, la 
procédure arbitrale privée peut se révéler plus utile que le recours 
aux tribunaux. Joseph Greenwald, ancien secrétaire adjoint aux 
Affaires économiques internationales aux États-Unis, fait remar-
quer que ceux qui sont en faveur d'un accord sur la propriété 
intellectuelle ayant des rapports avec le commerce et les services 
étaient d'avis d'inclure un tel accord dans les négociations du 
GATT, car ils voyaient dans ce mécanisme un moyen plus efficace 
de règlement des différends. Il lui semble toutefois que de nom-
breux pays (y compris la plupart des pays en voie de dévelop-
pement) auront besoin de savoir d'une manière plus précise si les 
infractions aux règles sur la propriété intellectuelle entraîneront 
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pour eux le risque de s'exposer à des représailles sur les mar-
chandises qu'ils exportent. M. Greenwald, quant à lui, pense que 
ce point doit être éclairci avant que l'Uruguay Round puisse se 
conclure. Le gouvernement canadien, pour sa part, s'est occupé des 
problèmes que soulève ce point dans sa proposition relative à 
l'organisation du commerce mondia1. 2  

Dans son rapport, le rapporteur Richard Lipsey, de l'Institut 
canadien de recherche avancée, reprend le thème de la rencontre, 
à savoir que les changements qui surviennent dans la globali-
sation et l'évolution technologique sont en train de modifier les 
limites des droits sur la propriété intellectuelle d'une manière 
difficile à prévoir ou à contrôler. Bien qu'il soit peu facile d'établir 
des rapports directs entre ces droits et l'investissement en matière 
d'innovation, le Dr. Lipsey est néanmoins d'avis que la réforme des 
régimes de droits sur la propriété intellectuelle pourrait aider 
d'une façon notable à accélérer la croissance économique. Morris 
Rosenberg, de Consommation et Corporations Canada, insiste 
également sur la nécessité, pour les pays moyens comme le 
Canada, d'élaborer des règles et procédures multilatérales sus-
ceptibles de s'opposer avec succès aux mesures unilatérales prises 
dans le cadre de la législation commerciale américaine. Outre la 
question des négociations internationales, M. Rosenberg estime 
que, sur le plan domestique, le Canada devra poursuivre l'effort de 
modernisation du régime des droits sur la propriété intellectuelle, 
afin de l'adapter aux nouveaux domaines qui voient le jour, comme 
par exemple celui de la biotechnologie. 

Dans l'immédiat, le calendrier de travail international relatif 
à la protection de la propriété intellectuelle ne manquera pas 
d'être influencé par les résultats de l'Uruguay Round. Comme le 
fait remarquer Charles Levy dans le présent volume, certains pays 
en voie de développement, tel le Mexique, cherchent de plus en 
plus à renforcer leurs mesures de protection de la propriété intel-
lectuelle, dans l'espoir d'attirer les investissements internatio-
naux. Ce changement d'attitude de la part des législateurs de ces 
pays est confirmé par le Brésilien Carlo Braga. Malgré ce fait, 
beaucoup de pays en voie de développement insistent pour que leur 
ralliement aux diverses réglementations internationales et à 

2. Déclaration de l'Honorable John Crosbie, Genève, 11 avril 1990. Également, 
John Crosbie, "My Plan for a World Trade Organization" (Mon plan pour une 
organisation commerciale mondiale), International Economy, juin-juillet 1990, 
pp. 40-47. 
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l'application d'un minimum de mesures visant à la protection de la 
propriété intellectuelle soit explicitement lié aux autres questions 
à l'ordre du jour de l'Uruguay Round. Pour des économies comme 
celles de l'Argentine et du Brésil, qui dépendent avant tout de 
l'exportation de leurs produits agricoles, il n'est pas question 
d'accepter une nouvelle réglementation sur la propriété intellec-
tuelle sans que des progrès ne soient d'abord enregistrés dans le 
secteur du commerce agricole, car c'est seulement à cette condition 
qu'ils seront capables de développer et d'affermir les marchés 
d'exportation qui leur sont nécessaires. Les pays d'Amérique 
latine ont déclaré sans ambiguïté que leur adhésion à la nouvelle 
réglementation proposée en matière de protection de la propriété 
intellectuelle serait avant tout fonction de la réussite des négocia-
tions sur le commerce des produits agricoles. 

Quel que soit l'aboutissement de l'Uruguay Round, les pro-
blèmes de propriété intellectuelle resteront parmi les questions 
figurant à l'ordre du jour des instances internationales. En cas de 
succès de l'Uruguay Round, une nouvelle réglementation sur la 
propriété intellectuelle deviendra l'un des facteurs essentiels pour 
des négociations réussies. En cas d'échec, les questions relatives à 
la propriété intellectuelle n'en demeureront pas moins au premier 
plan des préoccupations internationales, mais l'action intergouver-
nementale en ce domaine sera principalement représentée par les 
mesures unilatérales adoptées par les États-Unis et les autres pays 
industrialisés. De telles mesures, prises dans le cadre de la 
législation commerciale américaine, donneront lieu à des frictions 
continuelles entre les gouvernements et provoqueront de l'incerti-
tude, aussi bien dans le secteur privé des pays industrialisés que 
dans celui des pays en voie de développement. 

La conjoncture canadienne actuelle, de même que notre 
attitude à l'égard de la protection intellectuelle, diffèrent notable-
ment de ce que l'on peut constater dans beaucoup de pays en voie 
de développement. Cela n'empêche pas que le Canada devra en 
partie faire face aux mêmes pressions et aux mêmes défis, si les 
négociations de l'Uruguay Round en demeurent au point mort. 
Dans ce cas, le Canada sera amené à examiner et à réviser con-
tinuellement son régime de propriété intellectuelle, en tant que 
celui-ci constitue un des éléments essentiels des lois-cadres 
affectant les investissements et l'innovation nécessaires à l'écono-
mie canadienne. Notre pays pourrait par ailleurs se retrouver 
devant des difficultés sans fin, dans le domaine des échanges et des 
investissements internationaux, du fait des frictions que ne 
manqueraient pas de causer les diverses procédures et normes en 
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vigueur dans les autres pays, relativement à la protection de la 
propriété intellectuelle. Par exemple, sans accord au niveau de 
l'Uruguay Round, les États-Unis maintiendront la procédure 
spéciale prévue par l'Article 301 de leur Trade Act vis-à-vis des 
réglementations adoptées par les autres gouvernements en 
matière de propriété intellectuelle. En ce qui concerne les mesures 
de protection à l'importation, il est aussi probable que les Etats-
Unis conserveront l'Article 337, qui prévoit la saisie des mar-
chandises dans les cas où il est allégué que les droits américains 
sur la propriété intellectuelle ont été violés. 

Le futur programme de travail, en ce qui a trait à l'évolution 
des droits sur la propriété intellectuelle au Canada, sera fonction 
des résultats obtenus au niveau international, y compris ceux des 
négociations de l'Uruguay Round du GATT. Certes, les questions 
relatives à ces droits ont peu de chance de retenir l'attention du 
public canadien, à moins que le Canada ne soit entraîné dans des 
litiges de plus en plus nombreux en ce domaine. Il reste, toutefois, 
que des mesures qui viseraient à améliorer le régime de propriété 
intellectuelle du Canada pourraient jouer un rôle important en 
favorisant le dynamisme technologique et les chances de 
croissance de l'économie canadienne. 
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As Jake Warren has said, we are here today to talk about global 
rivalry in innovation and high technology. I propose to talk about 
hedgehogs and flamingos. 

There is a connection. The linkage occurred to me when I re-
entered the world of children's books through the eyes of my 
grandchildren—in particular when I rediscovered Alice as she 
followed the White Rabbit down the hole in Wonderland, or crossed 
to the other side of the looking glass. In those strange—and 
frightening—fictional worlds, the rules Alice had used to manage 
her life were all changed. Her paradigm was ttumed upside down 
and inside out. 

Creatures like the Cheshire Cat appeared and disappeared 
with no regard to any laws of physics that Alice had ever encoun-
tered. The tea party—that icon of British cultural convention-
ality—lurched from surprise to surprise under the manic guidance 
of the Mad Hatter. In the croquet game with the Queen of Hearts, 
the mallets were flamingos with minds of their own. And the balls 
were hedgehogs that kept unrolling at exactly the worst moments. 
And all the players played at once. No one waited his turn. Sound 
familiar? It seems to me that we live in such a Wonderland, in a 
time when the rules are changing even as we play the game. 

21 
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Globalization means nothing more than everyone playing the 
game at once—and no one is waiting for his turn. 

In geopolitic,s we are privileged to be witnessing fundamental 
changes that are rewriting the rule books in Eastern Europe and 
South Africa. In business and, in particular, in telecommunica-
tions the list of competitors changes almost every day. Corporate 
restructuring and mergers and acquisitions are making it tough 
even to tell who the players are. And the ongoing, ever-faster 
advance of technology is changing the very tools of the game, even 
as we line up our shots. We are finding out for ourselves exactly 
how Alice felt when the flamingo moved in her hands, when the 
hedgehogs scuttled away. 

We are finding out that we cannot make predictions about the 
future based on the evidence of the past—the rules are changing. 
We are finding out that we must build systems that are flexible 
and adaptable, that we must balance our desire for order with an 
even more fundamental need for opportunity. That is the context 
within which we must address the issues of intellectual property 
(IP) in a global environment. 

The essence of business—any business—is to create value for 
the customer. In this Wonderland of ours, we are seeing that the 
locus of that value has shifted, and dramatically so, over the last 
10 to 20 years. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, much of the 
value-added that customers purchased was in the goods. Today, 
and into the 1990s, the value balance has shifted to services. Many 
successful older companies have gone through significant change 
as a result—change that goes much deeper than restructuring. 
More than that, entire new companies and whole new industries 
have emerged, driven in whole or in large part by the stunning 
new technologies we have at our command. 

Look at banking: now a 24-hour-a-day business, with trillions 
of dollars zipping around the world daily on telecommunications 
networks. Look at manufacturing: just-in-time inventory, robot-
ics, computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM), computer-assisted 
design/computer-assisted manufacturing (CAD/CAM), total 
quality control (TQC) and on and on. Look at telecommunications: 
the message-carrying capacity of fibre optic systems is doubling 
every 18 to 24 months. 

What does that mean? At today's modem speeds, it would 
take 19 centuries to transmit the entire contents of the National 
Library in Ottawa to anywhere else in the world. By the turn of 
the century, you will be able to do it in minutes. The hedgehogs 
are unravelling. The flamingos are swivelling their heads. The 
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point is: all of this advance is a result of intellect creating value 
out of thin air. 

Within the context of this conference, there are two major 
ramifications of such a Wonderland age. First, as the locus of 
value has shifted toward intellectually based services and products 
that are knowledge-intensive, it has also moved ahead of the rules 
to govern its creation. And second, we cannot run the future based 
on the empirical evidence of the past because, if we have learned 
anything, it is that tomorrow's locus of value has not yet been 
perceived. Therefore, we must build a predictable regime that is 
flexible, adaptable and balanced, and that fits an environment in 
which change equals stability. 

On the first point, it is clear we have good, solid international 
rules for dealing with ownership of tangible property. Those rules 
enable people to predict outcomes and, therefore, to build strate-
gies and promote growth based on a sense of shared expectations. 
Such a climate does not exist in the realm of intellectual property. 
Most new initiatives in research and development will be 
synergistic on an international level. The technologies are so 
complex, the market forces so differentiated, businesses so far-
flung that no one country or company can go it alone, independent 
of progress made by others. Think of the new transnational 
relationships in the auto industry (CAMI, Ford/Jaguar), or in tele-
communications (Siemens/Rolm or Siemens/GEC/Plessy). Think, 
too, of transindustrial relationships (Daimler-Benz and Messer-
schmidt)—together for a while, but, like married couples, 
respectful of each other's contribution to the whole. 

At this point, there exist only the beginnings of international 
rules of engagement for such value creation. In such an 
environment, the need for more stability, more predictability, is 
great and growing daily as we push further into the Information 
Age. Nations, developed and developing, are rushing to transform 
their economies into societies that are information-intensive. 
Corporations, too, are rushing to transform themselves into global 
businesses with dispersed manufacturing, marketing, financing 
and customer servicing. Like the white rabbit, we are in mortal 
fear of being late for the global tea party. 

In an ideal world, authors, artists and innovators would all 
have paternity rights to the children of their invention. Nations, 
corporations and individuals would openly and freely respect the 
intellectual ownership rights of others. But we are not in Alice's 
meadow. We have gone through the looking glass into a world that 
is no less real for all of its unpredictability. There is economic 
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pressure, maybe not to condone piracy of intellectual property, but 
to turn a blind eye. What's more, information technology itself 
makes piracy of IP, such as software and databases, relatively 
easy. In the world of the hacker, it is even fun. Therein lies the 
challenge: to provide a carrot to those who truly respect the 
intellectual value-added of others and who provide adequate 
compensation for enjoying the benefits of such creativity, and, at 
the same time, to find the right-sized stick to minimize the activity 
of the pirates. 

This challenge is of particular concern to Canada, which is, 
and will likely remain, a technology-importing country in the 
medium term at least. One of the main challenges for Canada in 
the 1990s is to take advantage of entrepreneurial development of 
new technologies, wherever they are developed. Let me hasten to 
say that for itself, Canada has created and maintained a high, 
global standard in the field of intellectual property, both in terms 
of recognition of the rights of scientists and creators, and in 
enforcing the rules that do exist. In fact, this country's set of IP 
standards, which ranks with the highest in the world, is one of the 
reasons for the success of Canada's high-technology sector. But, 
like Alice, we have followed the white rabbit down his hole; we 
have crossed t,o the other side of the looking glass. Technological 
developments are not uniform, in location or pace. There is 
comparative advantage and, because of that, nations and 
individuals see gains to be made in bypassing payment for access 
to intellectual property. 

The last frontier of global markets is made up of a pastiche of 
countries—newly industrialized countries in Asia, for instance, 
and the free-market nestlings of Eastern Europe. What we face 
there is the reality, especially in high-technology fields, that many 
of these places have less than adequate intellectual property 
protection (IPP) and enforcement. It's a reality that creates some 
very disturbing situations. For instance, last July, in Hong Kong, 
IBM found itself in the position of having to organize a raid on a 
warehouse full of pirated personal computer (PC) and keyboard 
clones, in order to stop the shipment from leaving the country. The 
company felt it would not obtain redress via the usual channels, 
even though the proper laws were in place. Imagine, as a 
responsible corporate citizen, asking your employees to go out on a 
limb with an ambush like that. 

We have been looking for creative ways of ensuring 
enforcement in the GATT negotiations. I do not for a moment 
believe that wi ll  be easy. I learned recently of a businessman who 
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found himself in a remote and primitive mountain village in 
Pakistan, near the Afghan border. He was surprised when he went 
into one small building to see shelves full of packaged software, 
obviously ready for sale. But he was flabbergasted when he 
walked into the back room, where half a dozen local people were 
keeping a table full of PCs humming away copying programs. You 
know as well as I, that in competition any player who doesn't 
respect the rules can gain unfair advantage. The stakes are high. 
In an era when individuals can make fortunes from a good idea-
think of Steven Jobe—the temptation for piracy is stronger than 
ever before. 

I am not arguing for tight controls. Over-protection is just as 
damaging to the flow of ideas across borders as is a lack of controls. 
I am arguing for an international model based on Canada, which 
has always taken a balanced view of intellectual property, seeking 
the dynamic equilibrium between protecting the rights of 
scientists and creators and securing the broader benefits that flow 
from wider access to technology. We must translate, transfer and 
transmit to those organizations that are charged with establishing 
global regulations a sense of balance between protection of and 
access to intellectual property. 

Our message must be clear: economic development and 
international trade are enhanced by minimum standards of pro-
tection and enforcement of intellectual property rights (IPRe. 
Only by establishing such standards can we ensure adequate 
incentives for the people who do the inventing and the creating. 
But alone, standards will not protect IPRs. Dispute settlement 
mechanisms, uniformly applied and enforced, must go hand in 
hand with standards. They must carry appropriate redress, 
including clear penalties. 

Against this must be balanced society's need for reasonable 
and fair access to intellectual property. Without that, we will not 
get the synergistic use of research and development (R&D), across 
international borders, that will nurture future entrepreneurs of 
technology. Beyond that, remembering that tomorrow's locus of 
business value is not yet known, there is the need for regulatory 
flexibility. Flexibility, adaptability, balance, that is what 
Canada's business community wants to see. It is more important 
to achieve such a balance than it is to decide who will achieve it. 
The key player is likely to be the GATT, for the simple reason that 

1. Steven Paul Jobs is co-founder of Apple Computer Inc. Co-designer (with 
Stephan Wozniak) of the Apple I Computer, 1976. 
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any new standards agreed upon must be accompanied by effective 
enforcement procedures. 

I believe it is imperative for Canada to give high priority to 
real progress in the TRIPS negotiations in the Uruguay Round. 
But there is more. Within the context of this Alice-in-Wonderland 
world, a world where the temptation to pirate is growing in step 
with the ease of piracy, perhaps it is time to look to the uncon-
ventional for solutions. I am thinking specifically of an idea that 
grew out of a European Economic Community (EEC) study of 1987 
entitled the Direct Protection of Innovation, an idea that has since 
been refined by Professor William Kingston of the University of 
Dublin. 

Basically, the idea is to extend IPP rights to commercial 
novelty. In other words, it is desirable to protect not only the 
invention, but the commercial product that comes from the inven-
tion—and to do it on a preferential basis, with a bias in favour of 
underdeveloped regions within countries. The EEC study noted 
that 20 years of regional subsidies has not righted the imbalance of 
have and have-not regions in Europe. When I look at the 
continuing disparity between Central Canada and the Atlantic 
provinces, I see the same thing. Professor Kingston is concerned 
that in the information age such disparities will only intensify 
because future wealth creation will be tied directly to the 
production of information-intensive products and services, and no 
amount of regional subsidies will be able to provide a fix. His 
suggested solution to this "two-speed" growth is to establish 
regional IPP havens within countries. The analogy Professor 
Kingston uses is to look at  five countries with comparable 
resources, and give business in just one of those countries the legal 
protection of limited liability. You know where most of the growth 
will be. You know where private, investment dollars will flow 
freely. 

Is there a way to give the same sort of boost to under- . 
developed regions of Canada via intellectual property protection? 
Can we substitute the ownership of commercial uniqueness for the 
current system of transfer payments? At Northern Telecom, we 
have been looking at how data communications will be con-
tributing to Canada's regional development. Essentially, we are 
now living in an era when information-intensive work can be 
"place independent through technological dependence." Data 
processors, analysts and other professionals can, today, live and 
work at locations far removed from traditional work centers. 
Canada will benefit from creating more of these information- 
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intensive jobs. To do this, Canadian business needs an atmosphere 
of balanced IPP, internationally. 

Balance is the key: balance between the opportunities that 
create wealth in the various regions of the world; balance between 
the development of minimum, international standards and the 
rights of sovereign nations (including Canada) to develop national 
standards that deal with intellectual property; balance between 
offering benefit to those regions and countries that honour IPRs 
and imposing sanctions on those who do not; balance between 
protection for and access to; balance. It is something that can be 
difficult to maintain in a topsy-turvy world: where nothing is what 
it seems; where croquet mallets are flamingos and the balls are 
hedgehogs. But balance coupled, with a child's sense of adventure, 
brought Alice successfully through her Wonderland. In that sense, 
she is as good a model as we are likely to have for  our  trip through 
the looking glass. 





The Japanese Approach to 
Technology and Innovation 

Ambassador Bunroku Yoshino 

At this moment in Japan most people seem to be vaguely aware 
that they are in the middle of an historical upsurge of tech-
nological innovations. Every morning, as we turn the pages of 
newspapers, we are overwhelmed by the reports of new discoveries, 
inventions or innovations that are being made or applied by 
individuals, research firms or commercial enterprises. We some-
times wonder from where this sudden outburst of technological 
advancement is coming. Perhaps it may have something to do 
with the stage of our historical development, where scientific and 
technological breakthroughs worldwide are coincidentally com-
bined by the coming of age of the Japanese economy. 

For the time being, let me turn to the main theme of today's 
discussions; i.e., the global rivalry of innovation and technology. 
There does not seem to be much rivalry in technology or innova-
tion among industrialized countries. Rivalries and competition 
certainly exist among the products of manufacturers and 
companies, but that is, after all, what market economy means. 

If, for instance, you open any brand of lap-top computer, you 
will be amazed to find that it is densely packed with numerous 
integrated circuits (ICs) and electronic devices of various national 
origins. You will find it is a product of assembled parts and 
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components that are produced by a dozen countries. Some are from 
Taiwan, some from Singapore, some from Japan and some from the 
U.S.A., etc. Although the brand of the computer itself may lead 
you to assume a certain country of origin for the product in 
question, it is, in reality, a composite product of chips, wires and 
other parts, made or processed by a variety of countries. The 
technologies and innovations involved are also owned by various 
individuals or corporations, and are not necessarily limited or 
connected to the company whose brand the assembled machine 
carries. It is a product of licenses or patents owned, shared or 
crossed by people or firms spread all over the world. You would 
also realize that the quality of such high-technology products as 
computers lies not only in the assembly of complex parts, but also 
in the assembled parts themselves, which often originate outside of 
the company that has the brand. 

Intense rivalries exist among manufacturers of computers, or 
any other high-technology products, regarding their quality and 
prices. But the rivalries between competing companies seldom 
concern the technologies involved—the owners of the technologies 
are usually different from the manufacturers—rather, they con-
cern the price and quality of their end-products in the market. 
Such rivalries among the private companies of various nation-
alities that are producing similar kinds of products are aimed at 
increasing their respective shares of the world market. 

I am not denying the existence of a certain technological 
nationalism, or national rivalry of technology, in some sectors of 
industry or in political circles connected with national security. 
The FSX case in Japan, which involved a next-generation fighter 
bomber, is a recent example. Last year, we concluded an agree-
ment with the United States concerning the manufacture of this 
next-generation fighter bomber, under which the Japanese side 
would be provided with "know-how" by the American manu-
facturers. The agreement, however, came under pressure from the 
United States Congress and was abruptly revoked. It had, 
therefore, to be renegotiated under new conditions. Another case 
relates to the so-called "Structural Impediments" negotiations 
with the United States, under which Japan recently concluded an 
agreement wherein the Japanese would purchase more U.S.A. 
satellites in spite of the fact that the Japanese government is 
subsidizing the promotion of national satellite production. These 
cases show that in certain sensitive areas, where national 
governments are involved, a clash of national policies or interests 
occurs and a certain kind of rivalry does take place. 
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At this moment, the Japanese economy is enjoying 
unprecedented prosperity, and is regarded as a major source of 
productivity and innovation. The secret of this success lies with 
Japanese companies and corporations. Although they are built on 
the basis of stocks and shares, private shareholders are tradi-
tionally interested in long-term gains and not in short-term 
profits. They are keen on payback over a number of years, rather 
than on quarterly returns. The employees of Japanese companies, 
from executives to blue-collar workers, are also interested in their 
long-term employment. Thus, whole companies are willing to set 
aside a high proportion of their earnings for R&D, in order to 
increase competitiveness among themselves. 

Technologies and innovations cannot be developed overnight. 
You have to plan and develop them over five to ten years by 
organizing and coordinating the required activities and resources. 
Dedicated and well-trained, in-house engineers, together with 
supporting staff, are essential to achieve this and, above all, you 
must have a good, long-suffering management. This scenario 
presupposes that the majority of shareholders are understanding 
and patient enough for long-term gains. Most of the existing 
Japanese companies that are thriving are structured in this way. I 
know of one Japanese electronics company that spent over 12 years 
nursing an obscure and baffling technology finally into a 
successful product. 

Big Japanese multinational companies have transplants, or 
clones, in North America, Europe and elsewhere in the world. As 
much as possible, the management at headquarters transfer their 
management styles and work practices to their clones overseas. 
They try to educate and train selected members of their overseas 
staff by inviting them to the home companies, in order to teach 
them how to run the companies abroad. The Japanese know that 
this process has limitations. If the so-called corporate cultures 
between Japan and overseas are very far apart, it is a waste of time 
to introduce Japanese management and work practices across 
national borders. 

Japanese companies have encountered a number of such 
cases. After buying a United States company, the team of U.S.A. 
managers of the newly bought company would ask the Japanese 
headquarters to write off all deficits. As well, they request that all 
deficit-producing departments be separated and sold off. The new 
management likes to start off with lighter burdens and hopes to be 
able to show black figures as quickly as possible. The Japanese 
headquarters would insist, however, that this is not the way the 
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Japanese run a company. No one knows whether the present red 
figures are a result of the company's long-term endeavours to 
develop a new technology or a new program. The Japanese would 
say they have bought the company as it is, and have no intention of 
breaking it up at the beginning. They are looking ten years ahead, 
and are not expecting black figures immediately. 

I have dwelled upon some aspects of Japanese management 
style because I believe the present technological proliferation in 
Japan is mainly the product of Japanese corporate culture. At this 
moment, however, due to worldwide deregulations and because of 
the expanding economic boom in Japan, foreshadowed by the 
rapidly aging population, the Japanese management climate 
seems to be eroding. The world economic integrating process will 
also work toward equalizing different corporate cultures. In future 
decades, the current Japanese technological burgeoning will cease 
to exist. Meanwhile, the world will have to live with it. 



Technology, Trade and Intellectual 
Property Rights: A Case for Innovation 

Geraldine  Kenney-  Wallace 

I am going to address the increasingly topical topic of intellectual 
property rights. I will focus on technology and, at the same time, 
keep an eye on public policy. I will pose a number of questions that 
are going to be seminal over the next decade, again from the 
technological viewpoint. My message is very simple, and I hope 
clear, with respect to IPRs—innovate, don't litigate. We will be 
dealing with litigation later in this conference; therefore, I will 
focus on the innovation side. The protection of intellectual prop-
erty is necessary in order to exploit it for commercialization, but 
the other side of the coin is the avoidance of being exploited by 
somebody else in the future. The time scales of commercialization 
and exploitation are so fast in our modern, global economy that the 
balance between protection for exploitation purposes and pro-
tection to avoid being exploited is a very complex issue and one 
that is acutely sensitive to shifts in legislation and human 
behaviour. 

Intellectual property is dependent upon time. This is par-
ticularly true for patents in advanced technology. Patents can 
protect your ideas, working models, processes and products now, or 
they can protect options that are really part of a future business 
strategy. In these days of global change, no one is quite sure how 
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the pendulum between innovation and litigation will swing. 
Patents can protect your options by formally acknowledging prior 
art in a quiescent field, but perhaps years later these applications 
explode as, suddenly, a new market need is met. One technology 
often merges with another. For example, we are now seeing the 
significant impact of 1960s research in cross-fertilization patterns 
emerging as scientific innovation and technologies in medicine. 
Let me remind you of the breakthroughs in radiation therapy for 
cancer, using monoclonal antibodies. Biotechnology, information 
technology, lasers and optics experts must come together with 
clinically trained people not only to implement new treatments, 
but also to decide precisely who gets the credit, who owns what, 
and who is liable for any unanticipated eventualities that may 
arise. 

I saw the most interesting cartoon not long ago. It was amus-
ing, but it recognized the dramatic change that has taken place in 
technology. There were three rats in a laboratory. Two of the rats 
were in one corner, looking at the other rat, sitting there with a 
cocky attitude and in a sweatshirt bearing his name. The rats 
were saying, "Monty has become impossible ever since he was 
patented!" That patent decision changed a lot of views on what is 
possible in the biological world. We have to be very careful that 
the IPR decisions we make today are not based on what was 
patentable yesterday, but on what is patentable now. Being 
innovators in technological areas requires us to keep an eye oil 
what is happening in the courts and to note the landmark or 
precedential, ethical decisions, as well as the interpretation of 
decisions that are being made on rpR issues, and the arguments 
that are being presented on the recognition of public and private 
goods. It is important that policy advisors and policy-makers in 
Canada acquire a far broader and more technologically-based 
understanding of what is needed and what must be re-examined in 
Canadian legislation. 

Examples of innovation and litigation are bound together in 
our newspapers. By focusing on the technological side, I hope to 
show how the actual value of patents in a given area of research 
and development is very much influenced by the type of tech-
nology, maturity of technology and the dynamics of the market' 
place. And marketplaces are, indeed, changing very fast. In an 
area such as microelectronics, where new products and processes 
appear every month, going through a legal, patenting procesS 
could outstrip the value of the patent. Yet, if you wait to patent 
before commercialization, you might lose the market share! It's 
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question of timeliness. On the other hand, having no patent leaves 
you unprotected later on, should someone else try to follow the 
same product route. It is a question of strategic balance and time 
scales. Patent law has become more of a mainstream activity. 
Canadian law schools and firms should ensure that they have the 
prerequisite technological confidence and competence to meet 
demands. 

For this reason, I wish to group my remarks under three 
headings: R&D and information flow; marketing and innovations; 
and the time scales of the penetration of ideas into the market-
place. A fuller understanding of these three topics is essential if 
we are to gain an intuitive feel for how certain aspects of 
intellectual property are viewed in certain sectors of society. This 
is absolutely critical when it comes to global technology and global 
trade. My views are based upon personal experience in patenting, 
upon the issues of competitiveness that have formed a backdrop to 
innovation in the past decade, upon recent changes in patent 
procedures and upon background surveys of firms that have dealt 
with IPR issues. 

From the Science Council's work on intellectual property, 
which was a collaborative project working with Industry, Science 
and Technology Canada (ISTC) and Corporate and Consumer 
Affairs, as well as the above-mentioned material, we can obtain 
some very good snapshots of IPR issues in Canada. 1  What 
surprised me in particular, was how little is known about intel-
lectual property in Canada. Many people are interested in IPR, 
but most are not quite sure what to do with it. This perceived 
powerlessness is something all of us have to address. The major 
R&D firms are well aware of IPR, and they have to live with its 
legal and fiscal issues every day. But, when we consider the 
economic and industrial structure of our country, we quickly 
realize that major R&D firms are the minority players on our 
industrial landscape. 2  So, how do we get IPR issues and 
innovation messages out to a much broader community? I will try 
to answer this question in each of the three topic areas below. 

1. See "Innovation and Intellectual Property Rights," Science Council of Canada, 
(Department of Supply and Services, March 1990). 

2. "Grassroots initiatives, global success report of the 1989 National Technology 
Policy Roundtable" (co-published by the Science Council of Canada, the 
Canadian Chamber of Commerce and the Canadian Advanced Technology 
Association, 1990). 
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R&D and Information Flow 
If R&D is investment equity for the future (and not debt), then the 
questions we have to pose are: 

• How do we protect our investment? 
• How do we collect the dividends? 
• How do we leverage and exploit the investment? 
• What are the time scales over which this investment is going 

to yield a high return? 
• How are we going to protect our intellectual property? 

We already have clear indications of the differences between 
the long-term views of Japan and the Pacific Rim countries, and 
the short-term views prevalent among managers and financiers in 
North America. These are not new questions. It is a very different 
global trading environment that is new. 

Thomas Jefferson was the first Commissioner of Patents in 
the United States. This fact not only establishes that there was an 
interest in patenting in the expanding trade period of that time, 
but that intellectual property had a highly political profile. 
Furthermore, entrepreneurial activity was recognized and reward-
ed. Canada's first Patent Act became law in 1869. The passage of 
Bill C-22 on pharmaceutical patents in 1987 was the first 
significant amendment to patent law in Canada in 50 years. 
Perhaps this is a reflection of our acquiescent culture. Indeed, if 
you look at patent history and statistics, it is possible to see a 
reflection of the economic and social values and culture of a 
country. An examination of the U.S.A. and Japanese patents that 
are most active at present reveals the United States as a resource-
based country of enormous land mass, whose pioneering activities 
are a superposition of the industrial revolution and survival on 
opening up the country to new immigrants.3  In contrast, Japan is 
focused on the results of the 19608 R&D laboratories that now 
shape consumer markets for high technology. Patents reveal our 
past. I will now make the case as to why we ought to be worried 
about the future. 

Intellectual Property Rights is a collectivity of interests, 
world of patents, copyright, trade marks, licensing agreements , 

 industrial designs, trade secrets, plant-breeders rights (still in 
contention), software copyright, protection of integrated circuits, 

3. "Science and Technology Policy: Pervasive and pragmatic for the 1990e." PaPer 
presented at the Inaugural Conference of the School of Policy Studies, Queen 0 
University, Kingston (April 1989). 
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and legislation such as the Semi-conductor Chip Protection Act in 
the United States. The latter message is more than subliminal. 
"As long as you do it in the United States, you will get that IPR 
protection from us." It is advanced tecluiology itself that has led to 
this explosion of knowledge and litigious responses. 

I want to show you a map where the ocean's currents are a 
dynamic chart of the flow of knowledge between continents—R&D 
can be defined generically as the generation, acquisition and 
adaptation of knowledge—and to show you how this map is 
building on the information technologies revolution and rapidly 
growing telecommunications industry, estimated to be 1 trillion 
dollars U.S. worldwide by the year 2000 (see Figure 1). 

Look at the new communications linkages. In a world awash 
with technologies, I believe that getting knowledge organized, and 
spotting the critical piece of information upon which everything 
else depends, is the key to a competitive edge. Thus, the genera-
tion of knowledge, and access to that knowledge, becomes the 
number one priority toward strategic action in any advanced 
technology milieu. Commercialization requires a smart manager 
of technology, who has a broad perspective of potential market 
applications and a good understanding of global markets. What 
are those global markets? 

The networks of knowledge, either currently in place or that 
will be in place by the mid-1990s, are labelled on this global, fibre 
optic, oceanic cable map. These are the information flows through 
fibre optics that are providing linkages of us 24 hours a day. 
Oceans link, they no longer divide. Oceans are humming with 
information at megabit capacities flowing through different 
tropical and arctic areas. The Trans Atlantic Telecommunications 
(TAT) systems, The Trans Pacific Communications (TPC) system, 
the Hawaiian (HAW), Pacific Rim (PACRIM), Australia, New 
Zealand, Guam, Hong Kong, all of the Etuopean networks, and 
even the proposed Siberian land bridge between Tokyo and 
Moscow (with a small spinoff into Eastern Europe) will be in place 
in the mid-1990s. These are the trade routes of the present that 
will give a comparative advantage in the future. As we speak, all 
of your fax messages to Europe, encoded into ultrashort laser 
flashes, are travelling at the speed of light on TAT-8. In the 
future, data, voice and images in two or three dimensions for 
designs, (chip designs, molecular drug designs, architectural 
designs) will be flowing along those trade routes, flowing at rates 
exceeding any htunan transaction. There is no time to wait for a 



Figure 1 
Global Fiber Optic Submarine Cable Network 
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scientific or technological discovery to appear in a journal or in a 
trade magazine, and there is no time to wait for action at the 
annual shareholders' or monthly directors' meeting. Clearly 
Canada must be at the table in discussing and agreeing to 
standards, regulations and IPR issues that affect these communi-
cation linkages and, thus, our electronic trade routes for the 1990s. 

The global, scientific village is operating in intellectual free 
trade, it always has. Now its members can work even faster. But 
the members of the global, scientific village, while relishing the 
bounty of results that are coming along the information networks, 
also know when not to talk. Active researchers know when to 
share information freely and when to retain that little piece of 
black magic. The critical step or component that gave the 
competitive edge becomes the substance of IPR. What is incom-
prehensible to one R&D specialist becomes a brilliant insight to 
another. This is why visits to R&D laboratories are so tightly 
controlled by commercial organizations. Observant eyes or well-
developed sensory abilities can pick up valuable intelligence. 
Canada's research community requires enhanced R&D support 
and encouragement to be keen international observers. But the 
knowledge must be exploited more effectively. 

The way we generate, organize, share and obtain access to 
valuable information concerning private intellectual property, in 
the context of the global networks, has taken on a new and often 
legally and socially challenging dimension. The motivation for 
intellectual protection may not always be commercial. It could be 
national security or personal privacy. Who gets the information? 
Who needs to know? How is this information used? The answers 
have enormous consequences outside of the commercialization of 
tecimology, but I am not going to address these issues today. 
Although we are operating in April 1990 in more of a "cold peace" 
scenario, than in that of a cold war, I nevertheless anticipate that 
the global rivalry in technology will not diminish. Global rivalry 
will merely shift to consumer markets. Given the existing trade 
tensions, the strategic challenge for some economies such as the 
U.S.A. to address is how to shift from a militarily-dominated to a 
consumer-dominated technology in such a way that we have a 
harmonious, global trading system and not a destructive one. 
Fortunately, and perhaps ironically, much of modern electronics-
based technology can be used for war and peace. For example, 
many strategic defense initiative (SDI) technologies could be 
readily harnessed for much needed environmental monitoring. An 
environmental strategic initiative would be welcomed by the 
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public as global trade becomes increasingly linked t,o principles of 
sustainable development in policy discussions. 

How do we creatively manage those shifts, while keeping 
free-market philosophies? One might remember that in our sys-
tem we have tax havens. Is there an analogue? Imagine develop-
ing intellectual property havenst But the consequences of having 
global rules on the existence and jurisdiction of IPRs that are not 
clear will only exacerbate global rivahy, instead of enabling global 
trade to evolve as healthy economic competition. If the policies are 
not clear, the situation will be worse than having a bad policy. 

In summary, the risk-reward ratio in R&D demands clear, 
international IPR rules and practices. Unless the private sector 
collaborates on IPR with researchers, whether they are working in 
government, universities or private-sector laboratories, nothing 
commercially substantive will happen. The R&D information flow 
will have a positive impact on world trade if we have coherent, 
coordinated and well-communicated IPR policies, operating both 
at the national and international levels. This requires timely 
actions within Canada, as well as a proactive Canadian role in 
international discussions on technological IPR issues far beyond 
our traditional resource-based or commodity experiences. 4  

Innovation 
Innovation, first and foremost, is a mindset, an attitude toward 
achievement and continued improvement. Canada does not have 
an impressive record in this area according to the European 
Management Forum (see Table 1). By innovation we also mean 
exploitation of intellectual property. Research and development is 
a necessary (but not a sufficient) condition for successful innova-
tion and market performance in the technology-intensive sectors. 
The issues of cost of capital, available pools of capital, terms of 
financing, taxes, energy, the availability of highly qualified 
people, the regulatory environment, transportation, land costs, 
vary from country to country, on a sector-by-sector basis. Inter-
national competition may build on similar R&D, but the inno-
vative results may vary dramatically as a result of different infra- 
structures and different governmental, regulatory systems. We 
need a set of innovation policies to provide a coherent framework 

4. "Governments & corporations in a Shrinking World: trade & innovation policies 
in the United States, Europe & Japan," by Sylvia Getty, (Council on Foreign 
Relations, Inc. N.Y., 1990). 
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for the exploitation of trade that is R&D intensive, and to assure 
an  enhanced market share and sustained export performance at 
home. 

If we look at Canada's overall performance with regard to 
innovation and marketing, the result is not necessarily repre-
sentative of all of that actually happens. Every average smooths 
out the exceptions and, obviously, some individuals, laboratories 
and firms have been extremely aggressive. In each province, there 
are varied experiences depending on the regional industrial land-
seePe, the degree of foreign investment and the degree of 
entrepreneurial activity in the face of international markets. It is 
important that firms new to this process realize that just getting a 
Patent is not the end of the innovation story. Exploiting patents is 
an intrinsic part of the innovation process, and IPR is part of a 
broader set of innovation policies. This is the key. 

Table 1 
Marketing of Innovations 

Japan 	 1 
United States 	 2 
Denmark 	 3 
Germany 	 4 
Switzerland 	 5 
Italy 	 6 
Sweden 	 7 
Belgium 	 8 
Netherlands 	 9 
Canada 	 10 

Source: European Management Forum Survey 

e  Perhaps an example of how patents can be exploited will 
MPhasize innovation in several pertinent ways. In the world of 

quantum electronics (lasers and microelectronics), we are cons- 
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cin.  e areaeminded of how rapidly an idea or product can move from 
of development to another. The semi-conductor laser 

latie was one of the earliest lasers to be invented, although it 
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proved to be rather temperamental (as most lasers are in the early 
stages of discovery). In the period between, considerable solid-
state research (emerging from Europe and North America in the 
19508) was being exploited to make these diodes lase. Triumph 
came in 1964 and throughout the late 1960s and 1970s laser 
scientists, physicists and engineers wrestled with making diodes 
reliable and efficient. I remember doing some early developmental 
work on them in the United States in 1971. I begged RCA to give 
me one of their laser diode prototypes so that I could try it out for a 
new laser diode. Given a tiny, two millimetre gallium aluminum 
arsenide chip, we tried to drive this diode chip to lase at room 
temperature, with a current density of 50,000 amps per square 
centimeter. It worked! It was just an amazing experiment, but 
that is called research, and competition is a strong motivator. 
There was an international drive to obtain better performance out 
of these chips because they were going to be used in spacecraft 
docking procedures. Diodes were the optical eyes that were to be 
used in robots for "seeing" the spatial coordinates as two massive 
spacecraft systems docked, and for recording (via electronic 
sensors) the moment they were locked into position. U.S.A. 
researchers began to realize that if one could use laser diodes for 
precision manoeuvring in space and for accurate reading of spatial 
dimensions, one could use them anywhere if industry could make 
them reliable and cheap. So did the Japanese. Many routine 
"seeing" functions today include fibre optic transmission lines, 
compact discs, supermarket scanners and bar codes. Remote home 
security schemes, robotic controls in automotive manufacturing 
and imaging systems for video are but a few examples of use in 
daily life. Japan increasingly controls the market; hence, the 
trade friction and litigation mindset currently prevalent in 
Washington, D.C., as United States policy-makers debate trade 
and IPR issues in the semi-conductor industry. 

Today's IPR issues in the serai-conductor industry, which is a 
substrate technology for so much of our private sector (service and 
manufacturing) should be closely followed in Canada. We must 
never lose access to microelectronics know-how in both design and 
raanufacturing. We can earn access through our IPR and patents 
and innovation, if we focus our present uncoordinated efforts. 

Optical information storage was also a hot LPR topic in the 
mid-1970s. There was an incredible amount of research being 
done with regard to encoding and decoding information at the 
molecular level using laser spectroscopy. In conjunction with 
molecular photophysics and photochemistry, the goal was to 
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answer questions analogous to those in the early days of 
computers. How do you read in the information and store it; for 
how long are the data secure; how do you get quick access to the 
data? During that time, the international community, sponsored 
by governments and the private sector, worked feverishly on 
competing R&D solutions. Phillips in the Netherlands, also did 
some very smart strategic planning, which produced the earlier 
commercially available compact disc in the 1980s. The secret of 
that breakthrough was patenting plus a novel cross-licensing plan. 
I have used this example to emphasize how important cross-
licensing can be, particularly as trade and tecluiology become the 
prime motivators for the formation of industrial consortia and 
global, strategic alliances. These are clear lessons for Canadian 
firms and Canadian national strategies in this project. 

Phillips, Sony and a Japanese consortium had drawn up a 
cross-licensing agreement for the intellectual property regarding 
optical data storage projects. This made it mandatory to cross-
licence any tecluiology developed to all of the other companies 
within the group. When Sharp made the laser diode work more 
reliably and at a cheaper price than any other supplier, everyone 
in that group had access to that vitally important competitive 
edge. This allowed the group to get the compact disc product out 
faster—I estimate by five or six years—and to capture the market 
share first. Furthermore, it allowed those in the group working on 
the sub-assembly parts of the system t,o set the world specifications 
and standards. Once you have set the standard, other competitors 
usually have to follow. By getting into the marketplace first, there 
was tinie to create a customer acceptance for the product at the 
same time. This is now a multibillion dollar market. 

This is also an example of a breakthrough technology, which 
was going so fast from the innovative, laboratory research to 
development stages that there was no time to wait and see what 
happened to a prototype product. The only thing to do was to group 
together in a consortium the expertise probably needed to build on 
proven strengths in R&D, to share the costs, to share the risks, and 
to ensure via mandatory cross-licensing that everyone would have 
access to the data and technology needed to achieve the final goal. 

This is also an example of innovation at work in the 
boardroom and in the laboratory because, without confidence in 
such an alliance and leadership from the senior executive level, 
the consortium plan would not have worked. In contrast to the 
scope, scale, standards and regulatory constraints of that high-tech 
example is the resource-based industry. Global rivalry takes on a 
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different pattern in a much more mature industry. A mature 
industry may be more resistant to change and innovation, hence to 
the value of IPR. Lawyers are prized over innovators! However, a 
small, incremental change (as opposed to breakthrough) in the 
product process, can mean multimillions of dollars in cost reduc-
tion overall. 

Consider the forest products industry, which is facing a triple 
challenge in the 1990s. A higher global newsprint demand is 
compounded by an electronics revolution in the way information is 
transmitted and by environmental regulations, as well as by 
increasingly vocal public activism and ecological awareness. All of 
these factors have substantial impacts on both production 
processes and costs, and even on the future viability and feasibility 
of logging in traditional areas. Putting value-added, through 
science and technology and innovation, into the forestry and pulp 
and paper industry means, perhaps, more focus is needed on 
incremental change rather than on radical breakthroughs. Never-
theless, a renewed focus on IPR issues is needed to ensure 
incremental and patentable improvements can bring more than 
just intellectual profit to the company. Better products are in 
demand by the consumer. Research and development is investing 
in future competitiveness, from chain saw to reforestation and 
silviculture. Many forestry companies have diversified over the 
past five years and have become more aggressive on patent issues 
through R&D joint ventures with university and government 
laboratories. 

Innovation in laser diodes and sensors, robots, computers, 
genetics, processing of materials, remote sensing and geographic 
systems analysis, corrosion and environraental issues concerning 
biodegradable packaging are all part of the forestry business in the 
1990s. Innovate, don't litigate. Remember, a comparative 
advantage can be gained through fusion of routine technologies in 
unexpected ways. With Canada's heavy reliance on forestry, and 
in general on the resource-base for trade, the question still 
remaining is: Why has innovation been so slow here? Why does 
Canada still export raw materials in the main, and import finished 
products from those materials? Do patents hold back innovation or 
does lack of innovation fail to spur new patents? 

Finally, for very mature product lines, sometimes the only 
innovative avenues open to exploitation are energy and trans-
portation. Consider a synthetic chemical, shipped worldwide by 
the megaton as a processed material, from which literally 
hundreds of consumer products are then made locally. In the early 
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1980s, one major chemical company realized that if transportation 
regulations stipulated that shipping costs were to be charged by 
volume, then the R&D challenge was to make the packaged 
product denser and, thus, smaller in volume and heavier. On the 
other hand, if transportation costs in the country were to be 
charged by weight, the R&D people were told to make a lighter 
product in the same volume! 

Innovation comes into every aspect of technology and trade. 
You have to know the R&D, understand your business and your 
product well, and be cognizant of the regulatory framework, all of 
which can have an impact on your approach to IPR issues. 

Time Scales and IPR 
Let me conclude by illustrating the importance of time scales on a 
mature technology—the automotive trade. In technology, it is 
very important t,o understand the time scales in which you are 
working in order to avoid a mismatch of goals and objectives with 
timing pressures from market rivalry. There are time scales for 
the process of discovery, patenting and proof of principle or of 
inventions. There are time scales for R&D, time scales for 
financing of R&D and, in contrast, the expectations of business 
performance in the quarterly shareholders' report. Much more 
patient financing, that can extend over many years, is required 
when you are dealing with technology. There are also longer time 
scales for prototype manufacturing, marketing and customer 
acceptance. Figure 2 gives an example that pulls together many of 
these factors. To demonstrate the time frame for the penetration of 
innovative ideas into global markets—and this is innovation in the 
automotive industry—I have selected an interesting figure from 
an ongoing Science Council study. 5  

It is 1990 and we are consumers looking at the Nissan Motor 
Company automobile showrooms. What modern features of the 
manufacturing process are in the latest car and from where did the 
innovations come? How long before the innovation entered the 
marketplace? Eighty per cent of all innovations, initially driven 
by R&D that was going on in 1976, are now out on the car in the 
salesroom. About 30 per cent of the incremental improvements in 
the product and in the manufacturing process—innovations that 

5. Unpublished data from ongoing Science Council of Canada study on sector 
innovation strategies (1990). 
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were realized in 1987—are now in the marketplace. This  con-
clusion  naturally follows: a significant amount of what we will see In

• 

 the showTooms of the year 2000 is already out of the R&D laboratories of today and is well into the innovation process. 
What is the lead time required for diffusion of technology into the marketplace? It can take five, ten, even twenty years to see the 

final results of innovation, depending on the type of technology. 
Automotive vehicles are beginning to look like airplanes on 
wheels or media control studios from the driver's seat, where 
soPhisticated panels and displays present continuous monitoring 
of  engine performance and a dazzling array of entertainment oPtions. To those of us who were in graduate school over 25 years 
ag° (and fixed our cars and laboratory machinery with wrenches from the same tool boxes), these changes in technology are a source 
of nostalgia, as well as a sober reminder that what we researched 
and developed had an impact far beyond our own disciplines. This 
tune scale of diffusion is very important to grasp when evaluating 
areas that should receive priority for developing advanced ech, t 
4.„ --74)1°gY. The same fiscal investment over three years will lead 
4  different dividends and growth rates in areas as disparate as 
biotechnology, health sciences (especially genetics), and micro 
teeleetronics. Aerospace, information technologies, robotics, optical 

hnelogies and the ongoing search for novel synthetic materials 
• c.ensume 10 to 15 per cent of sales as investment each year in 
eading Commercial enterprises and yet operate on time scales of 

Months through to decades for product development. 
Whether putting value-added into the resource base through 

ei
el.ower, incremental change on an agricultural process, or con-deri -ng ultimately new pilot plants such as a mini-mill in steel rianufacturing, or dealing with breakthroughs in high technology 
8  
°r  PrOdUCts in tomorrow's microelectronics market, the time 8Cale8 

 

of Product development must be compatible with the time „cal, of intellectual property recognition, exploitation and sciicens  
lug constraints. Different markets have different time _ ales. -Moreover, if government or industry impose technological b_reakthrough policies on incremental adaptation and change, a 

inevitable. If decisions on IPR policy are taken with 
aa

- n

_ incremental mindset with regard to breakthrough areas that tare exceedin-1.... 16 y competitive and fast moving (such as bio- 
neclul°1egY) the policies will not work. It is time to realize that we 
the 1FR policies that will create a flexible climate for 

ri.sks that are dependent on time, rewards, innovation and exPloitation of intellectual property in order to achieve effective 
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competition in a worldwide arena. This is an area requiring 
urgent attention in Canada and one fertile for co-operative work 
between the policy elites and market performers. 

hi the 1990s, global rivalry could be exacerbated by intel-
lectual property rights, given our collective failure to have 
achieved an international framework for discussion and settle-
ment of disputes. Have and have-not countries in the North-South 
debates usually refer to the gap between the rich and the poor. In  
the future, this could come to mean more: those that have access to 
intellectual property and those that do not. Right now, the newly 
industrialized economies are just as competitive in IPR as are the 
industrialized countries, and there is a need to keep competition 
open and healthy. In order to get access to knowledge, we all have 
to be prepared to give access. In recent and current bilateral 
treaties on R&D, this is always a fine point for tough negotiation, 
but the stakes are too high for neglect or deferral. 

The current round of discussions on IPR in the GATT is 
sometimes seen as a buffer against bilateral agreements that are 
restrictive. Throughout a year of negotiations on the new Canada-
Japan Complementarity Study, which I and seven colleagues on a 
Binational Committee carried out at the request of the Prime 
Ministers of Canada and Japan and submitted in July 1989, IPB 
issues were high in profile. Fortunately, the issues were not as 
complex to resolve in Canada, where we focused on R&D in basic 
research, as in the U.S.A. and Japan negotiations because of the 
role of military R&D in the U.S.A. As a member of the Canadian 
Delegation to the White House Conference that President Bush 
called on global change in Washington in Apri11990, I saw let 
issues and the environment meet unexpectedly in North-South 
debates with developing countries, over their demand for free 
access to the technology, and concomitant IPR. Again, Canada in 
her foreign aid and trade must fold in a position on these issues as 
part of long-term or short-term agreements.. 

Another aspect of global change is, of course, the shifting 
ethics of the business environment. What will be the impact of the 
implementation of new regulations and the pervasive character of 
worldwide environmental issues? With fossil fuels and CFC 
hydrofluorocarbons subject to restrictions and probably taxes, we 
need to re-evaluate traditional energy sources and seek new 
sources that have a whole range of different, environmentallY 
benign properties. The 19908 is going to be a decade in which we 
reshape to a new business climate. In the trade-off between 
industrialized countries on environmentally acceptable actions, 
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trade, IPR and free access to technology are going to be part of the 
South's negotiations for developing these countries' roles and 
responsibilities in sustaining the envirmunent. 

All countries and societies seek a better quality of life for 
their people. While the goals may be the same, the pathways 
chesen depend to a large extent on ideology, as well as on the 
natural, comparative advantages of countries in terms of 
renewable resources, education, literacy levels, the health of 
Populations, and so forth. It is clear that much of the degradation 
of the environment has arisen from the 100 years of industrial 
activitY of the Western nations. It is clear that the uncontrolled 
de velnPment of today's poorer nations will lead to even worse 
disasters, as population growth puts an unprecedented demand on 
resources, energy and water. 

Increasingly, there is talk about establishing new, inter-
national agencies that would be devoted to financing environ-men.  tal projects on transboundary problems. If this involves R&D 
P,,e°Jeets, who gets the credit? As with the compact disc consortium, 

IPR issues must be understood and the IPR agreed to well ah.ea. d of time, or the involvement of the private sector will be 
inullmel. The potential for transforming R&D for environmental t  
,echnologies into the marketplace to solve the problems very much 
ePends on the integration of IPR into trade and technology fe 

accident 
at the local, national and international levels. It is not an 
 or philanthropy born of economic surplus, rather it is a o  

t 11g-range plan for future technology and the development of 
rade alliances. 

At the first Pacific Rim Summit, held in August 1989 in 
attle , some 21 countries addressed the issues of finance, trade and  international agriculture, forestry and fisheries, and the 

'irePer.atives of trade technology and intellectual property rights. elute many  signm'cant bilateral trade agreements, there was a 
tgoelle. ral consensus that IPit must be a global currency and IPR was 
ni°  unPortant to leave to the lawyers. Therefore, as a concluding 

1.1e
en, let me offer, "In GATT we trust." Canada, as a member of 

sel:7 
 Co me  group, GATT, the Pacific Rim group, linked to the 

(and potentially Mexico) via the Free Trade Agreement 
po long..tirne presence in the developing world, surely is in a 

to build a set of flexible innovation policies that blend citor, information linkages, innovations and time scales into a 
je  ,erent strategy for global trade and IPR. What we need is the 

euership and will to do it now. 





The Place of Intellectual Property Rights 
ill the Evolution of Innovation Policy 

Sylvia Ostry 

Lam glad you were at a meeting that ended saying, "in GATT we trust," 
 Geraldine. I was at a meeting where I was extolling the 

virtues of GATT and a Minister from a developing country leaned fore  
n  ard and said, "You know what GATT is known as in my 
sien_inutrY?" And I said "What?" He said, "Go Ahead and Talk Talk." 
i  -maY,  I would like give some idea of the place of IPRs in the evolut ion  of a new form of international discord that is now evident (no Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
j  eel)) countries, especially within the triad of the United States, 
aesn and Europe. There isn't an accepted name for this form of 

terne

international discord. I have heard it called high-technolo rcantilisin.
gy 

 out let 	
That is a very narrow view of it and I have decided 

Invent a name—system friction—and I will explain why shortly, 
me give  you some background. 

tivA  The current buzzword in international discourse is competi- 
'ness. It is a concept that, ironically, does not have an agreed 

ennesning in economics. I chaired a meeting with a group of 
wennliste at the Centre for International Studies last week and 
debeu I  used the word competitiveness I precipitated a two-hour te 

 ate about definitions. We never got into the policy issues. 
unnnUste will go on defining and debating the definition while 

51 
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the world moves on. The struggle over international dominance in 
leading industries is the central focus of business and govern-
ments. It is most apparent in the information and communications 
technologies (ICT), clearly because we are in the middle of an ICT 
revolution, and there are revolutions in sight in other technologies 
as well. 

The center of the debate, which has made competitiveness 
such a visible and prominent issue, concerns the Japanese or 
Pacific growth model. Perhaps that is too broad a term because the 
Asian countries are  all  very different. The Singapore and Hong 
Kong models are quite different from the Korean model, for 
example, so let me leave it as the Japanese paradigm. It is a 
growth model that is described as targeting so-called, undefined, 
strategic sectors and technologies, so that the rivalry is much 
broader than the definition of technological rivalry presented with 
the example of the FSX fighter bomber case. The United States 
and Europe believe that Japan successfully pursued a policy of 
creating competitive advantage by a unique mix of policies that I 
call innovation policy, which is a better term than industrial 
policy. Industrial policy has a connotation of ailing industries and 
the 1970s. Innovation policy captures the idea of a more aggres-
sive and assertive policy approach. 

When you look at the Japanese paradigm, you see a mixture 
of trade policy, technology policy, financial market policy, and a 
unique policy that has to do with organized market structure (a 
combination of market organization and continuing interface with 
government). The policy was particularly evident in the very 
rapid growth period of the 1950s and 1960s, and it did influence 
both the rate and pattern of industrial investment. However, ae 
Ambassador Yoshino  bas  said, there have been major changes and 
they are still occurring very rapidly. But the paradigm still 
contains a unique blend of co-operation and competition, a long-
term view that is very important, and indicates a continuing 
interrelationship between government and industry that  bas 

 strategic nature. 
If one talks about a market model, the term I would use would 

be a "corporatist" model. It's similar to the social, market model of 
the Germans, and is very unlike the pluralist, market model of 
Anglo-Saxon countries, particularly the United States. And 
inherent in the differences are different weights of consumer and 
producer interest. Producer interests tend to be longer terra than 
those of consumers. 
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We could debate the Japanese paradigm and could all cite 
econ °mists who say that it exists and other economists who say 
that it  doesn't. We could go on forever. However, it has acquired a degree of validity. Indeed, it has acquired almost mythic pro-Portions in some people's minds, so that there has been a very 

s perceptible, policy spillover to other countries. That policy SPillover •was evident both in the United States and in the EEC, 
Particularly in the 1980s. 

I won't go into detail or try to document the policy spillover. In the EEC, the response to the Japanese paradigm has been more 
strategic and focused than it has been in the United States. It is 

st evident in the technological area, with the development of 
Miti-like models within the European Technology Commission 
(ETC) and the business community. These governmental and 
1. ndustrially funded research consortia are most evident in 
_Information technology (IT) and have developed since the launch of Europe  1992. 

It has not really been understood that the mandate for ETC 
i_was given in the Single European Act. The mandate covers three 
4ey .  areas of innovation policy—competition policy, trade policy 
Single

hltweh  the y already had) and technology policy. If you look at the 
European Act, 11 of the 29 clauses deal with technology, so tbehat it is not a minor issue: it is a major focus. And it has only just 

igu. n. While the commission's activity with regard to technology 
ecincY is strongly supported financially by the European business c  
?nlinunitY, it is still vastly outweighed by that of the member 

 But the momentum at each new phase is far greater at the e 
°,111111, issien level than it is at the member states level, and it ci  
varlY and, indeed, in some of the documentation, explicitly, 

the Japanese model of a joint governmental-industrial research  consortiwn• 
is  The other spillover that was mentioned by Geza Feketekuty j  boo use  of anti-dumping by the EEC. It is targeted against 
i_ aPania so called strategic-sector products, hitting not just Japan, bout. Korea and the other Pacific Rim countries as well. However, it 
i„a‘kfired on the United States in a boomerang effect, and has 
_Lerea 

 ased friction. Anti-dumping policy has become very contra-iversil 
TTanu we will have to wait to see whether it will be modified n  

d at-f `jellguay Round. There is evidence that the EEC used anti-un—
Ping as an instrument of industrial or innovation policy. 
The determination of certain European research consortia ‘'sua.  carne .1 u with semi-conductor technology to keep the Japanese 

ubindiaries out of Europe, the biggest of which (Jessie) was 
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launched last year, bas  been another aspect. The Europeans were 
also forced to keep out IBM, to their great embarrassment. IBM 
then launched a strategic alliance with Siemens, and joined Jes. si. 
Perhaps the next stage of this policy evolution will be co-operatton 
between Jessi and its smaller U.S.A. counterpart, Sematech. 

While the EEC reaction to the Japanese paradigm has been 
strategically focused, the United States reaction (given the nature 
of the U.S.A. system of governance and the pluralism of the United 
States business community) has been much more ad hoc and 
divisive. The first reaction, which happened quite early, was to 
change the antitrust legislation. 

A major output of the National Cooperative Research Act of 
1984 was the establishment of Sematech, which is a joint 
governmental-industrial research consortium along the MITI 
model, funded by the Department of Defense. Thus, in the United 
States, there is another complex element, which is the shifting role 
of the Department of Defense. So the word strategic, which now 
has so many meanings, also becomes involved with the securitY 
question and has international implications because contracts 
with the United States Department of Finance stipulate that you 
cannot transfer technology out of the country. This, obviously, 
creates difficulties for a company like IBM because it is a multi-
national corporation, as are most high-technology companies. 

However, the first antitrust amendment, which allowed for 
research consortia, has now been followed, after a good deal of 
pressure on the United States administration, by a proposal to 
permit joint production. Congress is proposing to exclude foreign 
firms from the exemption. Another development in the antitrust 
area is the growing extraterritorial reach of the United States. 
The latest development in the debate over innovation policy in the 
U.S.A. has been the removal of the Director of the Defense 
Advanced Research Planning Agency (DARPA). 

Trade policy is the third element of policy spillover, and is 
probably the most signfficant. The first signal came in the semi-
conductor industry with the bilateral Japanese-U.S.A. arrange-
ment of 1986. For the first time, the United States participated in 
something quite different from the protectionism of the 19708, 
when export restraints were voluntary. The semi-conductor 
agreement established a mechanism for voluntary expansion of 
imports by establishing market shares for foreign semi-conductors 
in Japan, as well as "cartelizing" price arrangements i n  this 
strategic sector. Although the Japanese have argued they did not 
agree to a 20 per cent share, that is what the United States is 
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monitoring. That arrangement goes on to 1991, and there is the 
question of what happens then. 

However, the semi-conductor agreement is probably a less 
linPortant signal than the most recent trade development, the 
structural impediment initiative (SI!). This is a more telling 
r.esPonse to the Japanese paradigm. The SII got to the heart of the 
issue, as Geza has alluded, when the United States made its M-
utated attempt to deal with high technology in the Uruguay Round. 
41ewever, the U.S.A. was never able to explain what was wanted, so that the reception to its attempt to include high technology in 
the lead-up to the GATT Round was very negative. At issue was a 
significant divergence in systems that creates serious friction, and 
tins has come out in the SI!.  

In the area of trade, high technology and sophisticated goods 
In services, it is quite true, as Ambassador Yoshino says, that 

e. re ife competition among corporations. But, it is also compe-tition among  
systems because the capacity of corporations to 

,eeinPete is also affected by domestic rules and the domestic back —ground from which they spring. Therefore, the SII is a good 
exan1Ple of groping toward a resolution of this problem because, if You look at what the negotiations were about, the United States 
would
was alleged to have said to Japan, here are 250 items that we  like  you to change, and Japan said, here are 80 items that 
we :would like you to change. But what the United States was 
sam„Yi.ng was: why won't you be like us? And what Japan was 
;:-.71. 11 , more quietly, was why won't you be like us? So that the oasic issue is the divergence in the systems. 
th  This was acceptable in a less interdependent world, in which 

interface among countries was protected by border measures. if.-(0  You look at the lists that were published, the United States list 
esell?,,Bed  nn Japan's micro policy, macro policy, consumer tastes, 

orate Performance and so on. The same thing was true of the 
an  .JaPan submitted of United States "deficiencies." It is clearly 

itoleable situation . It is quite impossible to insist that 

env 
„ leeks not diverge in any way. But the friction is a very 

erful friction.  
&jct . Divergence are two options in what is happening in sy stem 
bit  1°n. The more likely option in my view, is that since t is a atera l 

dispute between the Un 	
i 

United States and Japan and since, 
erninately, it is called a trade dispute and its context is the 

tr_a_iteral trade balance
' 
 it will be judged in terms of quantitative 

rebtue  results. If, as is almost inevitable, it does not show over a 
es°11able period of time quantitative results in terms of the 
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bilateral trade balance, there is an enormous danger that it will 
lead to a managed approach. Under those circumstances, the EEC 
will have to be involved. 

It is not impossible to obtain an agreement on dividing the 
world market. "Cartelization" within the triad might produce 
some stability for a time, but, essentially, it would be an unstable 
situation. The other option is to accept the fact that there is 
system friction. There is not one market model. There are ver)'  
significant differences between the market models of Japan and 
the United States. There are probably fewer differences between 
the market models of Japan and the EEC, and certainly fewer 
between Japan and Germany. We should accept that there are 
differences, and agree also that it is unacceptable for everyone to 
be required to have the same tastes and the same behaviour. 
Corporations should compete on a level playing field, defined as 
playing by the same rules in different countries. There should be a 
process of multilateral negotiations on the domestic rules .  You 
might ask, which domestic rules? It is not impossible to list them. 

Obviously, intellectual property is an issue. Convergence in 
intellectual property would have to involve much more than what 
is going on in the GATT because it is not simply an issue of having 
minimum standards within the triad: the question of enforcement 
is very important. If you look at the experience of Texas Instru- 
ments in Japan, it took them 30 years to get approval for a patent. 
There has to be a convergence on enforcement within the triad as 
well as a convergence on the norms. 

Intellectual property rights are, clearly, one policY. 
Standards, technology poliky, the role of the consortia subsidies 
and competition policy are others. You will see how much is based 
on what the real mechanism of enforcement is if you look at the 
SII, rather than at what is on the books in antitrust in Japan 
versus the United States. 

Financial market regulation is a candidate, since a key issue 
is both the cost and the patience of capital. That is partly macro , 

 determined by policy, but it also has to do with the way financial 
markets are regulated. There is a much closer symmetry between 
the German and Japanese models, than there is between the 
German and Anglo-Saxon models. So, there is a list of policies 
which it is legitimate to say 	

in 
that an increasingly interdependent 

 world will not sustain a great deal of divergence. 
The issue of system friction goes well beyond the present 

capacity of the GATT, so there has to be another institution that 
will look at it, and the only available institution is the OECD. 1 
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say, yes, to IPRs in the GATF, but IPRs in depth—I am talking 
about looking in detail at the enforcement mechanism, at the standards—and pushing for a degree of harmonization within a 
group of countries at the same level of development has to be 
carried out in the OECD. Subsidies in R&D can be added to the 
sub 13 . a.dY code, but technology policy goes far beyond subsidies to 

D. Competition policy is a much greater and more complex 
Issue that cannot be dealt with in the GATT. If I were asked what is the key policy issue for the 1990s, I 
would say the harmonization of competition policy with, quite 
P°88.ibly, a supranational regulatory body. Let me sum up by 
LaYIng that, while we have moved into a period of disputes over 
tr. a8, they are but only one issue—perhaps not the most important Issue in the struggle over competitiveness. The forum for dealing 
4wCth this rivalry is the OECD and there is danger in so doing that 
Ii‘ne credibility of the GATT will once again be undermined. 
b. "'ever, that can be avoided by seeing the OECD as a bridge to a Ce  when the GATT will be much stronger—that is if Minister 

Crosbie's proposal to build a World Trade Organization (WTO) is accepted. 





Intellectual Property- 
The Major Shifts that are Taking 
Place in the World Economy 

Geza Feketekuty 

iI3°b Perchat and Ambassador Yoshino gave us excellent descript- 
:ne of the vast transformation that is taking place in the world 
ee"°fliY. There are very major shifts underway in the new , 
twnaillic structure of the world economy and we have only begun 
8? absorb the implications and consequences of those shifts. The 
jtifts are the result of four developments. The first is the 
c‘radability of services, which follows from improvements in tele-
seacniomunications  and information processing technology; the 

of b:tdh' i8  a verY Sharp increase in the intellectual property content 
— goods and services; third is the globalization of production, 

àarlu the fourth is the customization of production. These 
a eb0 e will fundamentally alter the functioning of markets 
i__/1(1  tan relationship between goods and services. They have major 
"unplications for the world trading system and, ultimately, for ractional trade  policies and world trading rules. We have begun to 
factor  some of these changes into current international trade 

jegetiations, but we have barely begun the process of making the 
ces,larY, fundamental changes in approaches to policy. 

iss  The emphasis the United States has put on the so-called new 
nee in the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations-- 
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services, intellectual property and trade-related investment—re -
flects the fundamental shifts in the world economy. The question 
is, how did we get there? Did we get there by contemplating the 

world and noting that it had changed, and that an entirely 
different kind of approach to unilateral trade negotiations was 
required? The answer is we did not arrive at the new negotiating 
agenda through a process of academic inquiry, but by responding 
to the expressed needs and concerns of the business community. 
We developed the agenda tbrough a process of consultation with 
the business community, and by making very hard political 
calculations. 

When former United States Trade Representative, Bill 
Brock, began to consult with the United States business cona-
munity in the early 1980s on the launching of the new Round, he 
found that a large number of the corporations that have tradi-
tionally been the mainstay of liberal U.S.A. trade policy were at 
best lukewarm to a new negotiation, and that many were hostile 
and opposed. However, he also found that there was a core group  of  
service companies that were highly enthusiastic about extending 
world trade rules to the area of services, and that many of the 
larger multinational corporations were more concerned about the 
rules on investment than on tariffs or traditional, non-tariff gains. 
In addition, the Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) of many of our 
major corporations—CEOs like John Opel, Chairman of IBM, and 
Ed Pratt, Chairman of Pfizer—expressed a strong interest in 
improved treatment of intellectual property globally. In their 
view, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) was 

 not adequately protecting their interests around the world. It was 
not effective; it was not keeping up to date; and the inter -
relationship between intellectual property rights and world 
commerce was not being recognized. 

The idea that intellectual property should be treated as a 
trade issue was fairly radical when it was first raised, about 1984. 
Much of the conceptual development of the issues to be included in 
a new negotiation had already taken place. With the government's 
encouragement, some of the principal United States companies 
that had an interest in intellectual property organized themselves 
into a coalition, with the aim of advancing the negotiation of a new 
intellectual property agreement in the context of trade 
negotiations. 

The lobbying campaign organized by the IP coalition is an 
interesting example of how the business community can have a 
major impact on policy when it organizes itself properly. The 
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coalition developed an alliance with the Japanese business 
community and the European business community early on, and 
t?gether they formulated a 100-page position paper, which they 
simultaneously presented to the governments of North America, Europe r and japan. This strategy had an immediate impact. 
'Normally, it takes years to develop the international consensus 
,ilecesearY to launch a negotiation. In fact, I was involved in 
launching the multilateral trade negotiations of services, and it 
trk me about 5 or 6 years to get an international consensus. In t   

case of intellectual property, a consensus between the U.S.A., 
'anada, the EEC and Japan emerged in 12 months. The business 
cconmunity organized itself effectively, looked for allies in other 
ye,r)u.litries, and made its common case to the governments involved. 

is also interesting to note that a decision concerning the 
the of negotiations on trade issues was made at the top of h  

e  Principal corporations, before the professionals in those 
'-_,v1I3crations had a chance to consider the ramifications, or to 
nehate the pros and cons. _ 	Intellectual property was not on the initial list of potential 
egotiating issues identified in 1981 for a new round of multi .n -
teral trade negotiations. The original list, however, contained a 
us.elY related topic—high technology—which reflected the 

conununity's concern about growing governmental inter-
jilblon in high-technology industries. Many United States high-. chnology conapanies expressed a willingness to eliminate all 
et d  , barriers in high technology if the trade negotiations could 
j.:,nlinate other forms of governmental intervention, including tentervention through industrial policies. In the end, high 

nelul°1°BY was not one of the issues included on the agenda of the 
-guaY Round. The question is, why? There are a few reasons: 
• United States trade negotiators ran into a great deal of 

oPPosition, even among other developed countries—there was 
Probably more opposition among other developed countries t,o 
this idea than to any other new issue. 

• United States business leaders who supported this initiative 
did not veork up the kind of enthusiasm that could be 
translated into major political pressure—it was an intel-
lectual exercise that never generated real political support. 

▪ As intellectual property crystallized into a key issue, it took 
,_s°me of the steam out of the high-technology initiative-
nasically, people felt that the intellectual property initiative 
seived  an important problem, even though it did not really 
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deal directly vrith issues related to many forms of govern-
mental intervention. 

• The argument was made that many of the high-technologY 
issues were being addressed in other parts of the negotia-
tions; e.g., the negotiations on tariffs, governmental purchas-
ing, standards and intellectual property—it was argued that 
most of these issues were going to be addressed anyway under 
a different rubric. 

This raises another question. What did we lose by not adding high 
teclmology to the Uruguay Round agenda. It seems to me we lost 
two things: 

• We are not addressing the discriminatory elements of govern-
mental R&D policies. There is an inherent conflict between 
the globalization of trade and investment, and discrimination 
in R&D on the basis of ownership. How can you contain 
ideas? How can you square the desire for a liberal trade and 
investment regime with a discriminatory regime in tech -
nology policy? How can you exclude technology pelieY, whi ch 

 is critical to international trade and investment, from the 
sphere of international co-operation? 

• We lost a focused way of eliminating trade barriers in high-
technology areas and we lost a focused way of limiting 
basically artificial forms of competition—artificial forms that 
are the result of competitive governmental policies, rather 
than true economic competition. 
In the period that has elapsed since the early 1980s, the 

distortive aspects of discriminatory high-technology  policies have 
become more widely recognized. One of the people who  lias 
certainly helped to crystallize this issue is Sylvia Ostry. I would 

 commend to you Sylvia's latest book, which is called Governments 
and Corporations in a Shrinking World: Trade & Innovation 
Policies in the United States, Europe & Japan. It will be verY 
influential in building a consensus on the need for international 
co-operation on technology policy and R&D policy. There is now a 
new perception among trade policy officials that this is an 
important issue and this is reflected in the decision of the Trade 
Committee of the OECD to take up the issue in the çontext of the 
post-Uruguay Round agenda. 

As trade officials delve more deeply into technologY Pone', 
they will inevitably find that they need to tackle a wide range el 
other policy issues as well—competition policy, for example. We 
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Will 
' no doubt, find there are close, albeit complex, relationships 

uetween many different domestic, foreign trade, and investment 
Policies in the high-technology area, including relationships between anti-dumping duties, domestic subsidies, other forms of 
industrial policy, rules of origin and competition policy. It seems tome,  in the end, we will have to address the relationships among 
all of these policies and policy instruments. There  is  a growing incongruity between global production 
Methods in the new world economy and national policy instru-
ments that assume trade is based on national production. Use of 
traditional trade policy tools in this new environment often creates more problems than it solves. These difficulties, along with c,00str aints placed on the use of the more explicit trade policy tools Such  as tariffs and quotas) in past trade negotiations, has induced rernments to use broader domestic policy instruments to 
:11. Prove the competitive position of national firms. The applica-en  of domestic policy instruments in a discriminatory manner, 
i ,..4%vever, creates new distortions that will have to be subjected to 
"bernational discipline. In my view, we will have to rethink the 

%at's and tools of trade policy from the ground up, and Sylvia 
1.3' has made a good start toward that goal in her new book on 

rMovation policy. 





III. 

Policy Perspectives 





Intellectual Property in a Global Village 

The Honourable Flora MacDonald 

hen Murray Smith mentioned that I had travelled a fair distance 
_be get here, I may tell you that I have just arrived this week from 
'Peaking on human rights issues in London, England, Hong Kong 
and  New Zealand. So I am very conscious of the political and 
smaller  tut implications for a world that is rapidly becoming 

Wide-bodied aircraft move masses of people and goods 
eeross vast distances. Less evident, but equally important, is the 
mePtlaien of communications capabilities. The proliferation of fax 
ic-,,abewnee—and who would be without one?—is but the tip of the 

'erg «the ongoing global revolution in telecommunications. 
v. It 'was Marshall Mcluhan who coined the term, "The Global 8011.1age, " 
societies). 

and he did that to characterize the impact of television on 
And, although Mcluhan might be surprised at how 

eiLlai  and cultural differences have persisted in the age of 
berenic communications

' 
 it is evident that the global economy is 

nac. °Ining a global village bazaar. Des changements  révolution- 
déroulent sur la scène internationale. Les événements 

I. Mars  Jae Mcluhan, "War and Peace in the Global Village: an inventory of some, 
 (Baue  urrent spastic situations that could be eliminated by more feed forward 

earn Books, Toronto, 1968). 
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spectaculaires qui bouleversent l'Europe de l'est nous fascinent 
tous. L'effondrement du mur de berlin et la renaissance de la 

démocratie nous remplissent de joie, mais ils ne doivent pas nous 
faire perdre de vue que l'évolution de la situation européenne aura 
de profondes répercussions économiques et mettra au défi nos 
ententes économiques internationales. 

It was over 40 years ago when the GATT and the Bretton 
Woods financial institutions were created. And Canada 

participated at that time with a small group of countries, of which 

the United States and the United Kingdom were the most 

important. There was no effort then to deal with intellectual 
property rights in the GATT rules, perhaps because the existing 
international conventions seemed adequate for the small grouP 
nations involved. And, of course, the GATT was intended to be an 

interim arrangement, pending the creation of the International 
Trade Organization: but the ITO was stillborn. 

Today 97 nations are members of the GATT and more are 
seeking to join. Two of the most recent countries to become 
members are Taiwan and the Soviet Union—what you might call 
strange bedfellows. You can imagine the differences in points of 
view of economies as diverse as Botswana, Brazil, Japan, 
Switzerland, Thailand and, particularly, on issues such as the 
protection of intellectual property rights. That issue came up in 
Canada's negotiations with the United States of our Free Trade 
Agreement. And in the course of those negotiations, Canada made 
it very clear that our cultural policies would not be subject to the 
negotiations. Furthermore, in the specific area of patents, we were 

 not willing to agree to United States requests to provide greater 
protection to the holders of pharmaceutical patents. The two 
countries could agree only to continue discussions in the UruguaY 
Round and the GATT. However, in the absence of agreed 
international rules, the United States has indicated its readiness 
to act unilaterally under its trade laws. Because of pharma-
ceutical patent issues, Canada has been designated on the U.S.A. 
watch list of countries with inadequate protection of intellectual 
property rights. And, undoubtedly, concern about unilateral 
United States actions has prompted Canada to make its proposal to 
strengthen the GATr dispute-settlement process. 

The differences over intellectual property issues occur not 
only at the international level. For example, in nlY previous 
capacity as Minister of Communications, I can recall very well the  
amending of Canada's copyright legislation, and the passage of the 
new Copyright Act in early 1988. These legislative changes—the 
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first to take place in copyright legislation in 64 years—generated 
domestic differences, between creators and users. No doubt Mr. 
Biais encotuitered a similar diversity of views on agricultural 
trade matters in his previous capacity. M. Biais a été nommé 
Solliciteur général en janvier 1989 et ministre d'État à 
1:Agriculture en août 1987. Il continue présentement d'occuper les 
fonctions de ministre d'État à l'Agriculture tout en étant ministre de la Consommation et des Corporations. , Despite domestic differences, the pace of technological Change and changing patterns of global trade and investment are 
redefining Canadian interests and challenging our institutions. 





Canadian Intellectual Property Law: Strategic Agenda for the 1990s 

The Honourable Pierre Biais, PC, MP 

P8,23,°111° of you may know
' 
 yesterday marked the start of Canada's 

'noy of a 
L National Consumer Week. My visit to Toronto is the tlurd 

l cross-country tour to promote consumer issues. It is a 
;Incidence that this conference was scheduled during Consumer 

eek, but I  
ruct or think the timing is very good. Everyone who uses a 

a e 	process that incorporates state-of-the-art technology 
obt„,de.sign is a consumer of intellectual property. And everyone who 
of i  -41118  information through a patent document is also a consumer c ntellectual property. Tonight I'll be talking about why 
coantt.tdians—particularly Canadian business—must become better 
be—miners of intellectual property. Canadians must not only 
reecome accustomed to using intellectual property rights as a 

t° Protect an invention or a creation, they must also use 
te  ectual property more effectively as a means to transf er 

ennology. 
by  thWhen I was reviewing my speech last weekend, I was struck 
I sh e th("ught that perhaps I was doing things in reverse: perhaps 

 °old talk to this group about consumer issues, and spend the 
be  of the week talking to consumers about intellectual property, 
eacanse that is our challenge—yours and mine—to let more 

nadians know exactly why innovation must be fostered and 
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protected. The Canadian public needs to be better informed about 
our intellectual property statutes and institutions. And businesses 
need to k.now how to use the intellectual property system more 
effectively for commercial purposes. 

Because of the nature of news today, the media covers the 
more spectacular stories and only skims the surface of issues when 
reporting on intellectual property. Cartoons and stories poke fun 
at inventors arriving at the Patent Office with designs for oddball 
inventions. Yet few Canadians realize the importance of intel-
lectual property rights in promoting the creativity and innovation 
that is essential to Canadian industry if it is to compete effectively 
in a global market. 

Intellectual property protection is extremely important in 
today's highly competitive international marketplace. Worldwide 
loases that result from piracy or commercial counterfeiting are d 
major concena to all industrialized countries. The United States 
bas  reported losses of more than $40 billion a year. 

With support from Japan, the EEC and Canada, the United 
States succeeded in having intellectual property issues included in 
the current Uruguay Round of the GATT negotiations. The 
Uruguay Round is the eighth major round of multilateral trade 
negotiations, and is expected t,o conclude in Deceraber. Marl, 
c,ountries participating in the GATT talks have now tablea 
detailed papers on the matters they believe should be included 
under TRIPS. 

In 1989, my colleagues John Crosbie and former Consumer 
and Corporate Affairs Minister, Harvie Andre, tabled a Canadian 
paper on intellectual property standards and international trade 
as part of GATT. Canada is calling for a TRIPS agreement that 
provides enhanced, effective levels of protection of IPRs, the 
removal of discriminatory practices in other countries and the 
assurance that Canada has access to technology from all over the 
world. Enhanced protection encourages innovation and, ulti-
mately, improves our ability to compete in the global marketplace,  
but it has a ripple effect. Strong, clear protection leads to more 
trade in goods and services that spreads to job creation and other 
spin-off benefits in our manufacturing and service industries . 

 These proposals complement another Canadian submission on the 
enforcement of IPRs. We believe that effective and non" 
discriminatory international rules would replace unilateral action 
by individual countries. 

Canada has also ratified the Patent Cooperation Treaty, and  
this has enabled Canadians to file a single application in Canada 
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to seek patent protection in all of the 43 member countries. We 
will continue to work with WIPO in Geneva, as well as other 
international organizations, to harmonize patent and trade mark 
laws around the world. The federal government is committed to 
enhancing Canadian intellectual property benefits abroad. 
rb  In Canada, the Intellectual Property Advisory Committee 

CL'AC) is among the sources of assistance available to us in our 
,enDing efforts to modernize and streamline the country's intel-
ieetual property system. The IPAC is a committee of govern-
mental and non-governmental specialists and opinion leaders who 
"ork together to consider policy options on intellectual property 
!fumes. The committee's work to build consensus among 

Intellectual property professionals, business and consumer groupa, 
etnncl, govertunental representatives is equally important. The 

.nC, together with other specialist groups, provides additional 
lf.1113,11t into the press of consultation in the intellectual property 

in 'which the government has been engaged for decades. As 
cnig as 'we're talking, there's room for progress—for developing 
ew ideas and for refining old ones. Our experience with 

sultation on intellectual property issues has been positive and 
areas achieved real progress. Our government is approaching the 

t'f IP on three fronts: legislative change, public awareness, 
cl automation. 

I would like to take a few minutes to talk about some 
b elelative changes and about our efforts to help the public to 
etter understand and use intellectual property statutes and isns

u Iner 
titutions. First of all, I want to announce tonight that Con-

n, and Corporate Affairs Canada (CCAC) is preparing an 
soultellectual Property Improvement Bill" that will clear away 
leille of the irritants and uncertainties that arise from existing IP 

e atutes 
stgielation. The Bill will group amendments to a number of 

on which there is general support for change. It is not erwieteidi  controversial and should not tie up Parliament. The 

that simply address a number of housekeeping measures so 
v.  our intellectual property system may run more smoothly. 
peieee changes will remove, or modernize, obsolete requirements. 
fo: c'verall result will be to make the IP system more user friendly 
ine  tile business community and for consumers, whether as 

to t°11v.at're or users. An end to the unnecessary paper burden and 

the  is' e°stly litigation related to old requirements will be among 
"refits of a user-friendly system. 

that 1_ referred earlier to some of the more spectacular IP issues 
nave attracted media attention in the past. It was not to 
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suggest that our efforts to modernize IP statutes are never in the 
news. We have not forgotten the manner in which changes to the 
Patent Act dominated headlines for months during 1986 and 1987. 
Much of the sound and fury arose from the manner in which the 
Senate obstructed Bill C-22. The Senate sent the Bill back to the 
House of Commons twice with changes that would have under-
mined the plu-pose of the legislation. This scenario has become 
familiar in this session of Parliament. Plus ça change, plus c'est 
pareil. The amendments that made the headlines back then 
concerned pharmaceuticals. The Patent Act amendments have 
proven since then just how important IPP can be in promoting 
research and development in Canada. You may recall that, in 
exchange for improved patent protection, the Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturers Association of Canada undertook to increase its 
investment in R&D from 4.9 per cent of sales revenue in 1987, to 
10 per cent and to create 3,000 jobs by 1996. 

The first annual report of the Patented Medicine Prices 
Review Board tells us that the industry is on track to meet its 
commitments. The industry's R&D to sales ratio was raised to 6.1 
per cent in 1988, from 4.9 per cent just one year earlier. Some 67  
companies reported a total investment of over $160 million in 
research and development. The amendments to the Patent Act 
have initiated a new era for the Canadian pharmaceutical  indu
try, and we hope and expect that these positive results will 
continue so that Canadians will realize the full benefits of the 
industry's ongoing commitments. The 1991 and 1996 reviews that 
were mandated by the legislation will allow us to monitor this 
progress. 

The amendments on pharmaceuticals made the headlines ,  
but other amendments to the Patent Act were equally signcant' 
Major changes included such measures as moving to a first-to-file 

 system and the earlier publication of patent applications, which, 
will accelerate the transfer of new ideas to the public and 

 stimulate further innovation. The total effect was to bring Canada 
into line with the majority of other industrialized nations, and V' 
enhance the transfer of teclmological opportunities for Canadians. 

Our government has also amended the Copyright Act and, in 
so doing, updated a piece of legislation that had not been modified 
in over 60 years. I want to take this opportunity to commend The 
Honourable Flora MacDonald for her foresight, initiative and 
perseverance in bringing this difficult task to completion.  The  
original copyright legislation had been written for a world ot 
manual typewriters and carbon copies. The legislation has been 
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brought up to date to reflect today's world of desktop publishing 
and facsimile transmission and, for the first time, the Act grants 
explicit copyright protection for computer programs. 
. 	A right of payment for retransmission of broadcast program- 
Lug was also included in the Free Trade Agreement (FTA). As you 
Irw, further changes are required to complete the modernization 
(31 the Copyright Act. My colleague, Mr. Masse, and I are preparing 
be Package of amendments that will cover issues such as remedies, 

,.eftler measures, neighbouring rights, education or library and 
,(hue.  r special uses. In the past year, we have also introduced new 
t.eglelation to protect emerging forms of technology. The 
.!nteg  

rated Circuits Topography Act is now awaiting Third Reading 
in the House of Commons. 1  As well, the Minister of Agriculture 

sPonsored Bill C-15, An Act Respecting Plant Breeders' Rights, 
nich has been reviewed by a legislative committee and is ready 
for Third Reading.2 

There will likely be other changes to the IP framework, in 
addition  to the adjustments and corrections, which could be dealt 
wwlith  bY  an"  Intellectual Property Improvement Bill." Certainly, if 

e,ehieve a satisfactory TRIPS agreement as part of the GATT, 
e  It' statutes will have to be changed so that we may meet _aliada's commitments. Furthermore, to keep the laws up to date, 

ewe Continue to review the need for more basic changes. For 
411811431e, we are examining the possibility of amending the Patent 
nict to clarify the appropriate depositing and disclosure require- 

ents necessary for the protection of lifeforms. 
8179a. 111  our continued efforts to modify the intellectual property 
c"0-"eln,  I know that we can count on the support of the business 
ali.111111unitY ,  which has welcomed the modernization we have 
sii." eatlY achieved and has called for its completion. And, of course, 
a_PPert and enthusiasm for changes is important when proposed 

•unendinents to legislation come before Parliament. 
ens  In addition to updating and modernizing our laws, we must 

ectual 
ure that Canadians are better informed about the benefits of 

Property ,  and we must help them to make greater use 
e. th Protection and information. Consumer and Corporate 

eire Canada intends to expand the public awareness program 
ae. It initiated a few years ago. We have already set up regional 

\risen in Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver and have estab- 

-- 1. B in  
'67, the Integrated Circuits Topography Act, became law in June 1990. 

2. e 
An Act Respecting Plant Breeders' Rights, became law in August 
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lished a network of some 50 intermediaries, who are located in 
every province and territory. Their job is both to educate 
Canadians on intellectual property and help them to obtain access 
to the technological information contained in over 20 million 
patent documents held by the Canadian Patent Office (CPO). 

More Canadian businesses should be making greater use of 
the information available at the Patent Office. Few Canadians 
understand that a patent is not simply a document that is filed 
away in a patent office. A patent office is not a huge vault where 
inventors' descriptions and drawings of leading-edge technologies 
are jealously guarded. Patents do more than grant exclusive 
rights in an invention, and they do more than reward the inventor 
for his or her intellectual work. Patents promote investment ,  
research and development. They serve as a valuable tool for 
technological transfer by inducing an inventor to disclose his or 
her invention to business community and other researchers ae 
early as possible. Patents also provide a way of gaining access to 
inventions patented by others.  

It is important to note that patents represent the most 
extensive, technological database in the world. Companies that 
rely upon trade journals and specialty publications to obtain 
information on leading-edge technologies are selling themselves 
short. More than 70 per cent of all patented information and data 
on new technologies throughout the industrial world is available 
only in patent literature. Take the jet engine, for example. It was 
patented in Britain in 1936, but was not described in trade 
journals until ten years later. The punch card was patented in 
1889, but it was not until 1914 that it was described outside d 
patent material. Patent documentation is essentially a market-
place for technology. Patents give the earliest indication of 
significant advances in most fields of technology. They ale° 
provide an effective summary of the current state of knowledge 
about a given technology, its limitations and its potential. A cheat 
with the Patent Office may save Canadian companies considerable 
time and effort. About 10 per cent of all research conducted in 
Canada is focused on solving problems that could have been 
resolved through a simple patent search. Canada simply cannot 
afford that kind of waste of R&D effort and funding. The Japanese have been masters at using their patent systern 
to transfer technology to their business community. Since 1904,  
the Japanese Institute of Invention and Innovation has helped the, 
development of science and technology by encouraging on°  promoting innovation and the use of the patent system. In 1985, to 
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meet the growing demand for patent information for its industrial 
esetcr, the Japanese established the Japan Patent Information , 
1.7ganization. Created as a non-profit corporation, this organize- 
17°11  has a mandate to distribute to the public patent information 
'nth  from its patent office's electronic databases and from other 
sources. 

We are learning how to use our patent office for similar 
Purposes and, to make it easier for Canadians to use the patent 
system, CCAC has embarked upon a major project to automate the 
eatent , mince. The patent files now occupy several kilometres of 
8,11elf space in the CPO in Hull, Quebec. At present, you must visit 
null to  eutain patent information, or you must employ the services 
ni>  searchers who will do so. We want to make it as easy for some- 
one  from Halifax, Toronto or Vancouver to obtain information on 

iaten ts, as it is now for people in the National Capital Region. The 
eY is automating the CPO so that telecommunications links will 

anl.ake Patent information accessible to all regions of the country. 
lven an automated system, general use by direct clients and 13e  atent agents would triple, and we think the use by small 
usinesses could increase seven-fold. In Canada's drive to compete 

an  the global marketplace, that kind of rapid and cost-efficient 
iacdenes  tu patent information will be a valuable tool for our 

ustries.  
The business community needs that information to 

actept 
and adapt new technology. 

c To  conclude, I would like to come back briefly to National 

oin:arliskulnetpeireWelecko, nwshuimchem  has for its theme, "Team up for a stronger 
a  

Business, Government." Activities 
a ngentzed across the country focus on the importance of developing 
trtriersilip among these groups. Anyone who has had a look at 
p agenda of this conference will quickly realize that this ae  

rtnership also applies to intellectual property. 
nultgththe conference, you will be hearing from a number of sPeakera  

backgrounds ranging from international diplomacy 
intellectual property law, from public policy to the coni-

renications industry, from academia to non-governmental 
o ainza  course tions. In the cose of the deliberations, you will examine 
ournnis for a Canadian intellectual property strategy that will help 
resurerl?mY respond to the demands of global competition. The 
nee—A  "e  tn Your discussions here will help the CCAC respond to the 
the  413  uf both  those who rely upon intellectual property to protect 
mea innovation, and those who turn to intellectual property as a 

ans of obtaining new ideas. 
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For its part, the federal government intends to live up to its 
responsibility in the partnership. We will continue to streamline 
intellectual property statutes, to mode rnize otir IP facilities, and to 
pursue ways to better inform Canadians of the benefits  of  
intellectual property. As in every producer-consumer relationship ,  
the effective use of intellectual property will improve as all 
partners in the transaction understand the marketplace, how it 
operates, and what it has to offer. We need your help and we are 
looking for your ideas and advice. I wish you productive 
deliberations, animated discussions and a bit of fun. 



1:égislation sur la propriété Intellectuelle au Canada : 
stratégies pour les années 1990 

L'honorable Pierre Biais, PC, MP 

COrQ 
ni.  nie certains d'entre vous le savez, c'était hier le début de la C,Iliere Semaine nationale des consommateurs. Mon séjour à 
eei °ut°,  en comptant Ottawa, est la troisième étape d'une tournée 
ci.̀ unr.  
„„ rePrise à travers le pays pour parler de questions concernant les uscenniateurs   C'est par hasard que cette conférence se tient „1  ,ent cette semaine nationale, mais c'est une coïncidence qui me elalt beaucoup. 
teeCe., i°0. nque utilise un produit ou un procédé où entre une 
coe.:4°81e nouvelle ou un dessin industriel nouveau est un rz..—."nuttatear  de  
cernuation 	propriété intellectuelle. Quiconque obtient de 

grâce à un document de brevet est également un dierninatear  de propriété intellectuelle. Ce soir, je veux vous dotyPeurcluoi les Canadiens, surtout les gens d'affaires canadiens, 
Proo„;en,,t aPPrendre à devenir de meilleurs consommateurs de pre-n—a  vté intellectuelle. Les Canadiens doivent non seulement 
leet're l'habitude de recourir aux droits de propriété intel-en  tanelle, mais ils doivent également le faire de façon plus efficace, 
d'effeneft que  moyen de protéger une invention ou une innovation et eer des transferts technologiques. 
que je  ,..r1 révisant mon discours, le week-end dernier, je me suis dit 

Peocedais peut-être à l'envers. Je me suis dit que je devrais 
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plutôt vous parler, à vous, de questions concernant les consom -

mateurs, et passer le reste de la semaine à parler aux 
consommateurs de questions reliées à la propriété intellectuelle. 

Car voilà notre défi, à vous et à moi : faire savoir à un plus 
grand nombre de Canadiens pourquoi l'innovation doit être 
encouragée et protégée. Le public canadien a besoin d'être raient 
renseigné sur les lois relatives à la propriété intellectuelle et sur 
les institutions qui en assurent la protection. Les entreprises, pour 
leur part, doivent savoir comment intégrer notre système de 
propriété intellectuelle à leurs activités commerciales. 

À cause de la dynamique des communications modernes, les 
médias semblent avoir tendance à s'intéresser davantage ault 
histoires plutôt sensationnelles; ils semblent seulement faire un 
survol des questions de propriété intellectuelle. 

La protection de la propriété intellectuelle est extrêmemen t 

 importante sur un marché international où la concurrence est 
féroce. La piraterie ou la contrefaçon commerciale, tant sur les 
marchés national qu'international, causent des pertes à l'échelle 
mondiale et inquiètent sérieusement les pays industrialisés. Les 
États-Unis ont rapporté des pertes de plus de 40 milliards de 
dollars par année. 

Avec l'aide du Japon, de la Communauté européenne et de 
Canada, les Américains ont réussi à faire inclure les questions de 
propriété intellectuelle dans la Ronde de l'Uruguay des présente s 

 négociations du GATT. La Ronde de l'Uruguay constitue la 
huitième ronde des négociations commerciales multilatérales. On 
s'attend à ce qu'elle se termine en décembre prochain. 

Plusieurs des pays qui font partie des négociations du Gel: 
ont déposé des mémoires sur certains points qui leur paraisse' 
importants et qui devraient, selon eux, faire partie de l'Accord sur 
les aspects des droits de propriété intellectuelle qui touchent se 
commerce. 

En 1989, mon collègue, John Crosbie, et mon prédécesseur  ei  
Consommation et Corporations Canada, Harvie Andre, ont (M'e s' 
un rapport sur la propriété intellectuelle et les intérêts Cole 
merciaux du Canada dans le cadre du GATT. Le Canada désire  
obtenir une entente qui rehausserait le niveau de protection cl ee: 
droits de propriété intellectuelle, qui éliminerait les pratie 
discriminatoires dans les autres pays et qui garantirait au Cana° 
un accès à la technologie mondiale. 

Une protection accrue de la propriété intellectuelle elle nir  
ir rage l'innovation et, éventuellement augmente notre puuv° 1. 

concurrence à travers le monde. Et cette protection aurait u- 
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n°filbreux rebondissements. Une protection rigoureuse et claire 
accroît le commerce des biens et des services, lequel génère de 
nouveaux emplois et d'autres effets d'entraînement dans les 
secteurs manufacturiers et des services. 
le Ces Propositions complètent un autre mémoire présenté par 

`Jauada concernant les mesures d'application des droits de 
Propriété intellectuelle. Nous croyons que des règles inter-
nationales efficaces et non discriminatoires prendraient la place de 
mesures unilatérales de certains pays. 
/1

nité 
Toujours sur la scène internationale, le Canada a ratifié le 

C4 I 	de 
ele 	coopération en matière de brevets, en octobre dernier. 

Permet aux Canadiens de demander le bénéfice de la lirotem; —Lon dans les 43 pays signataires en remplissant un unique °Ilnulaire  de demande ici même au Canada. 
Nous continuons à travailler de concert avec l'Organisation 

ondiale de la propriété intellectuelle et d'autres organismes 
anternationaux afin d'uniformiser les lois relatives aux brevets et e,e  'nargues de commerce à travers le monde. Le gouvernement __uSral est résolu à accroître les bénéfices d'une protection de ses 
ProPriétés intellectuelles à l'étranger. 

Ici, au pays, nous pouvons compter entre autres sur le Comité zsultatif sur la propriété intellectuelle qui nous aide dans la 
hs,_ee ajour et la modernisation de notre système de protection de la 

olariété intellectuelle. 
fil Ce comité est constitué de spécialistes et de certains chefs de 
sur  7Prasentant le gouvernement et le secteur privé, et se penche 
intelles options législatives dans le domaine de la propriété ectuelle. Il doit également en arriver à établir des consensus p7bilue i les professionnels de la propriété intellectuelle, le secteur 
gou  le s groupes de consommateurs et les représentants du 

veLeneMent. 
vient  Comité, de concert avec d'autres groupes de spécialistes, 
enza  aJoliter  des informations dans le processus de consultation 
de i.ge  Par le gouvernement depuis des décennies dans le domaine 
éch; Propriété intellectuelle. Dès lors que nous continuerons à 
l'alabon! sr,  il Y aura place pour le progrès ainsi que pour 
bietre  L etion de nouvelles idées et le peaufinement des anciennes. 
41411 exPérience des consultations en matière de propriété 
enen  ectuelle   nous montre que nous avons fait des progrès très 

-urage t an 8. 
1 	Le 
4ectUell Duvernement aborde la question de la propriété intel-
du Pubjrceirtrois  fronts : la réforme législative, la sensibilisation 

l'automatisation.  automatisation. 
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Je voudrais maintenant parler brièvement de certaines 
modifications législatives et des initiatives que nous avons prises 
pour aider le public à mieux comprendre la question et à miel% 
profiter des lois qui sont mises à sa disposition, ainsi que des 
institutions qui ont été créées pour lui venir en aide. 

Je voudrais d'abord annoncer que mon ministère est è 
préparer un projet de loi visant à améliorer la Loi sur la propriété 
intellectuelle. La nouvelle législation nous délivrera de certaines 
épines et de certaines incertitudes qui émanent de la législation 
actuelle. 

Le projet de loi regroupe les amendements sur lesquels tout le. 

 monde est d'accord. Nous ne craignons aucune controverse in, 
aucune tentative d'obstruction à la Chambre des communes. 
s'agit simplement d'adopter un certain nombre de mesures 
pratiques qui assureront un meilleur fonctionnement de notre 
système de droits de propriété intellectuelle. Les changement ° 

 apportés nous libéreront de certaines exigences désuètes ou le° 
mettront à jour. 

Il en résultera un système plus facile d'accès pour les gen e 
 d'affaires comme pour les consommateurs, qu'il s'agisse de 

 créateurs ou d'utilisateurs. On aura mis fin à la paperasserie et, est 

 qui est plus important, on aura mis fin aux litiges extrêmenien 
dispendieux découlant des anciens règlements. .otS 

J'ai fait allusion tout à l'heure à des questions de proie', 
intellectuelle ayant retenu l'attention de la presse au fil n e: 
années. Je n'ai pas voulu dire que les efforts que nous avn ir 
déployés pour moderniser notre appareil législatif ne font jamais , le. 
manchette. Rappelons-nous que les changements apportés à la Lie 
sur les brevets ont fait la une des journaux pendant des mois  ei  

1986 et en 1987. 
S'il y a eu tant de bruit à l'époque, cela est dû à la manièr e 

 avec laquelle le Sénat avait fait obstruction au projet de loi Ce' 
En effet, le Sénat a renvoyé le projet deux fois à la Chambre de.°  
communes, avec des modifications qui auraient compronli: 
l'objectif même de la législation. Cela est également devenu tfr, 
scénario familier de la session actuelle. Plus ça change, plus este' 
pareil? 

Les amendements qui ont fait du bruit à l'époque touchaient4 
les produits pharmaceutiques. Mais les changements anPe tivie-
alors à la Loi sur les brevets nous ont depuis démontré que'''. 
importance peut avoir la protection des droits de propriété int eu 

 lectuelle pour la promotion de la recherche et du développement 
 Canada. 
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Vous vous rappelez peut-être qu'en échange d'une meilleure Protection des droits,  l'Association canadienne de l'industrie du 
Médicament s'engageait à augmenter ses investissements dans la 
recherche et le développement; de 4,9 pour cent de ses revenus de vente ou 1987, ces investissements seront passés à 10 pour cent en 
-1u96 et auront alors créé 3 000 emplois. 

Le premier rapport annuel du Conseil d'examen du prix des 
Médicaments brevetés nous révèle que l'industrie respecte jusqu'à 
Maintenant ses engagements. Les fonds accordés à la recherche et 
aU développement en regard des ventes, ont augmenté à 6,1 pour 
cent ou 1988, alors qu'ils étaient de l'ordre de 4,9 pour cent l'année 
técédente. Quelque 57 entreprises ont consacré au total plus de 
."°0  millions de dollars à la recherche et au développement. Les rouend,°, 111clits apportés à la Loi sur les brevets ont marqué une ère 
b:;:veue pour l'industrie canadienne des produits pharmaceu-eles, et nous espérons que cela se poursuivra et nous y comptons. 

les Canadiens se rendront compte des avantages de l'engage-revt continu de l'industrie. Les révisions de 1991 et de 1996 
ues dans la législation nous permettront de vérifier cette évolution.  

pr  Les amendements proposés à la législation touchant les 
e3duits pharmaceutiques ont fait la une, mais il faut dire que 

in:11. 'ers amendements étaient aussi importants. Les changements 
degieurs concernent les droits du premier déposant et l'accélération 
le 8tdélai8 de publication des demandes de droits afin de favoriser 
l'ihfensfort des nouvelles idées au public et de stimuler 
sevation. Toutes ces initiatives ont amené le Canada à égalité 
cane  los autres nations industrialisées. Elles ont permis aux 
de  adiena qui s'intéressent au transfert des technologies d'avoir 

illem.es  chances. 
d'autre  otr  gouvernement a également amendé la Loi sur le droit 
/noe, r,  modernisant ainsi une législation qui n'avait pas été 

née depuis plus de 60 ans. Je profite de l'occasion pour 
cetteercier l'honorable Flora McDonald d'avoir pris l'initiative de 
\roui  modernisation et d'avoir eu l'intuition et la persévérance 
cas)   &veille  Pour mener cette tâche à bonne fin. La législation originale 

été élaborée  pour un monde de machines à écrire et de papier 
la treMe . Nous l'avons adaptée aux besoins de la bureautique et de 

iensmisaion par télécopieur. Pour la première fois, une prrsiation accorde des droits réels de propriété intellectuelle aux vgexalulnes informatiques. 
luise:il! avons prévu également une redevance pour la retrans-

'l'émissions comme partie intégrante de l'Accord de libre- 
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échange. Comme vous le savez, d'autres modifications devront 
être apportées à la Loi sur le droit d'auteur pour achever sa 
modernisation. Mon collègue M. Marcel Masse est à préparer tout 
un ensemble d'amendements regroupés sous l'appellation qui 
traiteront de questions telles que les recours, les mesures à la 
frontières, les droits voisins, l'utilisation en bibliothèques ou à des 
fins éducatives et autres. 

Nous avons également déposé, au cours de la dernière année, 
des amendements conçus pour protéger les nouvelles formes de 
technologie. Le projet de loi C-57, Loi sur les topographies de 
circuits intégrés, va bientôt être déposé en troisième lecture à la 
Chambre des communes.' 

Pour sa part, le ministre de l'Agriculture a parrainé le projet 
de loi C -15, Loi concernant la protection des obtentions végétales. 
Le projet a été révisé en comité législatif et il est prêt pour 18 

 troisième lecture.2  
Il y aura certainement d'autres changements dans le système 

de la propriété intellectuelle en plus des ajustements et deo 
correctifs prévus dans la loi améliorant la propriété intellectuell e. 

 Certes, si nous réussissons à décrocher une entente acceptable en 
matière de droits de propriété intellectuelle qui touchent an 
commerce dans le cadre du GATT, il y aura des conséquence ; 

 législatives en matiere de propriété intellectuelle, aux engage-
mente du Canada. De plus, dans le but de garder nos lois à jour' 
nous ne cessons de les réexaminer soigneusement. Par exemnle , 

 nous examinons la possibilité de modifier la Loi sur les brevets afin 
de déterminer les exigences pertinentes requises lors du dépôt et 
de la divulgation nécessaires â la protection des formes de vie. 

Dans la modernisation de notre système de prePri été . 
intellectuelle, nous savons que nous pouvons compter sur les gel° 
d'affaires. Cette communauté a accueilli avec enthousiasme j e 

 rajeunissement que nous avons déjà réalisé, et elle veut voir 18 
 tâche terminée. Lorsque vient le temps de déposer nos projet° 

 devant le Parlement, cet appui est essentiel. 
En plus de rajeunir nos lois et de les mettre à jour, 1 10110 

 devons veiller à ce que les Canadiens soient mieux renseignés se 
 les avantages de la propriété intellectuelle et nous devons le° 

aider à mieux profiter de la protection et de l'information. l'e n  

en 1. Le projet de loi C-57, Loi sur les topographies de circuits intégrés, a été auee13--  juin 1990. 

téé 2. Le projet de loi C-15, Loi concernant la protection des obtentidns végétale, a 
adopté en août 1990. 
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ministère entend donner de l'expansion au programme de 
Prnr"tion déjà mis sur pied il y a quelques années. Nous avons 
déjà des conseillers régionaux à Toronto, à Montréal et à 
Vancouver. Nous avons également établi un réseau de quelque 50 
agents dans toutes les provinces et territoires. 
droits Ces représentants doivent renseigner les Canadiens sur les 

de  Propriété intellectuelle, et doivent également les aider à obtenir   l'accès à l'information technologique contenue dans les 20 
de documents de brevets et plus que possède le Bureau 

canadien des brevets. Les entreprises canadiennes devraient 
Profiter davantage de cette énorme source de renseignements. 

TrcP peu de Canadiens comprennent qu'un brevet est plus •tu'un  
urev e L_ 	pie document rangé dans un dossier. Et un bureau de 

n'est pas qu'un immense coffre-fort où sont jalousement 
c°11.

ts
8ervée des dessins ou des descriptions d'inventions à la fine 

Pente de la technologie. Un brevet fait bien davantage que 
2ccorder des droits exclusifs à un inventeur ou de le récompenser rur sa créativité intellectuelle. Un brevet encourage l'investis-rmen.  t, la recherche et le développement. C'est un instrument qui 

` ,,ennaître
avnriee le transfert technologique en incitant l'inventeur à faire .,,,, son invention à la communauté des affaires sans délai. _un brevet, c'est également un moyen d'avoir accès aux inventions çréées par les autres. 

ire  II importe de noter que les brevets constituent la plus 
ezi altante banque de données technologiques du monde. Les 

r.ePrleee qui se fient aux journaux et aux publications spé-lealisées  
Pour se tenir au fait des progrès technologiques se 

exu :lent.
velles Plus de 70 pour cent de l'information relative aux 

technologies à travers le monde industrialisé demeure 
clu,eivement enfermés dans les documents de brevets. Prenons 

il„innreur d'avion à réaction Ce moteur a été breveté en Grande-da. etagne  en 1936, mais la description de l'engin n'a été rapportée k2els les journaux  que dix ans plus tard. La carte à poinçon a été ilVtetee  en  1889, mais elle n'a été décrite publiquement qu'en 
te, Lee documents de brevets ne représentent au fond qu'un 
de',,cilé de la technologie. Les brevets donnent un premier aperçu 
que' évolution dans la plupart des domaines technologiques ainsi 
elessur la situation actuelle sur les limites et sur les possibilités n.te technologie donnée. 
ca„.. 	consultant le Bureau des brevets, les entreprises 

es épargneront temps et énergie. Environ dix pour cent a  recherche effectuée au Canada est perdue à résoudre des 

••••••... 
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problèmes qui ne seraient pas survenus si on avait consulté 
d'abord les documents de brevets. C'est une perte d'énergie et 
d'argent en recherche et développement que le pays ne peut pas se 
permettre. 

Les Japonais sont passés mitres dans l'art d'utiliser leur 
système de brevets pour effectuer des transferts technologiques à 
leurs entreprises. Depuis 1904, l'institut japonais de l'invention et 
de l'innovation contribue au développement de la science et de la 
technologie en encourageant et en favorisant l'innovation et 
l'utilisation du système de brevets. En 1985, afin de répondre à la 
demande croissante du secteur industriel, les Japonais ont mis sur 
pied un organisme d'information sur les brevets. C'est un 
organisme à but non lucratif qui a pour mandat de diffuser les 
renseignements contenus dans ses banques de données de même 
que l'information provenant de toute autre source. 

Nous sommes en train d'apprendre à utiliser notre bureau des 
brevets à des fins analogues. Afin de rendre notre système plus 
accessible à l'ensemble des Canadiens, Consommation et Corporel' 
tions Canada a entrepris la tâche d'automatiser son Bureau des 
brevets. 

Les dossiers occupent présentement des kilomètres de 
tablettes dans nos locaux de Hull, Québec. Pour obtenir des 
renseignements, il faut donc s'y rendre ou retenir les services de 
recherchistes qui vont eux-mêmes s'y rendre. 

Nous voulons que ce soit aussi facile pour une personne (le i 
 habite Toronto, Halifax ou Vancouver d'obtenir des renseigne-

ments sur des brevets que cela ne l'est pour une personne cltd 
habite la région de la Capitale nationale. La clef c'es t 

 d'automatiser le Bureau des brevets de manière à faire en sorte 
 que les télécommunications abolissent les obstacles géogre-

phiques. 
Lorsque cela sera réalisé, l'utilisation directe du système Pa r 

 les agents et les clients triplera. Nous estimons que l'utilisation de 
système par les petites entreprises augmentera, quant à elle, de 
700 pour cent. 

Dans le contexte des efforts que déploie le Canada pour être 
 compétitif sur le marché mondial, cette source de renseignements 

 rapide et bon marché deviendra un instrument efficace pour les  
industries. Notre secteur privé a besoin d'untel outil pour intégre r 

 les nouvelles technologies et pour innover. 
Je voudrais en conclusion revenir brièvement sur la Semain e 

 nationale des consommateurs dont le thème est "Faisons équipe 
 pour un marché dynamique : consommateurs, entreprises, gouge- 
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nenlents". Les activités qui ont et auront lieu durant la semaine 
dans toutes les régions du pays montreront l'importance de créer U n Partenariat solide entre ces trois groupes. 

Il suffit de consulter l'ordre du jour de cette conférence pour 
Constater combien ce partenariat vaut également en ce qui a trait 
à la propriété intellectuelle. 

Durant cette conférence un certain nombre d'orateurs se 
Présenteront devant vous. Certains viendront du monde de la 
d,Plematie internationale, d'autres du monde législatif, de I Industrie des communications, du milieu universitaire et d'autres 
enfin du secteur gouvernemental. Tout au long des discussions „ 
"nus vous pencherez sur la stratégie à adopter en matière de 
P.rePriété intellectuelle, dans le but de permettre à notre industrie cie faire face  à la concurrence mondiale. 

Les résultats de vos délibérations aideront mon ministère à 
n répondre  drenx répone aux besoins des personnes qui se fient aux droits el   

ProPriété intellectuelle pour protéger leurs créations et de celles 
cl. in se fient aux documents de brevets pour trouver de nouvelles Idées.  

Pour 
 ' 	
sa an le gouvernement fédéral entend respecter ses 

c'snpree obligations dans les projets de partenariat. Nous allons 
noctuelle et 
ie ntinuer de moderniser nos lois relatives à la propriété intel-

de moderniser nos services. Nous mettrons au point de 
avnvenux moyens afin de mieux renseigner les Canadiens sur les antages des droits de propriété intellectuelle. 

. ennune dans tout rapport fabricants/consommateurs, l'uti- 
. fr  to- 

, 	 waee des brevets s'améliorera au fur et à mesure que 
les  , 4es intervenants concernés comprendront mieux le marché, 

glis qui le régissent et les avantages qu'il offre. 
se„, Isioue avons besoin de vos idées et de vos conseils. Je vous _er44611aite des discussions utiles et animées de même qu'une réunion 
'1 	able, 
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Concurrence mondiale et propriété 
intellectuelle: Le développement 
de stratégies canadiennes 

Roch Brisson 

Nous  
tenterons de cerner aujourd'hui les stratégies que doivent ta  Z

l 
 oPter les petites et moyennes entreprises (PME) en vue d'effec-

Pee.  des transferts de technologie ou de la recherche et dévelop-
„

vu
Cent

tiqu 
(R-D), stratégies qu'influenceront le développement de 

cro  _ 
es tant québécoises que canadiennes en ce qui concerne la 

teLleu,reenes mondiale et la propriété intellectuelle. Aussi bien le 
Lert 

	

 
- 	

de technologie que la R-D s'inclue dans la stratégie de 
prntanee d'une entreprise, de la même façon que les éléments de 
développe intellectuelle doivent faire partie de la stratégie de 
effment de cette entreprise. Une entreprise ne doit pas 
aeuhune ou l 
tailler des transferts de technologie parce que c'est un sujet à la 

es e frectuer comme elle procède habituellement pour les 
d'equiPernents. 

nad 'e  vais surtout vous parler des PME, puisque la structure entr  
Québec est composée à 80% de petites et moyennes 

êlémeleis 

ustrielle du 
se et que celles-ci sont la clientèle à sensibiliser aux 

nte de Propriété intellectuelle. Les grandes firmes (les 
de;rationales) font déjà de la R-D ou bien sont impliquées dans 
acti, aneferte de technologie, ce qui contribuent à ce qu'elles soient 

' es dans la gestion des droits de propriété intellectuelle. 

91 
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Au Canada, les résidents ne détiennent que 8% des brevets, le 
solde appartenant à des étrangers. Extrapolé quant aux titulaires 
de brevets, ce constat, nous permet d'affirmer que le Canada 
génère environ 7,4% de l'innovation technologique réalisée par les 
pays industrialisés. En ce qui concerne le Québec, le ratio est de 
1,2%. 

Nous pouvons donc facilement en déduire que les industries , 
 tant québécoises que canadiennes, investissent peu en R-D, et 

surtout que leurs innovations ne sont pas protégées ou le sont de 
façon inadéquate. Ce phénomène n'est pas dû à un manque 
d'esprit innovateur; au contraire, toutes les études et analysas 
démontrent que nos industriels sont très innovateurs. En fait, .  
découle d'une méconnaissance générale des éléments de propriét é 

 intellectuelle qui sont présents tant au niveau de la R-D qu'as 
 niveau des transferts de technologie. Cette méconnaissance se 

vérifie quotidiennement par les notions populaires présentes dans 
le milieu industriel en ce qui a trait aux brevets, à savoir : 
brevet se contourne et se copie facilement et certains vont mênle 
jusqu'à affirmer que copier, c'est une saine compétition. De plue' 
nos industriels remettent souvent en question la procédure de 
demande de brevet, la jugeant trop longue et trop coûteuse pour le 

 protection conférée. 
La propriété intellectuelle doit donc devenir un facteur de la 

stratégie de croissance des PME d'où l'importance pour les 
industriels de se familiariser avec ces notions de droit, surtout 
dans le contexte de la mondialisation des marchés. Il suffit di e 

 mentionner l'accord de libre-échange Canada/États-Unis,  Le  
C.E.E. de l'Europe 92, et on va bientôt parler aussi du bloc 
asiatique et d'un accord de libre-échange Canada/États-Uni s  et 

 Mexique. 
Comme les Européens, les Japonais et les Américains ont 

appris à composer avec ces notions de propriété intellectuelle, le° 
industriels canadiens doivent aussi apprendre à le faire. L'inte r: 
nationalisation des marchés oblige de plus en plus les industrie l° 

 québécois à effectuer des transferts de technologie par le biaie  
d'accords industriels. En effet, en raison de la taille de leur s 

 entreprises, ceux-ci sont peu nombreux à s'impliquer dans de: 
programmes de R-D. Mais, ces formes de transactions iroplicluarti: 
des droits de propriété intellectuelle sont cependant méconnues e: 
nos industriels. Il faudra donc les former par diverses actions ue  
sensibilisation. 

Dans un premier temps, il faut susciter auprès d'eux l'esPrie  
d'analyse et de positionnement stratégiques dans la gestion de et 
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1:,essource technologique. Ceci ne peut être réalisé que par 
I acquisition d'une culture technologique efficiente faisant preuve 
d'une mentalité d'ouverture sur le monde technologique inter-
national et d'un sens de l'opportunité technologique. 

, Or, comme ces notions doivent reposer sur une stratégie de (nuance et de développement de l'entreprise, cela laisse à 
Industriel quatre options pour réaliser et concrétiser cette stratégie. 

Avant d'examiner ces quatre options, mentionnons que la 
Planification stratégique présuppose de : 

- 	bien définir la mission de son entreprise 
- 	bien définir ses objectifs 
- 	préparer un plan d'action. 

En outre, il faut bien connaître : 
- 	ses clients et leurs besoins 
- 	ses compétiteurs et leurs produits 
- 	ses forces et ses faiblesses. 

De plus, il faut vérifier : 
n) la disponibilité de la technologie existante 
b) la disponibilité de l'expertise (interne ou externe) pour 

développer ou adopter une technologie 
c) la capacité d'absorber la technologie 
d) les coûts et les contraintes de l'achat d'une technologie 
e) les avantages et les risques reliés à l'achat d'une tech-

nologie ou à son développement. 
Les quatre options sont : 
Pénétration du marché 
' 	amélioration des procédés existants par : 

a) le développement technologique et/ou 
b) l'achat d'une licence, d'un procédé, d'un logiciel, 

etc. 
• 	amélioration de l'image par l'achat d'une marque de 

commerce. 2) 	rs uéveloppement de marchés 
vente de produits directement ou par intermédiaire 
installation d'une succursale ou d'une filiale à l'étranger 

' 	partenariat, soit par : 
e)  "joint-venture" et/ou 
b)  vente de licence (brevet, marque de commerce, 

etc.), 
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3) Développement de produits 
- 	acquisition de produits par : 

a) le développement technologique (dépôt de brevet, 
marque de commerce, etc.) 

b) l'achat d'une licence de produit et savoir-faire. 
4) Diversification 

- 	toutes les stratégies s'appliquent. 
Les industriels ont donc deux choix pour développer des 

marchés ou pour développer et acquérir de nouveaux produits. ne 
peuvent y parvenir par la R-D ou par le transfert de technologie . 

 Que l'on choisisse l'un ou l'autre de ces moyens pour accroître on 
entreprise et diversifier ses marchés ou ses produits, cela implique 
des droits de propriété intellectuelle. 

Dans le cadre de la libre concurrence mondiale, l'entrepris e 
 doit agir, car on considère que pratiquer l'immobilisme c'est déjà 

régresser. De plus, on se trouve également dans un contexte de 
mutation des produits et des marchés et tous reconnaissent que le 
changement est la caractéristique principale de notre époque' 
L'industrie doit faire face à la situation actuelle et à ses Par -
ticularités : une diffusion de plus en plus rapide des innovations et 
de leur application industrielle, un cycle de vie des produits qui lie 
cesse de raccourcir (l'espérance de vie des produits diminue et ils 
deviennent rapidement désuets), et une concurrence qui réagit d e 

 plus en plus rapidement aux innovations de l'entreprise. Pour  
concrétiser sa stratégie de croissance, l'entreprise a le choix entre . 

 la  R-D et le transfert de technologie, chacun ayant ses avantages e 
ses inconvénients et chacun impliquant des droits de proel été

`' 

 intellectuelle. 
Les avantages de la R-D peuvent se résumer ainsi : unet 

 compatibilité de la recherche avec ses propres besoins qui perme 
 à l'entrepreneur d'acquérir une indépendance technologique et une 

possibilité de vendre la technologie acquise; on en revient donc ne 
profits potentiels de la propriété intellectuelle. Celle-ci protège les 
résultats de la recherche en assurant un monopole d'exploitatio n  à 
son propriétaire, mais elle permet également de percevoir des 
droits d'exploitation et donc d'obtenir un retour sur les inler 
tissements en R-D.  U existe évidemment des désavantages liés à f i 

 R-D : risques plus élevés, coûts souvent prohibitifs et temps u` 
réalisation plus long. Ceci explique le rôle prédominant dl 
grandes compagnies, des grandes multinationales, dans la 11 -I) e 

 dans l'utilisation des droits de propriété intellectuelle. 
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L'autre choix laissé à l'industriel, le transfert de technologie 
OU l'achat de technologie, permet une rentabilité à court terme et 
line réaction plus rapide à la concurrence. De plus, le transfert de 

ehnologie coûte moins cher et comporte moins de risques que la 
..ern. Néanmoins, il comporte certains désavantages : augmenta-
nte). de la dépendance technologique et comme ces technologies Sont déjà connues et la plupart du temps, déjà utilisées, elles sont 
Yie dépassées. 
tr La décision pour un industriel de faire de la R-D ou du 

i d anefert de technologie est liée à sa capacité interne et à la 
ChsPonibilité de la technologie. Pour l'un comme pour l'autre 
d 0i; la Propriété intellectuelle viendra accentuer l'augmentation 

ea PrOfit8 ou la diminution des coûts. 
car,. j:ei  essayé de démontrer que les industries québécoises et 

cm stout au niveau des PME, n'ont plus le choix et pçlru el
..1
les do surtout 

 aller de l'avant avec selon leurs capacités des 
seedgf,rnes de R-D ou de transfert de technologie. Mais avant de 
en tder pour l'un ou l'autre de ces choix, l'industriel doit les 

Leia;ger en tant que gestionnaire. 

'one la  ges 
etent donné notre structure industrielle, nous considérons 

tion du transfert de technologie comme suit : 

Don. 
noloo; 	il faut établir un diagnostic et une stratégie tech- 
1) &biques de l'entreprise : 

,,AnalYse des forces et des faiblesses de l'entreprise en matière 
2) Ue technologie. 

4valuation  
3) E!ctivités. du savoir-faire technologique de chacune de ses 

Etud 
c„, e  comparative des technologies utilisées par la con-
wrrence. 

1) Une bonne gestion de l'avoir technologique signifie : 
ba? connaître son avoir technologique 
e) éva luer évaluer de façon continue cet avoir 
e)  planifier des actions visant à enrichir et exploiter cet 

avoir, et ce en accord avec la stratégie de développement 
de l'éntreprise (marketing—production, personnel, fi 

2)
- 

nance, etc.). 1, 
ourquoi   gérer sa technologie : 

a) peur optimiser ses investissements en recherche et dé 
b) veloppement et en acquisition de technologie 

Pour développer et maintenir une avance technologique 
et/ou des avantages concurrentiels sur ses marchés. 
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4) Analyse des répercussions de l'évolution technologique de 
l'entreprise. 

5) Élaboration d'un plan d'action technologique. 
Il faut ensuite repérer, choisir et acquérir cette technologie . 

 Et pour cela, la P.M.E. doit : 
1) Décrire et repérer la technologie recherchée. 
2) Évaluer les diverses options offertes. 
3) Choisir une technologie et un fournisseur. 
4) Négocier l'achat, la cession et le transfert de cette techno -

logie. 
Puis, il faudra procéder au transfert, à l'adaptation et 

l'implantation de la technologie, donc : 
1) Adapter la technologie au contexte de l'entreprise. 
2) Intégrer la technologie aux activités de l'entreprise. 
3) Établir un plan et un échéancier d'implantation. 
4) Étudier les effets organisationnels et socio-professionnelo de  

ce transfert. 
5) Évaluer les besoins de formation du personnel de l'entrepris e  
6) Faire homologuer les équipements et certifier les produits. 

L'industriel en possession de ces informations pourra eue 
lyser ces facteurs externes et les intégrer dans le contexte de ecn 
entreprise. Il pourra prendre une décision éclairée, en tenant 
compte des capacités techniques, financières et de mise en mare 
de son entreprise. 

En conclusion, les PME doivent donc se familiariser avec les 
droits de propriété intellectuelle. Non seulement doivent-elles leo 

considérer dans une optique défensive, c'est-à-dire de protection de 
leur marché, mais encore, pensons-nous, dans une optique oeil; 
sive, c'est-à-dire d'expansion de leurs produits et marché intégral l 

 la propriété intellectuelle à leur stratégie de croissance. l'Eae 
 différents paliers de gouvernement du Canada se doivent ce 

 mettre en place rapidement les incitatifs nécessaires à cette double 
 approche d'utilisation de la propriété intellectuelle comme fact5. 

 important de développement économique. 
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The Impact of Patent Policy 
on the Corporate Bottom Line 

Douglas James 

of 1h'4y  was asked to give a talk at this meeting, I looked at the rest 
Program, and was not sure whether I could usefully 

vi-bribute. On reflection, I decided that, perhaps, I can bring the 
boetwh a Lef someone who is a consumer of such policies and who sees 
talk tue  good and bad in them. I intend to focus on patents, and 
int  about how a medium-sized, high-technology company 
fri  %lees and deals with the world of patents. Patents can be 
tang  btening in some cases, and a great opportunity in others. They 
put e a  significant strategic weapon to a company; they can also 

ecunpanies out of business! coin  Patent pol — iCY is a very important part of the strategy of anY 
PerlY. Patent   policy,  whether it is formal or informal, written 

e2nwritten, be:  i110, entered 	wi 
is critical to the success of a technology company. 
into thout knowledge of the patent literature, can 

botheta HY wasted. The defence of patent infringement is costly, 
defer:: terms of dollars and in resources. If a company becomes a 
coniZant in a patent action, the most experienced people in the 
sit e°111Y

uation 
stop doing  . 	 anything else, while they deal with that 

y etku °11. tile positive side, patent awareness can give you a ver g  
View 

C.' Your competitors' strategy. Patent issues are alway 

99 
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business-judgment issues, and if you have a patent policy, yo.ii 
should make it visible throughout your organization because it 
affects the way people do business. 

To put these things into perspective, let me give you a brief 
profile of the company I work for, Lumonics Inc. It was founded 1.12 

1970 to commercialize a Canadian invention at the Defence 
Research Establishment at Valcartier (DREV). This invention (a 
transversely excited, atmospheric pressure CO2 laser, or TEA CO2 
laser) was a very significant invention, where Canada led the 
world. Lumonics licensed the invention and developed products for 
both the scientific research market and for industrial markets. A 
significant example of the latter is the use of lasers to mark Coca 
Cola bottle's, cosmetic packages and integrated circuits. Lumoracs 
became a public company in 1980 and then entered into a period d 
acquisition of other companies in the laser industry, acquiring one 
company in the United Kingdom, three companies in the United 
States and, earlier this year, another Canadian company. For 
company that still  bas  to achieve $100 million a year in revenues , 

 we perform R&D and manufacture lasers and systems in five 
locations and we have approximately 650 employees worldwide. In 
essence, we have created a multi- or transnational companY ef  
modest size. 

What has happened to Lumonics in the field of patents 
through it's history? At the beginning, it was a licensee ef 
Canadian Patents and Development Limited (CPDL) for the 
original DREV and, later, National Research Council (Ne) 
patents. Being a licensee to a governmental agency sounds veil 
good. However, if people set about infringing on that patent, non" 
ownership cotuatrains the company. One is relying on other peoPle 
to get into the fight, and that's not always easy to achieve. 

As the company developed, we filed a small number ef 
patents on internal developments. Most of them were owned bY 
the Crown, due to govermnental support of our R&D, and were 

 licensed from CPDL. In 1978, we became the defendant in a 
 number of actions for infringement of a patent. Some of you me; 

have heard of the famous "Gould" laser patents. It's a Pe,'" 
example of the complexity and diverse interpretations of patents In 
different jurisdictions. 

Gordon Gould, an American, started his patent quest in 1959' 
Basically, he claimed to have invented the laser. However, the  
United States Patent Office (USPO) disagreed, at least initiallY ,  
and they issued the fundamental patents for lasers to othee 
However, the Canadian Patent Office issued what I would describe 
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,a,_8  en omnibus Gould patent in 1972; this was a combination of 
mteree or four patents that had been filed individually in the U.S.A. 
t he  USPO finally granted patents to Gould in 1977 and 1978 
mine 18 years after his original efforts). But that wasn't the end 
of the  story: the USPO then decided to re-examine the Gould 
ru'ento in 1983. At this time, Lumonics was the defendant in 
eruite in Chicago and in Canada. The USPO rejected the 

13114""nte• The owners of Gould's patents, including Gordon Gould 
Inoelf, appealed and eventually the decision was overturned. 

n_he  patents were re-issued in 1987 and shortly afterward another ,Tould patent that dealt with the use of lasers in many applications "as issue 
li d• The existence of a Canadian patent had a significant 
nPact on   Lumonics. It allowed the corapany to be sued with 
sPect to an already issued patent and, not surprisingly, the 

uciefence of this action was very expensive. The outcome (which is 
19°Lu1noual in any patent battle) was an out-of-court settlement in 
the  G 

• Lumonics became the first major laser company to license,  
fi ould patents. Of course, the out-of-court settlement doesn t 

n eet our opinion of the validity or otherwise of these patents. 
une  °Income of patent suits often is settlement because it's very 

c,ertain what would happen in court—finding a judge and jury 
L  a ‘ would understand the complexity of patents can be difficult. 
coliC°Dies continues to acquire patents both by acquisition of 
de—c.Pdanies and through our own efforts. In 1989, we finally 
piacleed that we needed a formal patent policy, and this is now in 
still  Patent policy for a company is very dependent on the 
ree icture of the industry in which it operates. Apart from the 
be  orution of the Gould situation 1987 was an interesting year 
laseaue.e the laser  industry changed significantly. Until 1987, the 
sp  er  Industry consisted of small companies. The largest, 
roien. aPnYsics Inc. (a U.S.A. ompany) had sales of about $200 
‘,4,0 11°14 and Lumonics was the third largest laser company in the 
enei  d' In 1987, however, Spectraphysics was acquired by Ciba 
recegYntl a major Swiss pharmaceutical company—they have 
year y _ unounced their intent to divest the company after 3 
lase: 

 

bo
f 

 AMOCO (the oil company) also entered the 
oonin-  .uus,ineso• Finally Siemens (the West Gerraan electrical 
oota-„-1132 entered the laser business by acquiring sorae laser 
Jojanleo, and there were signs of a significantly increased 

eaneee Presence. 
Tile fact that in Europe and Japan there is a very wenete rt 	

significant 
ntal effo to ensure that laser technology (regarded as a 
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strategic technology) is well supported at the R&D stage also must 
be considered. The MITI programs in Japan and the Eureka 
programs in Europe are investing a great deal of money into this 
technology. As if that were not enough, looking to the future, we 
could see a technology discontinuity appearing on the horizon 

i 
. 

Semi-conductor laser diodes, which you all use now, no doubt n 
CD players, are being developed to increasingly higher powers  and  
will displace many of the current laser technologies used in 
industrial applications. When you put all of these factors together 
back in 1987, it suggested that the laser industry was undergoing 
a fundamental change and that it would likely turn into an 
industry that was dominated by a few major players who were 
capable of taking a long-term view of this strategic technology. 

Ltunonics, as a public corporation in Canada, was required to 
take a very short-term view of performance and, as a result, we 
explored strategic partnering options. This led to the acquisition 
of Lumonics by Sumitomo Heavy Industries of Tokyo in 1989 . 
Sumitomo Heavy Industries, with sales of approximately $3 billion 
per year, is part of the Sumitomo group. This satisfied our view' 
that to be a player in the laser industry of the future, one had te 
become one of the few major players with very substantial assets 
and a very long-term view of the business. 

Let me return to patent policy. How does a company decide 
what its policy should be? It's going to depend upon the size and 
the attitude of the industry to patents. The companies that are 
moving into our industry are all known to be very patent 
conscious. The size of your own company is also very important. It 
is often said that patents are only worth the money you are 
prepared to spend on defending them. It is also often said that 
patent law is not particularly helpful to very small or mediuni-
sized companies. 

The nature of the technology is another issue, whether yon 
are dealing with new or emerging technology, mature technologY,  
etc.  Finally, your patent policy depends on your own business  
judgment. You have various options in patents: you can patent 
everything; you can patent selectively; or you can have a policY cer  
run fast (in other words, don't patent anything, just keep ahead e l' 
everyone). Some companies do that. You have to decide whether 
you intend to licence your technology to others and/or licence  
technology from others. The interesting thing about all of these 
options is that they all require a very good knowledge of patent law 
and how patents work. It is not enough to say that we are going t°  run fast; therefore, we do not need to know about patents. Unless 
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You do know a great deal about patents, that decision can lead to 
eurPrieing and often disastrous results. 
_ The question "why patent?" can be answered as follows: you 
'an Protect your R&D investment, and you can inhibit (inhibit not Stop)  copying; it can give you a technical lead, a marketing 
Ldvailtage; it's a valuable asset and it can give a company prestige. 
r whY not patent everything? The simple answer is cost, both in 
'llns of dollars and resources. If you are going to have an 
I 
a. ggressive patent policy

' 
 with significant activity on patenting 

nventions, you need yourbest talent working on that. A small 
curn.PanY may not be able to divert sufficient effort into this actrty.   Also, when you patent an invention in some jurisdictions, 
tgreat deal about what you are doing becomes public knowledge. 
4.11, Yea are M business where products have a very short lifetime, 
ttle Patent process takes too long and it may be totally irrelevant to 

lf  it is not granted until the time when you have not only 
eveloPed the product, but have also phased it out. to Process patents are very difficult to police. Your alternative 

enfnet Patenting everything is secrecy, which is not that easy to 
in  erce ,  and publication to prevent others from patenting your 
invention. That differs from country to country—there are several 

,ternational issues, and different rules among various countries ee. d cost and complexity that can impact your decision as to 
Pat 
21,ether te patent or not. Let me give you a few examples: one 

ent that our United Kingdom subsidiary filed was issued in the 
ine.1111982; it was filed in the U S.A. in 1979 and issued in 1981; 
,,,_JaPan it was filed in 1979 and is still pending. There are 
umerent i nterpretations of what is patentable. 
inv  In,  the United States, priority is given to the "first to 
wL ent

re 
 1—that was a key issue in the Gordon Gould case—every-: .elee 

entions, j  
, generally, "first to file." In terms of the noveltyof 

"flot  disclosed in public" is the rule in most uris- delffettena. 2 in the U.S . A it's "not used in the U.S.A." Such 
eenences make life  for a small

' 
 multinational, technology 

de 'anY very complex. Introducing a new product that has been ; 
sx  s' .h Europe must be done with a knowledge of all of these 

Yea wish to patent that invention in the U.S.A. seen,  Let  me conclude by saying that in our own industry, we have 
pat  ei.r1  evolution to the point where industrial players are very 
Patent  enneeieus. Therefore we have little choice except to be 

. 
tb at — c°nscious as well Patents are Patents 	more meaningful now 
tin  ..sve  ere part of a $3 billion corporation. Tecimology discon-

es ,  such as the one I mentioned earlier, open up 
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opportunities for acquiring key patents. An aggressive approach 
to patenting can certainly stimulate innovation, but you need to be 
a certain size before you can do it properly. To run a patent policY 
within Lumonics requires that we have patent review committees 
in five locations and, as I keep repeating, you need your best people 
involved if it is going to be effective. 

I have a few suggestions for the people who are setting pone. 
Harmonization of patent laws would very positively impact the 
complexity and cost of managing IPRs in a company such as ours. 
Crown ownership of inventions developed on governmental 

 contracts, or with governmental support, complicates the issue. 
That's not to say there is any problem with paying royalties t,o the 
Crown, but managing the patents themselves is very, veil 
important. Finally, thinking back to the days when we couldn t 
afford to have sufficient resources for our patent management , 

 proactive governmental assistance in patenting (both in terms ef 
dollars and advice) could be extremely beneficial to companie° 
starting up. 



Intellectual Property—How It Interacts 
with a Company's Bottom Line 

George E. Fisk 

Red • ucillg the Costs and Increasing the Benefits 
c—o°11gla5 James has given you an object lesson about how one 

111131111Y% awareness of intellectual property has evolved. 
extr  This story is, unfortunately, very typical. It is perhaps more 
set elne  t tle, an

han most, in that most companies that are threatened 
u are, therefore, not sued. Also, it has a more positive 

12e' than some situations, in that many companies do not have 
‘14  ge parents   to  fall back upon. 
11e 

 °
if" InY talk, I shall look at how IP generally affects the bottom 

cos+.— a c°nWany—the "ABC Company." I will discuss both the 
and potential profits involved. The costs involved with IP are: 

▪ tr,he cost of finding out what IP might be applied against ABC 
`-nnnpany, and assessing the likelihood of it's being applied—I 
call this "preventive maintenance:" 

• the cost of settling or defending a lawsuit when preventive 
Maintenance was not applied or was insufficient; 
,the cost of identifying and protecting industrial property 
belonging to the ABC Company. 

• 

105 
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Preventive Maintenance 
Every time ABC Company develops a new product or changes an 
existing product, it should have a patent search done to see 
whether the company is infringing someone else's patents. Ideally, 
this patent search should be done in every country where the 
company intends to sell the new or changed product. Having  sait 

 this, I now hasten to add that in most cases it is practicallY 
impossible to search in an adequate or cost-effective way. The 
patent searches are carried out in the files of Patent Offices in the 
various countries. These files are classified according to subject 
matter. However, all countries use the same classification system. 

The efficacy of any search depends on the skill of the person 
conducting the search, his familiarity with the subject matter, le 
familiarity with the indexing system of the country where  the  
search is being carried out, and the accuracy of that country s 
indexing system, as well as the completeness of its files. The 
accuracy of the indexing system can present quite a serious 
problem. In Canada, for example, there are over 30,000 applica.  
tions filed every year, yet there are only 13 professionals within 
the Patent Office responsible for classifying patents according t° 
subject matter and cross-referencing the patents as necessarY .  
These professionals also keep the classification system up to date  
and reclassify any applications where the scope of protection 
changes between the time the application is filed and the patent 10  
issued. Classification errors occur because the staff is spread 0° 
thinly. 

A further problem arises .when a particular product has tvio, 
three, or more aspects that might conceivably be patentable. Each 
of these, then, has to be searched separately and, as I mentioned,  a 
separate search has to be carried out in each country where the 
product will be sold. 

Large companies have organized "patent clearance" Pr (); 
cedures, to handle this type of search. However, a product 01  
reasonable complexity could incur as high as $5

' 
 000-$15,000 to d° 

an adequate search for North America. Many small «impede° 
 cannot afford this expense. 

Fortunately, the computer has afforded a partial solution t°  
this problem. A computer database that searches patents  from 

 most major countries is available. It is possible to do a search hY 
computer that reviews patents and published applications from the  
United States, Canada, Japan, Europe, the Soviet Union and a fee 

 other countries. This search cannot be definitive with respect tfe  
possible infringement because it searches only a brief abstract 
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the Patents, whereas a full infringement study would review the 
Patents themselves and the patent claims in detail. However, a 
nemPetent searcher can review patents relating to an average 
IC'educt (containing several inventive ideas) for only a few hundred 

This search is likely to find the most relevant patents. 
uoPies of these patents can then be obtained and reviewed. It is, of 

souran,  wise to do a manual search as well (at least in the most ,„ 
7"Portant markets) if the company can afford it, but a computer 
search is much better than nothing. 
3._ After the search is completed, all relevant patents will have 

be considered in detail, and their claims will have to be studied 
3' a Patent attorney. Often, infringement can be avoided before it 
rraveeliy, f a  ec icurs, by appropriately redesigning the product. Alterna- 

patent poses an infringement problem, an investigation 
n  be initiated to see whether there is a good basis on which to 

4e1Validate it. Then, a decision can be made as to whether to ...r  
°ceed with the product, having a full appreciation of the patent 

' nelt involved. 
In trade marks, a computer search can be carried out for 

d'oarks that do not have design or logo components. This has to be 
alle °I1  a country-by-country basis, but it is quite inexpensive. 

u0.11, adian and United States searches, together, are unlikely to 
"' more than $300-$400. It is advisable to cross-check by a 

tru‘ual search, and it is  necessary to do a manual search if the 
ue  it is  archir a logo or design. However, even with logos, the total 

6 $1 ,000.  costs for the U.S.A. and Canada should be well under 

ther,Y11. us, it is relatively simple for the ABC Company to see if 
the  prior registered trade mark or trade mark application for 
uze 

 mark  l» 
 it wishes to obtain. There is still an element of 

prioaretaility, as some trade mark rights can be acquired through 
tiou  .use er, in certain circumstances, from the filing of an applica-
eau.  another country that is a member of a treaty to which 
tradaua belongs. These situations would not be picked up by a 
no:el:ark search, and could provide an unpleasant surprise later. 
nne er,  the search does considerably reduce the area of 

cour  "u will see from the foregoing that relatively cheap rieldPsuter 

g out

searches are available in both the patent and trade mark 
' CemPanies should c 	out these searches whenever they  a 

 uct. The  new product, or appreciably  change an existing prod c -
ests are low enough for almost any company to be able to 
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afford at least a basic search, and this is likely to identify problems 
before they become both embarrassing and expensive. 

There is one other aspect of preventive maintenance that 
companies do not often consider. If a new employee is hired awaY 
from a competitor, that employee may well have ongoing obliga- 
tions not to disclose the competitor's trade secrets or  confident
information. Thus, ABC Company should discuss any potentia l  
problems with each new employee, and should get its lawyer 
involved if the employee's activities could breach some previous 
obligation. 

If the Company is Sued 
it is hard to give any general comments on threats of suit or actual 
law suits because each one is different. However, there are alwaY5 . 
three things to look at. These are the strength of the intellectua l, 
property right, the strength of the entity asserting that right, alla 
the previous history of that entity. not Merely because someone has a patent or trade mark does 
necessarily mean that that patent or trade mark is valid. When  
the Patent Office issues a patent, they do a search and attemPt ° 
find any prior patents that are pertinent. However, a patent can.. 
be invalidated by use or publication that never resulted in a price,. 
patent, and would not normally come to the attention of the Paten' 
Office. Further, published documents or patents from foreiga  
countries, which again are unlikely to come to the attention of the 

 Patent Office, can be used to invalidate a patent. Because of the 
 problems in classification, even some patents issued by the  $ale 

Patent Office may not have been considered by it when deciding 
issue a new patent. 

A further thing that should be looked at in considering thet  
strength of the right is whether the patent in fact does prevell 
ABC Company from carrying on business. It may well be that th

e
.„ 

patentee is adopting an unreasonable interpretation of the breacitee  
of his patent, and that ABC's product does not infringe or call h  
rendered non-infringing by a little redesign work.  

 The relative strengths of the parties and whether they a" 
corapetition is also important. A company that is not in dire' 
competition with ABC Company is more likely to reach ail 
amicable settlement than a major competitor. Further, a seen 

 competitor that does not have the resources to carry en 
expensive lawsuit will be more likely to reach a settlement than - 
large competitor. 
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The reputation of the opposing party in the industry should 
,als.o be considered. Some large companies have a reputation for 
being quite reasonable in seeking out a constructive settlement 

h.en somebody infringes their patents. Others are very prone to 
litigate. Before ABC Company approaches a patentee to see 
w.  hether a settlement is possible, it is a good idea to find out what 
the patentee's reputation is. 
settle If ABC Company is small or medium-sized, it should try to 

qu
ite where possible because intellectual property lawsuits are 

exPensive. For example, a patent suit that goes through to 
in Canada will cost at least $100,000 and a trade mark 

lawsuit will cost at least $25,000. In the United States, minimum 
,e°8ta are double to triple this amount. There is, therefore, a strong ()Incentive  to settle, unless there is a clear basis on which the 
bPe13.°,11ent's patent or trade mark can be invalidated or shown not to 
iadl`ulinged, or unless there is a need to demonstrate to the 

ustrY that ABC Company will not be pushed around. 

Pp 4. 
theeting ABC Company's Industrial Property maw, 

e  e Small and medium-sized companies are based on technology. 
advantage they have over their competitors is having a rlduct that their competitors do not have. If the product cannot 

Protected, then they will lose any advantage that they have, and 
may either stagnate or go bankrupt. 
ABe Tolle  beginnings of protection of industrial property start in 

,',°111Pany's relations with its employees. There should be 
as  :nblen agreements with any employees who are likely to invent 
inveart «their work. These agreements will make it clear that the 
pu,:littimis belong to the company and not to the employees. 

— abay employees who are exposed to the company's con- 
agru  ntial -nformation or trade secrets should have a trade secret 
ttabefient that governs what they can do with this information. 
oe,e7Yee8  should be sensitized to the fact that their disclosure of a 
pi._ Product or process would prevent patenting of that product or 

"eas in mossot countries. coni  It ia ai 
necessary for the managerial personnel of ABC 

geaePraairlY to have a basic idea of what types of IF exist, and w t 
 the D. na of subject matter they protect. This should be part 

of 

arejserleral knowledge of all managers. Those who manage in 
a mc- wl,tb a Particular exposure to certain types of IF  should have 
shoe detailed  knowledge of those types. For example, managers 

d  be able to identify whether there is any secret information 
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in the areas that they manage, and what legal steps need to be 
taken to preserve the secrecy of that information as a trade secret. 

Anyone whose area of responsibility within the company may re 
rise to inventions should have an idea of when such inventions 
should be kept as trade secrets, and when they should be patented. 
Similarly, anyone in research should have a knowledge of the  

patenting process. 
Managers who deal with marketing or sales should have a 

detailed knowledge of trade marks and trade  naines, and should 

recognize when something should have industrial design pro-
tection.  Further, they should be aware of the copyright aspects el 

 their Company's brochures, advertising company and manuals. 
When I suggest that an executive should be aware of an area 

of intellectual property, this has two aspects. It is, of course.  , 
important that the executive be able to recognize things within ills 
area of business that can and should be the subject matter of 113. 
protection. However, it is equally important that he be aware that 
activities of the company can infringe on the IPRs of others. fie 

 should be able to recognize those activities that could pose dangers' 
and should at least be able to make an initial assessment of the 

 danger. 
You will note I have said that all of the executives should be 

aware of potential issues, but I have not suggested that the?' 
should be given authority to do something about it. ObviouslY,  
each executive could go ahead and manage his area's  intellect' 
property without any check on spending, bills could escalate 

 rapidly. In order to have budgetary control, the individual, dePart 
mental executives should only have authority to request a revie" 
of an IP situation. The request should go for approval t,o sortie  
central authority. The central authority will deal with the tell  
basic aspects of intellectual property; namely, obtaining protection 

 for the Company's protectable items, and obtaining legal advice 
 where necessary when it appears that the company may infringe  

on someone else's property. 
In many small companies, the central authority is an jell": 

vidual, such as the company secretary or president. In large' 
companies, there are formal committees. Sometimes, there maY bet, 

 two separate committees, such as a "patents committee," wee 
 reviews new products of the company, and a "marketing Cent.1., 

mittee," which reviews the company's trade mark strategY. 
even larger companies, there is an in-house lawyer or patent agent, 
who heads an intellectual property department that deals wi t" 
such matters. 
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Whatever form the authority takes, the general approach is 
neuallY the same. In the case of new company products or trade 
nlarks, the authority (in consultation with the appropriate 
1.1fle_anagere) assigns a level of importance to obtaining patent or 

raark protection. For example, in many companies the patents  committee will "score" each new invention on a scale of 0 
t_c1  4.. Inventions scoring 0 are not protected, although they maY, if 
teeel.ble, be kept as trade secrets within the company. Inventions 
sser: ng 1 are protected in the home market only, and would be 
2/1"Ject to a Canadian patent application only. Inventions scoring are  Protected in Canada and the United States, while inventions 
Fo°11:rig 3  are protected in the United States and certain selected reign markets. Only on very rare occasions does an invention e  
sver score 4. When an invention does score a 4, protection is 

t in a very large number of countries, including the corn-ea» present markets and countries where protection might 
p  ad.or the efforts of competitors, or where the product could be 
trtieularlY useful, even though the company is not selling to 
th°8" markets at the present time. In each case, the "scoring" of 

e  Invention is done on the basis of present and future company c't'arke.ts and special, competitive facts. When scoring is done by a 
oeinettee, it ensures that viewpoints from several different areas 
to  . e  company are received before it is decided how much money ''Pend on the invention. 
des . A similar evaluation is done with respect to trade mark or 
sole Protection. The product is reviewed to see whether it vallbe 
pr od„°111Y Canada or abroad and whether it will be a major 
tra—d  met of the company. Then, a rating  is given as to whether 

e nlark or design protection should be sought only in the home 
arket, or abroad as well. 

niorkT. 1.1° authority's work does not stop when a patent or trade 
expo,le °btained. It is often not realized that a major portion of the 
on,7e  for patents (and to a lesser extent, for trade marks) is the 
cou"ing maintenance exPense after the right is obtained. In most 
haonktriea, there is a fee that must be paid annually after a patent 
qui

te
ueen o i btained, in order to keep it in force. Usually, this fee s 

few „ iew when the patent is new but rises steeply until, in the last 
behie ears before the patent expires it is quite high. The theory 
wiehd  this  is that if a patentee has'commercialized his patent, he 

. 
Pat is:i.nkt  find the fee onerous If he has not 	c ommercialized the 
abae-d" the  final years of its

' 
 life then he should be encouraged to 

11-°11  tile patent so that  other people may use the invention. 
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The imposition of higher and higher fees each year is intended to 
sway him toward such abandonment. 

A patents committee can, therefore, keep a good control of 
industrial property costs by examining each patent before its 
renewal is due, to determine whether the product is still one 01  
which the company is interested. It may be relevant to see 
whether the company is still supplying the product covered by the 
patent in the country where the patent is in force. Even if the 
company is not supplying that market, the patent may have a 
"blocking" function, in that it may inhibit competitors in that 
country from supplying another market of interest to the companY.  

Fortunately, trade marks do not attract yearly renewal fee". 
Renewals occur from seven to twenty years after the trade mark is 
granted, depending on the country. However, trade mark 
renewals can be expensive if the mark has been registered in manY 
countries, and are well worth reviewing. 

The central intellectual property authority, such as the 
patents committee within a company, should also set up Pre" 
cedures for clearing new products. This goes back to the, 
"preventive maintenance," which I discussed at the beginning.  ot 
this talk. When a new product is developed by the company, a risk 
assessment should be to ascertain whether the product is likely te 
infringe on a patent or registered design of someone else. 
Similarly, when a new name is adopted for a product, a risk assess' 
ment should be done to ascertain whether a trade mark or trade 
name of someone else will be infringed. In a large company this 

 risk assessment is formalized, as the manager concerned with the 
 launch of the new product must generate a "request for product  

clearance," which is then considered by the patents committee. In 
a case where the patents committee considers that there le 
possibility of infringetnent of some patent, design or trade Iner, 
owned by someone else, they may ask to have a search carried el: 
Where the search shows some reason for concern, they may tht 
delay the launch of the new product so that a legal opinion can Pv  
sought. Another function of the patents committee is to encoureqe  
awareness by managers of new products, new ideas and new tree_e  
marks.  It does this by educating managers, both through clew° 
of Its minutes and by setting up formal educational meetings. 
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Making Money From Industrial Property 
There are two ways of making money with industrial property. 
The first is to use it to exclude competitors from a profitable area, and the second is to use it for licensing. 

The exclusion of competitors can occur with all forms of intel- 
ectual prop  __ erty. For example, a trade mark can be promoted by 

ne,.dvertising to develop brand loyalty, and the trade mark right 
events competitors from cashing in on this loyalty. A patent 

antes the right to exclude others from manufacture, use or sale of a 
,„Pe°duet or process. Confidential information can be used to 

anufacture products in a way that is cheaper or more efficient 
Lama that used by competitors. co  If intellectual property is used to exclude competitors, it is, of 
willess, necessary to be vigilant, and to take steps to defend the IPR 
er,,,sen  it is breached. Whenever it is proposed to assert ABC 
no—CanY's intellectual property rights, there should also be some 
it  s.wnenefit analysis done so that the company can decide whether 
dan,1% in  fact, worthwhile to assert these rights, or whether the damage  from infringement of the right would not justify the cost 

volved to defend it. It is  sometimes hard for management to realize that the 
th: urenitY arising from intellectual property rights is a benefit to 
erence111, PanY. Instead, they tend to see the costs of obtaining and 
bri: cing such rights, without realizing fully the benefits that they 
ont-g' periods of austerity, the amount paid to protect rights is 
on  and  the company often finds later that this has hurt its inPetitive position. 
nia  Licensing, however, is something that can be shown to 
dir nageraent as being a direct result of IP, which contributes froectly to the bottom-line profit. A trade mark can be licensed or 
po...n.chised out, and a variety of licensing arrangements are 

...table with patents, copyrights or trade secrets. 
exei  In deciding whether to keep the intellectual property 
shoolleve  tn ABC Company or to licence it out, several factors 

be considered. In a trade mark situation, ABC Company 
goeduusleistr.be  concerned about quality control because the quality 

direct 
 

so, services sold under licence will not be under the dire 
noelevevisden of its management. For this reason, and because the 
.veryPeontY will want to protect the trade mark, it is necessary to put 
agre,„ reng quality-control provisions into most trade mar

k 
 roents.  

th whey, s patent field, ABC Company may wish to consider 
'Ler it will achieve better market penetration by obtaining 
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several licensees in different areas or by keeping the product or 
process in its own company. The economics of licensees  manu
facturing a product should also be considered. In some cases, it is 
cheaper to manufacture parts or the entire product offshore under 
licence, and to import what is needed to the home market. In other 
cases, it may be cheaper to supply the home market, but licence 
abroad, in areas where ABC Company does not have local 
knowledge or sales capacity. 

Licensing increases the risk that trade secrets will be stolen 
or will be disclosed inadvertently. This is especially the case when 
licensing to foreign countries because ABC Company will not 
necessarily know immediately when a trade secret is stolen, and 
this may make it harder to take remedial action. Further, trade' 
secret laws in many foreign countries are considerably weaker 
than they are in North America. 

If ABC Company does decide to licence, the next question is 
how to get in touch with potential licensees. There are organ-
izations, such as the Licensing Executives Society, that provide a  
location where licensing people from different industries can get 

 together and exchange information. As well, in certain fields there  
are licensing brokers. However, it is still most effective to target 

 potential licensees and to visit them. 
Large companies have licensing officers or a licensing 

department, whereas in small companies licensing is done Par t 
 time by the president or one of the vice-presidents. Surprisingly' s, 

great many licensing agreements are entered into by small anti 
 medium-sized companies. This is particularly the case vil.t h  

European companies, where small businesses are vers  aggressive  
in licensing out their technology. 

The licensing personnel, or management personnel who lee 
 after licensing, should first have a basic idea of what a licensing 

agreement contains. They may wish to meet with their lawyer tel.. 
discuss what is possible in their industry before they go to vie: 
potential licensees. It is extremely embarrassing to have 1 
potential licensee show interest and then have the potentie 
licensor becorae confused or evasive because he does not kne 
what terms to ask. 

Once a potential licensee has been found and discussion°  
have commenced, it is important that a good legal contract he, 
drafted. Many licences are entered into on the basis of a letter le 
agreement that does not deal with possible eventualities. Thie. 
an invitation to later litigation, with costs that greatly outweig-
the amount saved by not drafting a formal contract. 
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It is possible to have a flourishing business from licensing 
that will more than cover the IP costs of the company. This means 
that any other IP benefits are essentially "free," as their costs are 
covered by the licensing program. However, this requires a good 

"'ledge of the industry and identification of potential licensees, 
1, well as a good analysis of whether licensing in a particular 
.intuatien  will be helpful or harmful to the company's long-term 
interest . 

conclusion 
have tried to cover a number of different aspects of how 

intellectual  Property interacts with a company's bottom line. In 
,111. anY cases, the intellectual property can be a cost. If the company 

SUed  by a competitor, the cost can be catastrophic. However, 
7,Ine of the strategies mentioned can be used to control or manage 
"ne costs, and even to turn a profit from the company's IP 
activities. 
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economic Analysis of Intellectual 
1)1.°Perty Rights: Domestic and International Dimensions 

Keith E. Maskus 

I aln  P a Ie desi„ Eee '.' to participate in this important conference, which is 
peZued to stimulate discussion among policy-makers, business 
itlì °;n18 and academics, about how Canada should forge a coherent ti fieward-looking policy on the protection of intellectual 
parei llY rights. It is not my purpose to suggest directions for such 
a„ s, because the advice I might give could lack practical 

For example, I am simply not qualified to comment 
clecult and costly it is for a firm to comply with all of the 

bu  . regulations it encounters when conducting international 
siness. 

Rath discu.„ er, I view my task as setting the stage for seri 'ous policy 
IPR Ceria by looking at the huge complexities that surround  the  

er—enle domestically, but also in terms of problems posed at the 
woratiortal level. As well, I will summarize the results of some 

,Ldid a year ago for the United States Department of Labor. 
stra,: ue  IPR problem is complex and enormous. Le me put some 
inteere  in it by asking how an economist would analyze clue  aectual ProPerty? There are two basic questions. The first 
cottee.ti°Ln 18 optimality, or the notion of trying to maximize a 
quej‘inn of social welfare, given limited resources. The second 

relates to the empirical evidence of the actual effects 

119 
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(trade damages, foregone innovation, monopoly rents, etc.) of 
various foreign IPR regimes. How well do we understand these 
impacts and their effects on the welfare of society? 

The second question will be considered briefly because there 
is not much to talk about in the way of empirical evidence. Indeed , 

 interest by business persons in foreign IPR systems far outstripo 
any serious economic analysis of their effects. There are some 
often-cited survey results reported by the United States govern-
ment suggesting that U.S.A. damages, in terms of lost profits , 

 foregone sales, lost jobs and so on due to foreign infringement of 
intellectual property, range anywhere from moderate to huge. 
These studies are heavily flawed for a variety of reasons. In fact, it 
is possible to develop a reasonable estimate of foreign 
infringement that is beneficial globally, despite losses to United 
States innovative firms. 

Not only do we know relatively little about the costs of las 
foreign protection to U.S.A. firms, we also have essentially n° 
information about important structural factors that should inforra 
this debate. For example, how much extra R&D and innovation 
can we expect to induce in industrial countries if developin!!, 
countries were to upgrade and harmonize their protection, even it 
only to levels used in the United States 10 to 15 years ago? The 
result would be a major accomplishment for the Uruguay Round. 
We do not even know the direction of the impact on R&D, though I 
suspect it is positive. But, we would in fact, like to know, 
quantitatively how responsive R&D is to greater protection 01 

 foreign creativity, and there is no reliable evidence on the point' 
Other important questions also emerge. How much would greater 
1PR protection raise costs to consumers in countries that ine rt, 
technology? How would it affect flows of foreign direct investmeob 

 and the behaviour of multinational enterpzises? We simply do ne  
have any reliable information on these crucial issues. 

None of this is meant to suggest that innovative firms 
authors and musicians in industrial countries should not we': 
toward seeing foreign IPR regiznes improved. I do not doubt the 
specific firms in particular industries suffer substantive loose° 
from foreign infringement—pharmaceuticals, chemicals, films an d  
records, semi-conductors, software and fashions are primarY 
examples. It is in their interests to change the situation. But to an economist these losses are only one element in the 

 calculus of the costs and benefits derived from imposing strolg,e,n  international IPR protection. Thus, let me return to the quote' 
of optiznality. What are some of the main trade-offs to consi der 
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hen thinking about intellectual property? Discussion will be nmited to the most significant and apparent issues in this debate. 
However, there are numerous subtleties that would require attention in formulating any policy changes. 
, 	Intellectual property is an asset owned by creators of new 
Lnfarraation. Society must determine how these creators will be prallnwed to exploit or reap the economic value of that information. 

he view that society should determine the right to exploit a cr.  eation is a curious notion in itself—certainly the creators of the 
Information believe they are entitled to the economic value (or rente) 

 Provided by their asset. However, two basic problems 
enlarge that render the decision rather more difficult. 

First, information such as a new technology, a book or a 
c'en1Puter program is a public good, which means that my 
Trsuming it does not diminish anyone else's ability to consume it. 

t 
L. 118, it is difficult for private markets to allow creators to charge 
ar.  their works, since they cannot really exclude anyone from 

it. Hence, in private markets, firms may have limited 
p  c.entives to engage in innovative activity, while artists will not 
tLennt as much and musicians will have fewer incentives to train 
pureniselves rigorously. Society does not benefit from the under-, oduction of creative goods and, therefore, has an interest in 
4eg1slating a right for creators to receive compensation. 

Hewever, if society gives creators full control over exploits-
tr  n uf their new information, through patents, copyrights, and 
the:1,e  marks, it effectively creates monopolies. The higher prices 
b:‘ result adversely affect users or consumers by transferring 
eonn„eete from thera to creators. And, in a basic sense, this is 
th'mnically inefficient. Once the new information is provided, 
zole nlarginal cost of providing it to new consumers is effectively 
socre'tinIPlYing that the optimal price should also be zero. Thus, 
of /pp_ Y faces its first trade-off: the dynamic gains from protection 

\retaus th 	
alit "e (greater R&D, innovation, creation, product qu 	) y 

regam  e static monopoly losses such protection entails. In t his 

toequ 
for  example, a simple optimal patent policy would attempt 

di...alize marginal consumer surplus losses with marginal 
steno.  tinted benefits of future innovation. This criterion is clearly 
pnor41.e from a practical standpoint, since policy-makers are in no 

non to assess these trade-offs with any certainty. 
°Ptimal patent policy, the coraponents of which would 

%dude Patent length, scope of coverage, extension to foreigners, 
gel" even whether a patent itself is the best policy compared to 

enunent R&D subsidies or tax incentives, would depend on a 
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host of parameters. Among these factors would be the elasticity of 
demand for a new product or process, the concentration of a 
particular industry in both the output and technology-inpu t  
markets, and the responsiveness of R&D by sector to the patent 
terms provided. 

There would be other considerations as well. If society 
provides a patent to induce the creation of new technology, can Wa 
expect important benefits to spillover from the new technologies 
into other industries? Would these spillovers be national or 
international in scope? Is the t,arget economy positioned well  in  

terms of technical capability to use these new technologies and 
adapt them to useful innovations? Would prospective patent users 
be in a position to abuse the system by monopolizing all of the 
potential patents (or copyrights or trade marks) of a particular 
variety, thereby stifling competition and limiting the disseraina-
tion of technology? Numerous related issues also emerge. 

With this background, it is worth discussing briefly the 
perceived benefits and costs of providing protection for IPES,  
specifically for patents, copyrights, and trade marks, which are the 
major forms of protection. The discussion applies also to other 
modes of protection, such as trade secrets and appellations d 
origin. 

Patents 
Society expects to garner four main advantages from using  patents 
t,o reward industrial innovators. The first motivation for having 
patents is to induce innovative and technological growth by 
rewarding inventors for the uncertain and expensive process .01  
research and development. This objective is important la 
principle, but how important, really, are patents to induci.ng 
innovation? Several sui-veys by Edwin Mansfield of the Univeret.Y 
of Pennsylvania suggest that the prospect of receiving a patent is 
not very inducive to generating innovations, except in a few' 
industries. Competitive pressures and business strategies relating 
to market structure, as well as the ability to sustain trade secrets ,  
and the inherent difficulties rival firms have in duplicating nee 
teclmology are more important factors. This is a damaging finding 
that suggests patents are wasteful transfers of rent frora 
consumers to producers. However, this argument must be 
qualified in at least two important ways. First the inherent 
weakness of the patent system itself may cause firms to expect 
small benefits from procuring protection, so that stronger 
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Protection could, in fact, stimulate far greater innovation. Second, 
given.  that, increasingly, the locus of competition among industrial 
c ountries is in the high-technology and information industries, it i fs likely that the promise of patent rights has become more urgent or commercial innovators. 

A second reason to have patents is to promote technological 
,,nusion and transfer. A patent requires public revelation of the 
‘"ermical steps leading to the new product or process. Other firms are free  to use this information, providing they respect the patent. 

A third 
 

function of patents is to avoid costly duplication of 
Csearch by indure--- bry through diffusion of information. Finally, 
‘nrough patents, new technologies could create benefits that would i  
tePreve technical efficiency in related firms and industries. 

,Society  may suffer from several significant costs that may be as, 
„ a'ated with strong patent provisions. First is the distortion 
87. 8°eiated with monopoly pricing. This distortion transfers con- 
erer surplus  to innovators' rents and leftover loss. This problem 

be Particularly serious from a social welfare standpoint, where 
(Er Product is considered vital for health or sanitation purposes 

g. ,  medicines and foods) or is a key intermediate input. 
oie  A  second, related problem is the prospect of excessive 

olization of a series of patents, thereby creating broader 
ow,..°nePeIlY powers. Such monopolization could enable patent 
to in cc  —ers  place onerous conditions on licensees and potential 

etiters. In the extreme, the monopolistic firm may not agree ip 
rsarleense the technology or may not use it at all in certain it  
Prod:Ate,: thereby depriving those markets of access to the new 

or process.  
div  A third cost of stronger patent protection would be the 
be  "Bien of real resources into R&D activities, and society should 
eevare, ef the  

ere is little entrepreneurship, and demand for it 
general equilibrium implications of this fact. If, for 

witellle, th rises 
incr  stronger protection, the economy could witness a dramatic 
adoie. ase  In management costs in all sectors. Similarly, the 

Inistrative costs of enforcing a patent system may be 

ez&nnistratio 
ad—. leant, including private and public costs of litigation. Good 
whteetrbili n requires technical and legal expertise to judge the 

ty . of a new product or process. A country must decide 
this  ,er It really wants to divert scarce technical resources into 

kuninistrative task. her desc Otr; 	benefits and costs could be mentioned, but this 
dee 	 on should suffice to indicate the complexities involved in 

*ling a patent system, leaving aside the issues of definition 
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and measurement. It would seem, at a minimum, that optimal 
patent policy would vary across industries. Because actual patent 
systems employ standard procedures based on historical traditions 
that have limited relevance to today's technologies, it is likely that 
countries are providing innovative firms with either deficient or 
excessive transfers. 

Optimal policy would also vary across countries. In this 
context, consider the situation where a developing country iraporte 
both technology and technologically intensive goods. What 
benefits and costs would accrue in the provision of greater 
protection to foreign innovators who want to exploit their new 
technologies in this country's market? 

If a developing country were to upgrade the protection 
provided by its patent regime, it might expect some indirect 
benefits, by inducing greater foreign innovation. Given the 
evidence referred to earlier, however, it is doubtful that this effect 
could be significant. The responsiveness of United States R&D t°  
patent provisions in, say, Korea or Taiwan is surely weale ' 
Improved protection might also yield direct benefits by generating 
more domestic innovation. However, a discriminatory policy  lfl 
favour of domestic inventors would probably achieve wer e, 
domestic invention by offsetting the inherent disadvantages lee' 
firms experience when engaging in such activity. On the face of it, 

 then, a strong case for national treatment in strengtheni ng 
patents may be difficult to make. Counterbalancing this notion , 

 however, is the simple observation that discrimination ill 

technology policy risks the creation of an inefficient, protected , 
 high-technology sector that may find it impossible to become) 

 globally competitive. 
A second argument in favour of stronger IPR policy is greater 

 technological transfers, so that technology diffusion could be 
induced. Again, this is an unanswered, empirical question that 
receives little guidance from theory. For example, firms in e  
developing country can freeride on the patent publications  Of  

industrial countries, but it is difficult to convert these technie
I

e: 
specifications into new, imitative products without signirlee, n; 
technical capability. Furthermore, multinational firms may te e» 
more comfortable operating in countries where their technique°  
are subject to compensated imitation. They could also choos e t°  exploit the patent through exports. 

With respect to costs, a developing country would here!: 
the right of foreign and domestic innovators to charge greed, 
monopoly prices if there were stronger patent protection. le- 
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could it serve the interests of a country to transfer monopoly rents 
te fc'reign producers if there is little technical benefit at home? It r, 
'ar1110t, except perhaps in some vague, dynamic sense that 
Proinises a brighter, technological future. 

L, A developing country's concern would be that foreign owners 
01  domestic patents exercise them wisely by having local rliuction facilities and charging reasonable prices. On the other 

d,  foreign owners may abuse patent rights, at least in the eyes 
°f  a host country. If, for example, innovators do not choose to 
811PPlY the good under patent to the local economy, it cannot be 

11eumed there, nor can it be produced domestically. One, 
eref°re, understands why governments institute compulsory foicreens; tng, which can be beneficial in some circumstances, and why 

1gnere  Patenta are not given national treatment in the provision of 

Finally, de 	the resource costs of greater R&D spending, and 
vel  °Ping and maintaining a thorough patent administration, 

e Prohibitively high and may absorb too much of the 
frit°111Y's scarce resources of skilled labour. Taking all of these 
:vies  into account, perhaps it is not sensible for a developing 
die,___nlY to force technological development through a non- 

-' rinatory patent system. 
cou  1  do not wish to sound like an apologist for developing 
owillitries that choose, as a matter of policy, to expropriate for their 

rPoses some of the economic fruits of foreign creative effort. 
,:“-..-1 Policies  are, after all, annoying and outrageous to innovators 
1011; industrial countries. And stating that it may be in the interests 
theP°. °r countries to limit patent protection does not imply that 
their  actual policies are rational in terms of social welfare. Rather, 
butYfraC simPly be protective schemes to reward special interests, 

aet as a drag on development. Further, the arguments 

devuel°Ped
? here are probably only true for the poorest and least 

cou countries. Since their markets are not particularly 
thercluential and their abilities to pirate technologies are limited, 

brPR policies are not of great concern. 
hid 'ether, the main focus should be on semi-industrial or newly 
soulustrialized countries such as Korea and Brazil, as well as on 

e °f  the wealthier technology-importing countries, such as 
ral Australia, and, perhaps, Canada. 

inato,ra, zil  in Particular has been aggressive in using discrim- 
tech— e Intellectual property laws in order to promote domestic 
"n 	l 
c,.?nri.01°gioal development. Their informatics policy, Law of 

 etc., in 
 

conjunction with various trade and investnaent 
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barriers, have made it difficult for foreign creators of pharma-
ceuticals, computers, software and so on to receive compensation.  
for technologies adopted in Brazil or to engage in trade with Brazil 
on commercial terms. It would appear Brazil's policy ha° 
succeeded only in fostering a small, protected and backward high-
technology sector that restrains the competitiveness and growth of 
the rest of the economy. It is, however, difficult to measure the full 
effects of these policies in such a heavily distorted economy. 

Further, Brazil has experienced first hand United States 
anger at its recalcitrance on this issue and continues to have 
related trade problems with the U.S.A. I assume Brazil will 
experience similar problems with other exporters of technologY se 
well. It is in this area that one hopes the major semi-industrial  
and smaller, industrial countries will adopt serious intellectua l 

 property regimes, as Korea did in the late 1980s. On the one  han" 
 simply from the standpoint of economic efficiency and growth, ' 

limited and discriminatory policies can slow down an econone 8  
technical development by limiting technical transfers coming in; 
preventing the adoption and creation of frontier technologies, ate 
generating substantial resource waste behind protectionis t 

 barriers. On the other hand, a failure t,o adopt more transparent  
and non-discriminatory policies can carry large risks for countries  
that are dependent on good trade relations with industria l  
countries. I hope that if these observations are correct, the various 
countries on both sides of the issue will find it advantageous to 
work these problems out in appropriate multilateral forums such  
as GATT. 

Copyright 
One can make similar observations with respect to copyrights: 
Copyrights exist to reward authors and artists for creating their 

 works and making them public, though we do not know WI/  
important copyrights really are in this respect. They also hee 
foster a cultural sensitivity and identity. Copyright protection hat 
become more urgent in recent years because of the proliferation 0. 1  
cheap, high-quality copying technologies in photocopying, sutler and video. In turn, this development has eroded the profits . 01 
publishers and music and film producers because pirated wines  are being produced in developing countries for home consumPten  
and for export. 

A serious, related problem lies in software, although meet 
 countries provide copyright protection. However, the copYrteu 
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covers a particular expression (or computer code) of a program, and 
it is relatively easy to change some lines of code sufficiently to 
,avnid infringing the copyright. Similarly, the question of how best 
le Protect the architectural design of computer chips is not easily 
resolved by  traditional approaches to IPR protection, using patents 
or CoPYrights. Industrial countries have moved toward a unique 
bsYstem ef protection for these devices, a trend that may signal the 
r eginnillg of generalized efforts to tailor protection to specific 
orms of intellectual property. 

Interesting questions emerge also with respect to having 
creePYrights for electronic information (e.g., databases) that may 
:as borders and satellite transmissions of broadcasts. There is 
—Ina  ambiguity about what kind of protection each country should 
Provide to foreign creators in these and other areas. 
s Again, the issue sometimes comes down to developing T, 
,e-ProPriate policy. For example, it may be in the interests of 
"eveloping  
tonat have countries to allow cheap copying of foreign text books 
t  

 without compensating their authors, in order 
pr„Phart„ake  of the knowledge in the books. This argument is 
eiraelY valid for only the poorest countries. Furthermore, 
.orraestica 
do  °wing Pirated copies of music, films and software to be produced 

llY may not generate greater employment, income and true' cha gn exnge earnings locally than if countries were to provide 
suchenPYright protection to foreign artists. One would hope that 
ths. Protection would result in legitimate transfers of production, 
irugh licensing and foreign direct investment. Finally, the more 
to  ii_nortant semi-industrial countries may find it in their interests 
, vide 

 netiene full protection, rather than risk economic retaliation or 
'e .  

14„,, , 
'"`e  marks ade ihya  marks exist primarily to protect the reputations of speci.fidc 

thes f,..°1  Producing quality products. In doing so, they prom e 

qOalitylirina 
8  with an incentive to maintain and upgrade product 

tonsil  nd to develop new products. Trade marks also reduce 
of th.n1 '  time searching for quality products by assuring buyers 
Thev-„eliePected utility of goods ing well-known trade marks. 
tract-. "L'a° Provide certain "snob appeal" benefits. Enforcement of 
forie-. 1%,ark rights protects the investment in advertising and other 
the  ai Product differentiation, along with any monopoly profits 
rew_trade marks may confer. On the cost side, these monopol y 

tria Y extract more surplus from consuiners than is needed to 
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promote optimal product quality. Further, they might encourage 
excessive product differentiation and industrial concentration. 
total, the value of trade marks is widely accepted in most indus  - 
trial countries because they are seen as important guarantors d 
quality and safety. 

Again, we may ask why a developing country would paY 
higher prices for imports and transfer rents to foreign trade mark 
owners? It might be better from a social welfare standpoint for 
these countries to allow infringement of trade marks in order to 
generate greater production and, consequently, exports by local 
firms, despite the confusion this might cause among global 
consumers. The temptation to infringe on a trade mark for high' 
fashion goods, with their prices much in excess of production costs, 
is obvious, even for firms that are under licence to produce these 
goods legally. This results in "gray-market" transactions or 
parallel importation. 

If the absence of foreign protection results in a substantial 
 amount of trade in counterfeit goods, the economic value of trade 

marks is surely diminished, and this may lower incentives for 
further product development. The extent of counterfeit trade 
would depend on the price-cost margins of the trade mark owners , 

 size of markets into which sales of unauthorized products are  
feasible, technical barriers to imitation, quality differences amol 
legitimate and fake products, competition among potentia 
counterfeiters, and other parameters. This means that the 
marginal contribution of foreign trade mark law to new-proda. ct  
development may also be rather limited. Does such Protection 

 induce greater production of goods carrying foreign trade mare: 
under licensing agreements or foreign direct investment 111 
developing countries? It seems the answer could go either waY' 
Without protection, significant employment and output may .  be 

 generated in counterfeit goods, whereas with protection foreign 
firms may simply opt to sell the products locally under trade mar k: 
In this regard, it is worth noting that many of the product: 
requiring trade mark protection (fashions, cosmetics, luggage, alle  
so on) carry relatively straightforward, labour-intensive pr e' 
duction techniques that would favour output in developil 
countries. For such products, local trade mark protection may vee  
result in increased production under licence to foreign ownert.  
This, however, may not be true for other important products (sa' 
as pharmaceuticals) that carry trade marks. 

Much of the estimated damage due to deficient  fore
intellectual property protection lies in the trade mark area. Iler"' 
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it ie a bit more difficult to dismiss the poorest country's concerns, 
slace they are capable of producing lower-quality "knock-offs" for 
eeP.ort fairly easily. Perhaps some sensitivity to the national tosoczal welfare requirements of developing countries is needed prior 
ring a resolution of the issue—after all, the net income of the 
•Ativin Klein   Corporation is not a particularly compelling 
argliraent. 

Resolution of the inherent difficulties in IPR protection 
the be addressed in multilateral negotiations. This subject is 
Bft ,e,f°c118  of another panel at this conference. I hope I have laid 
:71 groundwork for that discussion, without sounding too Pe_ ssmiistic about the prospects for finding mutually advantageous 'treats for  poli cy change. 





Intellectual Property Rights and Information Technology 

Graeme C. Hughes 

	

TAC), 	of the Information Technology Association of Canada 
‘-,), I am  interested in public policy affecting the industry. 

t does not mean I have much understanding of technology 
se' eevertheless, my remarks attempt to map out and analyze 

	

indat I, 	_ 
'15  a generalist, representing the information technology 

tecer3:,  see as emerging public policy issues. Of all the high- 
e 'egY fields, I believe that none is pushing the frontiers of 

Let- lectual property rights more than information technology. 
0.,21e describe four salient characteristics of the industry-
eresacteristics that greatly affect the way the industry looks at 

" First and foremost, the industry is R&D-intensive. I assume 
this audience needs no convincing that the growth of the IT 

flore 	 depends on continual and rapid innovation. It is 
rore R&D-intensive than any other industrial sector and it 
"es approximately 40 per cent of the total industrial R&D 
tallied out in Canada. 

6  ;1111e industry is international in its outlook. Both its market-
tug and production are done internationally and so, I must 
Point out, is its R&D. All of the large companies in the 

131 
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industry have plants, marketing facilities and R&D labora-
tories interconnected around the world. Data from pro-
duction facilities and R&D laboratories are easily and 
regularly transferred from one location to another. 

• Because of this R&D intensity and international organ-
ization, the industry is particularly open to—in fact 
dependent on—new ideas, new inventions, new innovations 
from around the world. No firm for its own commercial 
success can do all of the R&D it would like. The industrY 
constantly searches for new ideas developed by foreign 
competitors, universities or thinktanks. Every firm, to a 
greater or lesser extent, is dependent upon the IPP system for 
the timely disclosure of new ideas, and for the commercial 
opportunities it presents. 

• The fourth characteristic is a delightful paradox. The 
industry, dependent as it is upon the protection of intellectual 
property, is the same industry that provides the  hngy to  
facilitate its unauthorized use. A classic example we all 
understand is photocopying. By definition, photocopying 
asks you to break copyright law. More recently, the advent of 
digital audio recording equipment has caused a stir because it 
enables consumers to make "perfect" copies of commercially 
available tapes. 
I list these characteristics because they significantly affect 

the industry's view of the balance that intellectual property law 
should achieve between the encouragement of creativity on the one 
hand and the disclosure and commercial exploitability of that 
creativity on the other. 

The fact that the industry is extremely R&D-intensive 
 confirma the need for strong IPR protection. Yet sometimes new 

can suggest the need for a new balance point. I believe this 
requirement has been caused by the introduction of photocopYing' 
or integrated circuit technology. As a result, sui generis legis-
lation for chip protection has been introduced into the Canadian 
Parliament. 

The fact that the industry creates and proliferates the verY 
technology whereby unauthorized use can so easily be achieved' 
suggests that policy-makers should never try to play King Canute. 
They should not try to say "ths far and no farther" to the tide of 
enablement when the technology itself is begging application' even if that application constitutes unauthorized use under 
current law. 
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What is a reasonable balance for these interests, bearing in 
nUnd the overriding public policy requirement of promoting fair 
cUlpetition? What is "reasonable," what's "fair?" 1 would like to go a little deeper into these issues by examining our current IP law 
with regard to computer programs because this is where all of 
these issues come into sharP focus. 4, As far as patents are concerned, existing law provides, first, 
'net a valid patent can only be given for an invention that is 
useful, new and not obvious. While some computer programs do flot rneet all of these criteria, a much more fundamental issue is, 
Ficittiecnik  t APrecgrt  ams survive the second test? Section 2 of Canada's 

provides that a patent can only be given for an 
O„nvention that is defined as an "art process machine manufacture 
`. composition of matter." Specifically excluded is "any mere 

ee„lentific Principle or abstract theorem." Ostensibly computer n  
°grams fall foul of this exclusion. To get around this, it is 

4_ eceesary to file patent claims that describe something more than 
computer Program. A claim is not obliged to include computing aPParatus or computing steps. For example, in the case of a r  
°e. ess, Wall the claim describes is a series of mathematical steps, 

ti. ls Probably invalid. It may be a patentable process, however, if 
prse  etePs are combined with further steps that are not all 
rLsrfnrilled by  carrying out the program in a known computer. 
a'renerally speaking, ideas in terms of apparatus or process steps 
0, Patentable if they can be carried out electrically, mechanically chemicaiiy.  

I  think there is consensus that patent laws do not in their 
&reut  state provide adequate protection for the many pro- 

ferair_ing developments we are facing because the great majority 
ur meet the conventional requirement of not being obvious or, 

eY do, are too short-lived to warrant the considerable time and 
pense  of patenting. 

1001. The Picture is much more complicated, however, when we 
dist4

•  at copyright. Just as it is necessary in patent law to 
beguish between an unpatentable abstract idea and a way of 
dieii elnenting the idea, so in copyright law it is necessary to 
ben:nguish between an idea and the way the idea is expressed, 

`euse  only the latter is protectable. . 	order 	 fall to have copyright, first, the alleged work must 
ef.ha  ne classes of things that the Copyright Act states is capable 
that 	copyright: literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works 
arty machine 

may not have been created without the intervention of 
wecnine. Also included by statute are certain works that 
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derive most of their quality from the use of machines; namelY, 
photographs and recordings. Second, the work must be original 
and it must be fixed, rather than transitory. In Canada and most 
Commonwealth countries, originality is generally believed to be 
nothing more than the absence of copying. 

By statute, Canada and many other countries have only 
recently settled doubts as to whether computer programs satisfY 
the first criterion—their copyright statutes acknowledge computer 
programs as literary works—and the Canadian statute defines a 
computer program in terms that are broad enough to include both 
object code and source code. 

As for infringement of copyright, if a substantial part of au 
object code is copied (e.g., by programing a chip), then a substantial 
part of the source code has been indirectly copied and, therefore, an 
infringement of the copyright in the source code has occurred. If 
there is also copyright in the object code, then to copy it is an 
infringement of the copyright in both the source code and the 
object code. 

I have said that copyright protects the way ideas are, 
expressed, but not the ideas themselves. It is no infringentent 
copyright to take someone else's idea and express it in your own, 
way. But computer programs create major difficulties when It 
comes to drawing the line between an idea and its expression. 

Courts in the United States have sometimes used the terol 
"look and feel" as a way of saying "expression." When apphed to 
artistic work (e.g., a design that appears on a computer screen),  the 
term "look and feel" is, perhaps, as good as the term "expression . „ 
United States courts have also referred to "structure," "sequence , 

 and "organization" (terms that mean much the same thing) as a 
 way of saying "expression." These terms are hardly appropriate  

for artistic works, but are used to signify that one may coPY the 
expression of a dramatic or literary work without copying wore' 
where more is copied than merely the idea of the work. 

Here, the policy concern is whether protection of the stele 
ture, sequence and organization of something that drives a 

 machine (computer) comes too close to protecting indirectly th e 
 very things patent laws state should not have protection; name' 

the structure, sequence and organization of computer prograllr' 
regardless of whether the prograras are new and not obvious.  This 
policy concern can be understood if one takes, by way of ° If: parison, the case where an author writes a description of  th  
operation of a machine. The author of the description does n?" 
have copyright protection over the operation of the machine. 
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eoPYright is infringed if someone copies a substantial part of his literary description, but it does not cover making or operating the 
Machine that he describes. On the other hand, a computer 
Program can be copied onto a disc, tape or chip and used to control 
the operation of the machine (computer). If this is considered to be 

Copyright  infringement, then it might be thought the literary 
caPYright in the program is extended far beyond the literary 
eo. PYright in an article describing a machine, or the copyright in 
instructions for building or operating a machine. 
, A computer responds to a program, and owners of program 
""PYrights wish to ensure that there is infringement of copyright if 
,1,,Pregram is varied to achieve substantially the same response. 
"e37, therefore, argue the important aspect of a copyright is the 
sequence (structure or organization) of the program. Extending 
„caPYright to cover making and operating a machine might be 

sidered to extend copyright beyond the literary into the 
tilitarian. Protecting sequence would extend it farther, to :elude cases where there has not been direct or indirect copying of 
C° a • This offends those who believe copyright should no more 

e'•x  Prevent unauthorized literary, dramatic, musical or artistic 
erciees. In the U.S.A. and Canada, however, this policy trade-off 

rnst not be decided by the courts. The definition of literary work 
el b,si en expanded to include computer programs, and no 
Th7P‘lms have been provided to this definition in the statutes. 
the44 8  Policy is being reviewed by the EEC and may be discussed at 

T. The industry in Canada, however, is unanimously 
tits  GA",1,11 d ..to _any exceptions being legislated or agreesdto in thethil industry 	

u A w  
in Canada, and I believe in the  

this subject should be left to court interpretation. 
ia  As I have already noted, the information technology industry 
„eel:l 

en the author of its own difficulty. We probably all recognize 
ietence  of computer programs that allow automatic decom-
oi the 	• rehr_°, 	object code. If an object code is decompiled to 

uouce a euthar substantial  part 	a copyright source code, any au. rt 
th... 8 	'zed decompilation is an infringement of the copyright in 

ource code, and also in the object code if it has copyright. 
,..eentkPiling is a form of reproduction that is not exempted in 

a-vs  right legislation, although it might be regarded in some cases 
axa  quivalent to the reverse engineering exemption found in, for 
protniPle, the United States legislation that provides copyright 

e ...ction for serni-conductor chip topographies. new  have tried to outline how the technology is creating for itself 
Irn Problems. On one hand it wants fairly strong intellectual 
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property protection, but on the other not strong enough protection 
to prevent "fair" competition by modifying and adapting the ideas 
of others. The technology has created photocopiers and decom-
piling programs. Developments like these strain the current 
definition of what is "authorized" use, and question the proper 
domain of patent and copyright laws. 

Some argue that existing definitions of patent and copyright 
cann.ot be stretched much further without destroying their rais0?1  
d'être. Some would argue that a sui generis approach le 
appropriate—Canada adopted this approach when it introduced 
Bill C-57, the Integrated Circuit Topography Act. This Bill 
responds to an earlier U.S.A. statute, but this worldwide  trend  
does reflect the view that protection of semi-conductor chips le 
unique and doesn't fit comfortably within either patent or 
copyright law. Bill C-57 provides a copyright type of protection,  
but only for ten years, and it also permits a type of reverse 
engineering. It might be argued that the definition of a patent 
should be changed entirely to include computer program° 

 specifically. It should meet the usual requirements of novelty, use 
fulness and not being obvious, and should be intended for use in a., 
computer. This would avoid any suggestion of broad protection 01  
abstract ideas. 

These are substantial, public policy questions and should not 
be answered in a hurry. Technology changes very rapidly , 

 especially in the IT field. What appears to be an issue today maY 
become a different issue tomorrow. 

ITAC is aware of these issues and, jointly with the Canadian  
Association of Data and Professional Service Organizatioln 
(CADAPSO) has commissioned a study to consider them. Phase 
has been completed. Mr. W. Hayhurst, Q.C., of the Ridout ana 
Maybee firm, has met vrith ITAC's and CADAPSO's Legal Affair° 

 Committee on several occasions and has produced an excellent  
report, which will be published shortly, as a result of these do; 
cussions. The report covers the existing law comprehensively  and 

 raises some very interesting questions. ITAC is now preparingt.t.°. 
investigate these questions further in a report on phase II. 're° 
subject is not just of academic or theoretical interest. Informati on 

 technology is the enabling technology for all economic sect0re4  
today and well into the 21st Century. Intellectual propertY lave  
are crucial to the creation and the application of this technoke 
We must have the right public policy balance: our IPR 
must  protect the public interest and encourage both the creatio 
i 	

n ° 
nformation technology and its widespread application. 



The Interface Between Competition Policy 
and Intellectual Property Rights in the 
Canadian Economy 

Howard Wetston* 

It ifs a  
c., 	P easure to be here today to discuss the interface between 

elPetition policy and intellectual property rights in the 
t'heoadion economy. There is a growing recognition in Canada of 
e,,ne ielPortance of competition policy as a policy framework for 
aye-11°111k development in the 1990s. There is also increasing 
trIneetition  
eo  arellees of the close relationship between the objectives of 

policy and intellectual property. This is particularly 
eivildent in the present environment of accelerating technological 
ecoange and global competition, in which the laws governing the 
hot ilenlic framework are an important determinant of our 

emotional competitiveness. 
speejn  elY remarks today, I shall, first, discuss the basic per-

d  —bn 
revi,C this 

competition policy toward intellectual property rights 
Perspective has evolved over the years. I shall then a Ye  et.   

11114" certain sections of the Competition Act that have specific 
sh: 'cations for IPRs and licensing practices. This discussion will 
frau_w that Canadian competition law provides a balanced 

enework for addressing IP licensing issues. 

Thia 
.-n conomica and  International  Affairs Branch, Bureau of Competition licy. 

Anderson  of the  n Per waa prepared  th the assistance of Dey Rhoda and Rob.  An. po  
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Next, I will turn to the matter of policy development--the 
role that the Bureau of Competition Policy has played in the 
modernization of Canada's intellectual property legislation. I will 
also comment briefly on some important competition policy -
intellectual property issues for the 1990s, and will focus on the 
international sphere. In this connection, I shall also mention some 
work that is proceeding under the auspices of the OECD 
Committee on Competition Law and Policy. 

The Competition Policy Perspective Toward IPRs 
In Canada and abroad the perspective toward IPRs has changed 
considerably in the past decade. Prior t,o the 1980s, IPRs were 
often viewed as "statutory monopolies"—a form of necessary evil 
that could easily impose excessive costs on consumers—and major 
efforts were made by competition officials worldwide to constrain 
the exercise of IPRs. 

It is now recognized that intellectual property rights serve f! 
useful, pro-competitive function in a market-based economY. 1  
From an economic perspective, intellectual property rights foster 
innovation and creative activities. This enhances the well-being of 
consumers and helps to provide a more competitive marketplace . 

 In a complementary fashion, one of the main objectives of comPe-
talon policy is to promote consumer well-being by removing 
impediments to the efficient functioning of markets. 

Today, there is also an improved understanding of the 
economic effects of trade practices such as tied selling, field-of-use 
restrictions and other  vertical  market restraints that are some' 
times employed in IPR licensing arrangements. Whereas in the 
past these practices were widely viewed as intrinsically anti -
competitive, it is now accepted that in many cases they serve 
useful, pro-competitive functions.2  Licensing practices are of 
concern primarily where they serve to create or enhance market 
power, rather than to capture the economic value inherent in on 
invention or product. 

1. See Robert D. Anderson, S. Dey Khoala and Mark F. Ronayne, The Compeiiiil 
Policy Treatment of Inte llectual Property Rights in Canada: Retrospect a,  
Prospect (Bureau of Competition Policy: Mimeo, 1990). To be published In!". 
forthcoming volume by The Institut,e for Research on Public Policy re  
commemorate the centenary of Canadian competition law. 

2. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,. Competition Pole 
and Intellectual Property Rights (Paris: 1989). 
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Accordingly, while the Bureau of Competition Policy remains r.heady to address anti-competitive abuses associated with IPRs, the 
nureau also recognizes that in the vast majority of instances the 
eIereise of Wits through licensing and other arrangements is 
consistent with sound competition policy objectives. 

The •-• ri 
for ompetition Law Framework 

the Exercise of IPRs in Canada 
118  rust of you are no doubt aware, in 1986 Canada's competition 
l: gislation was substantially overhauled and modernized by liarnent. The resulting legislation, the Competition Act, 
allbc°1'Porated important new provisions that relate to mergers, 

use-of-dominance, specialization agreements and other matters. 
The present legislation provides a case-by-case approach for 

Cling with IPRs and related licensing practices. This is evident, 
1.„1 ample, in the abuse-of-dominance provisions that were added 
"" me legislation in 1986. These provisions replaced the old mon 
2°1Y 

 0  

°L
-

Provision of the Combines Investigation Act and are a key 
enient for dealing with restrictive business practices. of  The abuse-of-dominance provisions are non-criminal sections 

Petit 
._ e .t

i
he Act that afford remedies for a broad range of anti-com- 

A "non-exhaustive" list of such acts is provided in 
reeoe„tii°r1, 78 

e acts. 
of the legislation. The list includes acts such as 

ouZi.-enig or inducing a supplier to sell primarily to certain 
beirnleire, or to refrain from selling to a competitor, the objective 

1-ig to 
rnarket. 

Prevent a competitor's entry into, or expansion in, .a 
co— should be emphasized, however, that the list of ant 1- 
%,.,_u11sPetitive acts that may be dealt with under the abuse provisions 
seeit deliberately left open-ended by Parliament. Accordingly, this 
pracel i8  Potentially applicable to a broad range of IPR licensing 
ren,..Lees such as tie-ins, field-of-use or exclusive purchasing luiretttento.  
con  — Worth noting that the abuse-of-dominance provisions 
ah  In a ()piles  to 'lifted exception for the exercise of IPRs. This exception 

acts that are engaged in "pursuant only  th the exercise 
Pre: gli  ,1ts  or  enjoyment of interests derived under intellectual 

L'Y statutes. This exception does not, however, provide a 
so7 et exemption for IP holders. The wording of the exception 

ests that the abuse-of-dominance provisions remain appli- 
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cable to practices that are shown to constitute abuses cf 
intellectual property rights. 3  

You may be aware that the first application by the Director of 
Investigation and Research under the abuse-of-dominance pro-
visions—the NutraSweet case—is currently before the CoinPe. " 
tition Tribunal. It is worth noting that IPRs are important in this 
case. In particular, a key allegation made by the Direct,or is that 
the respondent has used its well-known trade mark to foreclose 
competition in the market for aspartame by paying an allowanc e 

 to customers who display the trade mark. 
Furthermore, in addition to the effect of the trade mark 

allowance in the NutraSweet case, exclusive purchasing require  
ments were imposed on major customers who agreed to use the 

i trade mark. The impact of the NutraSweet Company's patents n 
Canada and the United States is also an important part of the 

 background to this case. No doubt this will be an important  
precedential case not only from the abuse-of-dominance perspee" 
tive, but also to help clarify some issues regarding the competition 
policy-intellectual property interface in Canada. 

Another key provision of the Competition Act is Section 3. 2,  
which relates to intellectual property rights. This section permute  
the Federal Court of Canada, on application by the AttorneY 

- General, to take various remedial measures respecting the anti  
competitive abuse of patents, copyrights, trade marks or registered 
industrial designs. The available remedies include orders tha.  t 
declare practices in licensing agreements void and/or that restrain 
any persons from carrying out such objectionable provisions. 

Two points regarding Section 32 should be noted. First, a. nY 
remedial measures that are taken are contingent on establishing 
before the Federal Court that the practices in question haste 

 "undue" anti-competitive effects. This is essentially the same test 
that is applied under the conspiracy provision of the Act. The casee 
adjudicated under the conspiracy provision have established that 
this test embodies a high threshold of anti-competitive effec.te; 
Second, the Competition Act also stipulates that reinedly 
measures taken under Section 32 may not violate Canada's inter' 
national obligations with respect to the protection of IPRs. 

Section 32 was applied in the Union Carbide cases of thea  
early 1970s. These cases involved field-of-use restrictions  and  

3. See R.D. Anderson and S.D. Khoala, "Reflections on McDonald on Abuse  
Dominant Position" (Canadian Competition Policy Record, vol. 8,  O.  September 1987), pp. 51-60. 
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other provisions employed by the Union Carbide Company in its 
Patent licensing agreements. Each of the cases was resolved 
t„hreligh a negotiated settlement between the Attorney General 
end the company that addressed the primary corapetition 
etnicerns. 

1°thne:ing
sections of the Competition Act that are applicable to 

ice 
 

arrangements also embody appropriate threshold prerqauctiirecements and tests that limit their application to licensing 
B. For example, the various provisions applicable to tied 

8elling, exclusive dealing and territorial market restriction all ,.. 
irc.luire that the practices in question be shown to "lessen cornpe-s n substantially." The point is that the current Competition Act 
•snords reraedies for dealing with abusive situations without 
ipnteb_rfering in normal commercial licensing practices relating to 

This is broadly similar to the approach followed by other aiaJor industrialized countries. 
A I would like to mention one other section of the Competition 
ia'ct,  which was added in the 1986 amendments and which refers 
jecifically to patents; namely, Section 86 concerning  specializa- on 

	In conjunction with Sections 85 and 91, this 
,en Provides for the non-application of the conspiracy section of 

pue  ‘-'01npetitio n  Act to registered specialization agreements. The 
se Ire  this potentially very important (but to date unused) 
: ion is  to facilitate industrial rationalization and to help e  

riad tan -ems to compete effectively in international markets. 
the  The reference to patents is contained in Subsection 86(4) of 
difi Provisions governing specialization agreements. As a con-
ten for registration of an agreement, this subsection authorizes 
licene:nnPatition Tribunal to initiate orders requiring the wider 

sing «patents. In effect, therefore, Subsection 86(4) makes it 
P°ssible f r relat .

in  or drms to avoid potential liability for certain actions 
ensu g to sPecialization agreements through undertakings to 
ts  re wider licensing of patents and/or other competition 

essiires. 

R  
p ole of the Bureau of Competition Policy 

Intell,°viding Input into the Modernization of 
nueetual Property Legislation 

ensur . ureau of Competition Policy has long 
intee ari aPpropriate interface between competition policy an 

recognized thadt 

—lie Property is not simply a matter of enforcing existing 
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legislation. Rather, it requires staff of the Bureau to carefully 
monitor and provide input into the legislative and policy develop-
mental process. For example, the Bureau participated extensively 
in the development of the 1987 amendments to the compulsorY 
drug patent licensing provisions of the Patent Act, to ensure that 
competition policy concerns were fully considered. 

More recently, the Bureau of Competition Policy participated 
 actively in the development of the competition policy-relate d  

aspects of the 1988 Copyright Act amendments. An important 
 thrust of the amendments was to foster the establishment ef 

collective societies to administer rights in new fields of copyright 
 such as photocopying. This required a limited exemption for 

certain collective licensing arrangements from the Competition 
Act. 

Another important aspect of the 1988 Copyright Act  amen
raents, in which we were involved, was a consequential amend.' 
ment to Section 32 of the Competition Act. Prior to 1988, the;  
section provided remedies to deal with anti-competitive abuse° 
pertaining only to patents, trade marks and industrial design°. 
The 1988 consequential amendment extended this section to cover 
the anti-competitive abuse of copyright as well. This was eh 
important balancing aspect of the Bill. 

Recently, a similar amendment was also included in Bill 
57, the Integrated Circuit Topography Act, which is currently 
before Parliament. This will ensure that the new exclusive rights, 
that will attach to semi-conductor chip designs will also be subjecb 
to the remedies available under this provision of the Competitio. n  
Act. I believe these competition policy-related provisions, whi le" 
admittedly technical in nature, will help to ensure the efficacY 
the new legislation. 

Competition Policy-Intellectual Property 
Issues for the 19909 
With the globalization of markets, there is more and more intertt  
in measures to foster Canadian international competitiveness . 1.7.  
this connection, there will likely be renewed interest in the tree .. 
ment of intellectual property licensing arrangements and their 
implications for technological transfer. Act I believe the existing provisions of the Competition 
provide a sound basis for dealing with FPR licensing practic es.; 
This applies to international as well as to domestic licensille 
agreements that impact directly on Canadian firms. It might be 
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,,,1151Pful to the business community, however, if the Bureau of 
`-'°/11Petition Policy developed a set of guidelines that specify how 
the relevant provisions of the Competition Act can be applied to 
technology licensing agreements. For example, in the United elates  and Japan, the antitrust authorities have recently issued 

'Ilidelines that describe the application of their antitrust laws to 
International licensing arrangements and other matters. 4  Of 
c°. ulse, this would be a complex exercise that would require con- ,

er.  able consultation both within Consumer and Corporate 
'tees Canada and with interested parties. 

A related issue concerns the regulatory treatment of restri c- 
ve licensing practices in multilateral discussions respecting 

haults. In the past, representatives of various developing countries 
ve Proposed the implementation of international agreements to 

l 	

. 
,q‘ulate or prohibit restrictive licensing practices at the multi- 
aa,teral leve1.5 While we recognize their concerns, it is  question- le  whether the development and international diffusion of 
171111°1°gY would, in fact, be facilitated by strict regulation of the 
theensing practices. As I indicated earlier, we believe that many of 

e,,se Practices are not harmful to competition and can even serve 
slid functions  related to efficiency. 

199  A third competition policy-intellectual property issue for the 
di  ()3  concerns the role of IPRs in facilitating international price 
escrunination and market segmentation. This role arises from 
totle ability of IPR owners in some circumstances to use their rights 

ar Parallel importation of legitimately made foreign products. 
tre,"he surface, this may appear to be inconsistent with the general 

toward freer movement of goods, services and capital in 
uzernational trade. 
842, measure that is sometimes proposed to address this 7:tttion is the implementation of exhaustion of IPRs . inter-
Ztio 

nal trade. In general terms, exhaustion refers to the elamina-
affrof the existing rights of IP holders to control parallel imports 

°duets embodying their intellectual property. 

Operca .A-, Department of Justice, Antitrust Guidelines on International 

1988)rnn,i8 e  a abington , D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, November 
pinetik -e—joir Trade  Commission of Japan, Guidelines on Unfair Trade 

8  "tth Respect to Patent and Know-how Licensing Agreements (1989). 
ba  , 

tach.,,ceRruund, see J.P. Palmer and R.J. Aiello, "International Technology 
Vhe Fur:  An Economic Analysis of Legal Proposals," in John J. Quinn,  et. , 

 the b _ 'national Legal Environment (Toronto: University of Toronto Press or 
CatZleYa,1  Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects for 

a' '986), PP. 239-70. 

4, see 1; 
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A study prepared in the Bureau of Competition PolicY 
indicates that the exhaustion issue is even more complex than first 
meets the eye.6 The study suggests that, by eliminating the ability 
of 1PR owners to segment international markets, the implements' 
tion of exhaustion "across the board" could actually undermine the 
incentive for rapid introduction of new technology into Canada. In 
any event, implementation of exhaustion would also prove difficult 
without substantial standardization of intellectual propertY 
legislation internationally. 

In considering these and related issues respecting the 
 competition policy-intellectual property rights interface, inter" 

ested persons should have regard to the ongoing work in this ares 
by the OECD Committee on Competition Law and Policy. In 1989,  
a Working Party of the Committee completed an extensive studY f 
the competition policy treatment of intellectual property rights in 
OECD member countries. 7  Recently, the Working Party le 
initiated a follow-up study on competition policy and franchising . 

 The OECD Working Party will remain active in the intellectual 
 property area for some time to come, and I look forward t° 

participating in this work. 
In closing, I would like to add that, in my view, innovation ls 

best facilitated by maintaining structurally competitive markets .  
At the same time, innovation itself increases competition in the 
affected markets and facilitates the efficient functioning of a  
competitive market-based economy. Seen in this light, the  
Competition Act and Canadian intellectual property laws clearlY, 
represent complementary means of serving closely  relatea 
objectives. 

6. R.D. Anderson, P.J. Hughes, S.D. Rhoda and M.F. Ronayne, Intellectu„ 
Property Rights and International Market Segmentation: Implications of  
Exhaustion Principle (Hull, Quebec: Bureau of Competition Policy, Econolui‘ 
and International Affairs Branch, mimeo, 1990). 

7. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, supra, note 2. 
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-illnadian  Economic Policies 

Murray G. Smith 

In+ broduction  
earladi Pro ans aPPear to support the idea that Canada needs to 
Ille olote the development of its high-technology industries. One 
till:15,11re of  this willingness is the relatively rich fiscal incentives 
can  llada offers to stimulate research and development. Yet, if 
thjadisha give any thought at all to intellectual propertY rights,  
%ere„but sceptical and suspicious that protection of IPRs will have 

offer few benefits. 
cop,Ctellectual property rights are diverse, and include patents, 
hue ght, trade marks and trade secrets. Each category of 
sPeelsenctual Property has distinctive legal arrangements and raise 
aniott—  PnlioY issues. Each involves a distinctive set of trade-offs 

the interests of users and producers. 
light.. his PaPer focuses on the interaction of intellectual propertY 
aspe"' and the international negotiation of those issues with oth er 

ets of economic policy in Canada. 1  Much of the analysis of the 

John c  
lean. 'nits Provides a clear summary of the international trade negotiating 

that and are raised by intellectual property rights in "Intellectual Pr oPertY 
ce 	'`Inational Trade,"  (Institute of Development Studies Bulletin, University 

Volume 21, January 1990). 
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economics of IPRs has been developed in the context of a  clos
economy and only recently has this analysis been extended to open 
economies. Invariably, the focus is on designing IPR regimes that 
make the appropriate trade-offs between producer and user 
interests without giving consideration to the broader linkages to 
other policies. These linkages can arise from the economic inter" 
actions among policy measures taken by Canadian governments  or  
from actions taken by our trading partners. 

Why did intellectual property issues emerge on the 
international negotiating agenda in the 19805? 
Perhaps it is simply a preoccupation with centennials that 
captures public attention, or at least the attention of polieY' 
makers. This is the 200th anniversary of the United States Patent 
System, and we have just passed the centennials of the Paris  
Convention (1883), and the Berne Convention (1886). Perhe ,  
like Haley's Comet, which returns every 70 years, there is a 100-  
year cycle governing efforts to elaborate intellectual propertY 
regimes. 

Several economic and technological factors provide incire  
immediate, and possibly more compelling, explanations for this 
development. These various factors are interrelated and, together, 

 constitute the phenomenon known as globalization. 
Globalization  bas  become a cliche, but, like many cliches ,  it 

 points to a reality that is obscured by familiarity. Mali7D  
Canadians claim to be aware of the economic dynamism of 

i 

 Pacific Region and of the imperatives of meeting gl°138„ 
competition, but revert to a view of the Canadian economy that  iø  

rooted in the 1950s, not in the 1990s. As Eastern EurePe% 
countries stumble out of the Stalinist strait jacket, it is we b 

 noting how much the rest of the world has changed. 
Economic interdependence has increased for reasons that areA  

not related to economic policy. A long period of relative peace an' 
security has fostered the expansion of global commerce. AljA  
ongoing revolution in the technologies of transportation an.; 
communications has reduced, and continues to reduce, econoinl  
impediments to international trade in goods and services. 

Economic policy co-operation among industrial countrie° hae 
contributed to increased interdependence as well. The reduction 

 tariffs and the liberalization of non-tariff barriers, which 
occurred under the auspices of the GATT and through regieite  
trading arrangements, has made a significant contribution to 
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expansion of trade and economic growth in the last 40 years. In 
ad.ditien, and despite periodic stresses, strains and occasional 
,,,Celeeg in the exchange rate system, the International Monetary 
fund (IMF) and other international, financial institutions have facihtated the maintenance of an open trade and payments system. Although there are very limited international arrangements 
affecting direct investment, the varying degrees of national toler-
ance of foreign direct investment have permitted the expansion of 
Inultinational enterprises, which are significant, international 
cenduits for the movement of goods, services and technology. 
t, In the early post-World War II period, the United States was 

dominant economy in the world. In the halcyon days of the 2. 5°8, major U.S.A. manufacturing industries, such as automo-mks  and steel, were largely impervious to offshore competition. 
eSe  major, industrial sectors enjoyed economies of scale in 

Production  in the United States market that gave them a 
icet  111. Petitive advantage over producers in third countries. Perhaps 
„ls  in.  ere significant that U.S.A. multinational firms (or incipient ratutlnational enterprises), were involved in, and exposed to, the 
strg,? ,  high-income U.S.A. market, which meant that United 

firms were the first to develop new products and production 
aeuniquea. 

e  The situation was somewhat similar in Canada. The 
sta12,ad1an market, although not as large as that of the United 
41,:rs,  was substantial, compared t,o other major industrial econo-
st„ end, as an exporter of resource products, Canada enjoyed a 
e  ` es% economic position, compared to Europe or Japan. For 
i11ea4.1211.  Pie, in the 19508 Canada was second after the United States 
a -r10d . of booming 

".'`e  size of its domestic market for automobiles. During this 
exPorts of resources, the Canadian tariff played 

InIPortant  role in inducing U.S.A. manufacturing firms to set 
subsidiaries in Central Canada, rather than exporting from ereduction facilities in the United States. 

itle iredaY, the world is very different. There has been a dramatic 
base  in global production and competition. Three sources of 

"ulg competition can be identified. 
iuer, First, competition has increased among the advanced, high-
Dee countries, and there is growing, global rivalry among 
the  corporations that are based in Japan, Europe and 
get-, `inited States. The most dramatic development is the emer-
w,:j Japan as the second largest national economy in the 
061,': In the 1950s Japan accounted for about two per cent of 

In the industria'  lized countries. By 1985, Japan's share of 
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GDP in the industrialized countries was 16 per cent, and it is 
projected to reach 20 per cent this year. The integration of the 
European market, through the creation of the EEC and the 
European Free Trade Association (EFTA), and the subsequent 
linking of these markets through the EFTA-EEC bilateral agree' 
ments, resulted in a single market of 350 million people—this was 
a reality before it was validated by the public relations  campai
associated with Europe's 1992 agenda. Large, domestic markets 
and the higher per capita incomes achieved both in Europe and 
Japan, have enabled these economies to offer many of the advan-
tages of economies of scale and innovation to their domestic firms. 
Thus, European and Japanese industry can now compete much 
more effectively against U.S.A.-based multinational enterprises in 
the development of new products and new technologies, so that the 
protection of intellectual property rights has become a key factor 
in the global rivalry among multinational enterprises. 

Second, high rates of economic groveth among the newlY 
industrialized economies (NIE) have altered countries' competitive 
positions in international trade. Hong Kong and Singapore have 
enjoyed robust economic growth due to an outward-looking tr_ ,ade  
strategy. In conjunction with domestic policies that have slate° 
from an emphasis on import substitution toward export orienta 
tion, countries such as South Korea and Taiwan have becorae 

- 

powerful competitors in the basic heavy-manufacturing industries . 
 These Asian NIEs have enjoyed higher rates of economic growth.  , 

than has Japan. The NIEs have diverse domestic policies, social 
and economic structures, and external trade and payments 
regimes, yet several of them.  have emerged as significant, inter' 
national competitors in industries such as automobile production,: 
steel and shipbuilding, which were traditionally the preserve 01  
industrialized countries. Increasingly, the NIEs are expanding, 
into high-technology industries such as electronics. Mexico, ana 
some of the Eastern European economies that have significant 
industrial capacity, are shifting to more liberal trade and invest" 
ment strategies and, thus, could become significant competitors in 
many industries. As these countries achieve higher degrees Of 
teclmological sophistication, their ability to encroach upon the 
markets of the large, multinational enterprises has increased. 

Third, a group of countries that have developing economies  
with large populations are shifting from an agricultural  orient
tion toward more industrial production and trade. Economies such 
as Thailand, the Philippines, Malaysia, and Indonesia are follow- 
ing the lead given by Hong Kong and Taiwan, in pursuing 
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autward-looking policies and expanding their production and 
exPorts in labour-intensive, light-manufactured consumer prod-
ucts. There are incentives for these economies to produce counter-feit versions of brand-name products, in order to expand exports 
iluieklY, and they often manufacture duplicates of expensive 

rand-narne clothing and consumer products. Thus, the proposed 
code on counterfeit goods is now a key issue between industrial 
economies and developing economies. 
1 	The absence of agreed international trade rules for intel 

pe
- 

.ectual pro 	— rty, and United States frustration with the existing 
international conventions governing intellectual property, has aloved the United States to act unilaterally to amend both Section 
337  of the Tariff Act of 1930 which provides for seizure of imports 
alleged to violate U.S.A. in'tellectual property laws, and Section 

1  of the Trade Act of 1974, in the Omnibus Trade and r niPetitiveness Act of 1988. In a number of instances, the United 
. t'ate. has threatened (and in a few cases acted) to retaliate 
intellectual 
7gunst countries that were providing inadequate protection of 

Property rights. 

IV.hat is the Optimal Intellectual Property 
guts Reglme for Canada? 

Kenneth Arrow's classic analysis of the economics of intellectual 
stPartY rights clarifies the complicated trade-o ffs between con-ea

" and producer interests. 2  A temporary, exclusive use is 
ad nted to the developer of a new technology, in order to provide 
,rkequate incentives for the firm to make the required investraent. 
0"te. Potential complexity is indicated in Glenn Loury's analysis of 
,,Pa  111181  Patent duration, in which he demonstrates that optimal ,vre tent life will vary across industries, depending on the scale of in- 

stitent, and the probability that a firm will win the R&D race.3  
eerti.2nuch of the analysis of these issues is conducted in the 

1, et of a closed economy. The situation is fwther complicat 
the case of an open economy. M. Berkowitz and Y. Kotowitz 

e°11clude that economies with domestic firms concentrated in 

2. see  
'enneth Arrow, "Economic Welfare and the Allocation of Resources for 

ventions  i Socia/ e, 	n The Rate and Direction of Inventive Activity: Economic _ and 

pp 609  acters, (National Bureau of Economic Research, Princeton, N J 196'2)
, 

 - 25, 
Z ,Glenn  Loury,  "Market Structure and Innovation," (Quarterly Journal of o  

°n1k8 ' 1979) ,  PP. 395-410. 
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industries that are characterized by imperfect competition will 
favour strict protection of intellectual property, while economies 
with highly competitive, innovative activities will favour less 
protection of intellectual property rights, or shorter patent life.4 It 
is noteworthy that the results obtained by Berkowitz and Kotowitz 
depend upon the characteristics of the economy, not upon its size. 
Thus, a small economy such as Switzerland, which is specialized in 
industries like pharmaceuticals, has an interest in protecting in-
tellectual property. The Berkowitz and Kotowitz analysis focuses 
attention on the taxation of revenues generated by intellectual 
property rights, arguing that incentives for research and develop-
ment ought to be linked to ownership of patents so that the 
revenue stream can be taxed in the jurisdiction granting the 
incentive. 

There are several limitations to the Berkowitz and Kotowitz 
analysis. First, they assume that all of the benefits from the 
invention will accrue to the patent holder, when empirical studies , 

 such as those conducted by Edwin Mansfield, suggest that patent 
holders rarely obtain a ll  of the benefits from their patents and that 
the disclosure requirements of patent laws facilitate reverse 
engineering and, thus contribute to the diffusion of technologY. 5  
Second, the ability of patent holders to obtain some of the benefits 
from the technology often derives from other barriers to entry, and 
this reduces the economic benefits from limiting patent life to the 
importing country's jurisdiction. Third, Berkowitz and Kotowitz 
disregard the effects of IPRs on investment. A jurisdiction pro-
viding a shorter patent life, in order to obtain the benefits of faster 
diffusion, may find that the adverse effect on direct investment ,  
and the resulting loss of tax revenues, offsets the expected benefits 
from lowering protection for IPRs . Finally, Berkowitz and 
Kotowitz discount the potential for retaliation by countries that 
export technology. Put slightly differently, the Berkowitz and 
Kotowitz argument is a variation of the Brander and Spencer 
observation that, under certain circumstances, small economis e 

 can shift rents frora foreign corporations. 6  Such measures are 
clearly "beggar thy neighbour," whereas reciprocal tariff reduc- 

4. See M. Berkowitz and Y. Kotowitz, "Patent Policy in an Open Economy," (Can-
adian Journal of Economics, 1982), PP. 1-19. 

5. See Edwin Mansfield, "Patents and Innovation: An Empirical Study," (Manage-
ment Science, 1986), pp. 173-81. 

6. See James Brander and Barbara Spencer, "Tariffs and the Extraction of Foreign 
Monopoly Rents Under Potential Entry," (Canadian Journal of Economic s,  
1981), pp. 371-89. 
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tions can benefit all. Of course, Canada, as a net technology 
imPorter, can offer improved patent protection as a negotiating 

in return for reductions in foreign trade barriers and sub-
eglies that adversely affect Canada's terms of trade. Except for 
Pharmaceutical patents, this is not likely to be a very significant 
negotiating tactic. 
t . As with other negotiating chips in international trade nego-
lati°ns, it may be in Canada's economic interest to alter its 

Policies unilaterally. Canada offers a wide range of tax incentives 
.,,and subsidies, in order to stimulate research and development. 
!et, research and development efforts in Canada lag behind other 
Lndustrial economies. It might be more cost-effective to scale back fiscal  incentives for research and development, and offer more 
eccoPrehensive intellectual property protection. 

The Special Case for Pharmaceuticals Edwi 
mistinctive 

n Mansfield observes that pharmaceutical patents are 

Plianna 	• 
in several respects. 7  First, patent protection for 

th_ ceuticals is relatively effective in protecting the returns to 
tern undertaking research and development because there are 

,_"". clinical obstacles to reverse engineering. Second, pharmaceu-Zeal Patents appear to make a significant difference to incentives 
is  est in research and development. Of course, the second factor 

ikelY to be related to the first factor. The right to patent an 
dinnevev, aticn may have only a modest influence on research and 

o el°Praent in many industries because there are few techmcal 
stacles to 

 
designing around the patent, with the result that 

orethsearch and development expenditures become too risky, unless 
er  harriers to entry allow the firm to appropriate the returns. 

sis of the  liarrY Eastmann provides a careful and thorough anal y 
in, economic and financial characteristics of the pharmaceutical 
exu.  ustry  in  Canada.8 Eastmann proposed a modification of the 
r tituting insIsting Policy of compulsory licensing of imports in Canada by 

8 short period of exclusive patent grant and a fund 
feel  nleed hy levies on licensees, to compensate patent holders. The 
80—,s'ation passed by the Canadian goverrunent in 1987 provided a 

'ewhat longer period of exclusive patent, but also established a 

7. see . 
,ne  ndwin Mansfield, "Patents and Innovation: An Empirical Study," (Manage-s.  seent —cience, 1986), pp. 173-81. 
ceut  !lartY Eastmann, Report of the Commission of Inquiry on the Pharma-

"cal Industly, (Department of Supply and Services, Ottawa, 1985). 
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Patented Medicines Prices Review Board to monitor prices, and 
research and development activity by patent holders. In addition, 
there is provision for differential periods of compulsory licensing 
for patents based on research conducted in Canada. 

Roy Davidson argues that the pharmaceutical patent legis-
lation was an attempt at harmonization with U.S.A. law, in order 
to obtain the Free Trade Agreement.e Ex ante, it appeared 
possible that pharmaceutical patents were an area where the Free 
Trade negotiations might require some harmonization. 10  In the 
end, Canada refused to stop practices that were regarded as dis-
criminatory by the United States and there was no agreement on 
patent issues in the FTA, except to continue talks in the UruguaY 
Round. 

Potential for Retaliation 
The optimal Canadian intellectual policies will be shaped bY 
foreign reaction, particularly in the United States. As the U.S. 
National Trade Estimates report states: 

"In 1988 Canada amended its patent law to provide 
product patent protection for foods and pharmaceutical 
products and limit its compulsory licensing provisions. 
However, this new law still contains compulsory licens-
ing for pharmaceuticals. These provisions are discrim-
inatory since drugs invented in Canada are exempt from 
some types of compulsory licensing while drugs invent-
ed abroad are not. In 1989 Canada was placed on the 
'watch list' under the 'special 301' provision of the 1988 
Trade Act because of the compulsory licensing pro-
visions for pharmaceuticals. Foreign drugs are subject 
to compulsory licenses immediately if the licensor in-
tends to export the drugs. For products intended for the 
Canadian market, compulsory licenses are available 
after 10 years of exclusive use in certain instances."11  

9. See Roy Davidson, "Patents and Copyright: The Tilt in the Level PlaYing 
Field," (Policy Options, 11:1, January-February, 1990), pp. 2430. 

10. See Richard Lipsey and Murray Smith (eds.), "Policy Harmonization: Ile 
Effects of a Canadian-American Free Trade Area," (C.D. Howe Institute ,  
Toronto, 1986). 

11. See United States Trade Representative, National Trade Estimate Reperte/  
Foreign Trade Barriers, (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington ,  
1990). 
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The United States has demonstrated its willingness to use 
'rade retaliation under Section 301 in order to obtain better 

n 
Protection for intellectual property from foreign nations. In 
additio , U.S.A. Section 337 actions can be used to harass 

yeeP2rter8  to the United States who are alleged to have infringed 
intellectual property rights. It is interesting to note that a 

anadian complaint to GAIT about Section 337 was unsuccessful 
'n the early 1980s, but that a recent European complaint was more successful. The United States has accepted the GATT panel 
ese,Pint, but is delaying implementation of changes in the United 
. 'atlas t.rade legislation pending the conclusion of an agreement on 
Intellectual property rights in the Uruguay Round. 

Intellectual Property Rights in the Uruguay Round 
,reanada's interests in the Uruguay Round are broad and diverse. 
eahe etliguaY Round is the most complex and protracted set of 
problems, 

nitilateral negotiations ever held under GATT auspices. Old to   
_resolve. 

such as agricultural trade and safeguards, are difficult 
nt  

ellectual 
New issues, such as trade in services, investment and 

for  the 	ProPerty, are also likely to present serious difficulties 
negotiations. There are questions about the coverage of 

trese obligations and their interrelationships that will emerge if 
NvL Uruguay Round does reach significant agreements across the 

nole agenda. 
°f course, the conclusion to the Uruguay Round may involve 

et'o4nrilateral arrangements among some or all of the industrial 
aruntries and some groups of developing countries, but ones that 
co e °Pen to other countries that are prepared to meet the 
tediticals. This plurilateral approach was followed at the end of 

rr°kYo Round and the result was a series of separate, stand-
t11 -1;:e ct̀ cles, such as the Subsidies Code and the Procurement Code, 
prab'' have their own dispute-settlement arrangements. The 
lean with this plurilateral approach is that it would involve 
dei?.17 d coverage of developing economies, yet coverage of the 
eie,„ee3Pi11g economies by intellectual property rules is an essential 

went to the realization of the objectives of industrial countries. 
John Jackson has recently observed: 12  

12, 
re  John Jackson Restructuring the GATT System, (The Royal Institute for 
toternational  Affaira, London, 1990). 
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"The old comfortable procedures of diplomacy among a 
small group of similar nations will no longer suffice for 
the GAIT. A rule-oriented 'constitution' is evolving and 
is badly needed. A successful completion of the very 
ambitious Uruguay Round will only reinforce that need. 
(The proponents of an intellectual property agreement 
in GATT are among those who have made this quite 
clear.) In addition, such a successful completion will in 
fact require some fundamental changes in the GATT 
'constitution'. The critical question is whether those 
changes will be carefully thought through or be merely 
the result of the happenstance of the negotiation end-
game." 

Will Canada's proposal for a strengthened dispute-settlemen t 
 mechanisra for the GATT, and the development of an institutional 

 framework that could evolve into a World Trade Organization , 
 deflect attention from the real issues in the Uruguay Round? 

Progress on strengthening the trading system is inextricably 
linked to achieving significant trade liberalization for two reasons. 
First, agreements on services and intellectual property issues are 
vital to obtaining support for the Uruguay Round package in the 
United States and Europe. Second, other countries wish to 
constrain unilateral trade retaliation by the United States. The 

 United States will not accept limits on unilateral retaliation 
without agreements on these new issues, yet many smaller nations 
will be unwilling to participate without restraints on unilatera l  
actions. The negotiation of effective trade rules and trade  liber
ization requires a strengthened institutional framework  and 
dispute-settlement process. 

Emerging Issues 
Canada has moved, slowly, to provide copyright protection te. 
computer software and has introduced legislation offering mi l  
generis protection to chip topographies. If Canada is to realize 
even some of its aspirations to develop high-technology industries , 

 it must move quickly to adopt new forms of intellectual proPert?' 
rights, as these emerge in the major industrial economies. To fai r' 
to adopt new IPRs, or even t,o delay in the creation of new forms 0' 
intellectual property rights, is to impede the capability for inner)" 
vation in the Canadian economy. For example, if Canada bed 

 moved more quickly to introduce protection for computer software, 
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the development of independent, computer software boutiques in 
Canada could have been stimulated. In the future, for example, 
the articulation of IPfts for life forms could be vital to the d  
evelePment of commercial spinoffs from biotechnology. 

b  Instead of diluting intellectual property rights across the 
,.°ard, the current view among economists stresses that 
Ilene.  to IPRs should be derived from application of competition 
fdsoileies, or be focused on specific user interests. For example, 
c:eariee and educational institutions have some legitimate 

°
Cerns about Canada's new copyright laws, but special excep-
, Ile to the copyright law for educational and public interest earposes should be clearly defined and limited. 

conclusion 
ite  .sernetirnes contradictory efforts to promote innovation and 

7,,unut 
attention  intellectual property rights, Canada ought to focus more 

en ensuring that incentives for research and develop-
,_atent lead to the holding of intellectual property rights that are 
r
:ed

ate  ible
ectual 

in Canada and it should be recognized that protection of 
\,  property rights could be a very cost-effective inno-
losetifil  Peliclr. Except for pharmaceuticals, the terms of trade 
rifr178  tu Canada from stricter protection of intellectual property 
Crttel  are likely to be negligible. In the GATT negotiations, 
,.,11ada ought to be prepared to offer greater protection for phar-
Zeeutical patents, in order to obtain better access to offshore 
tradkeLt8  and tu obtain the reduction of agricultural subsidies and 

r e  l'arriers that are damaging Canada's export prices and 
e

• 

nes. An overriding Canadian interest is to obtain more 
ieteeitiive multilateral rules and dispute-settlement procedures for 
geoe"eetual property issues, as well as for trade issues more 
tra% in order to contain unilateral pressures from major p 
it:gill...le 	

i 
g, Partners. Even if there is only limited progress on these 

desi's  in the Uruguay Round, Canada will face some challenges n 
the  te.ning new forms of intellectual property rights and in focusing 
side_ainl.itations of these rights on specific competition policy  con- 

and  contemner interests. 
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VI. 
Evolving Intellectual Property 

Systems and International 
Negotiations 





A European Perspective on the evolving Intellectual ProPertY System 

Gilles Y. Bertin 

The di 
scuesions at GATT dealing with the "trade-related aspects of 

etruectual Property rights" are of utmost importance to Euro-e, ceuntries. There are two reasons for their concern. First, 
one entity, is one of the principal global partners in the 

b;egetiatinns. Second, since October 1977 European countries have 
the,11  znring toward extensive changes in the varions fields of IF; 
Jen" alee hope to achieve economic and political unity by , 
in merY 1 , 1993. These concerns will be reflected in their position 

current and forthcoming negotiations. 
The plilie  EEC does not encompass all of the countries of Europe. 
cnti,ZurePean Patent Organization (EPO) includes additional 
sw  -d'eles that do not belong to the EEC: Austria, Switzerland and 
ha‘1,1-en* The EFTA also includes non-EEC member states that taste bil ateral free trade agreements with the Community. The 
8101hofire1ean countries—East GermanY, HungerY and Czechoh  
the  ea--ere looking for future integration or association wit 

- 

Ellen 
 

C.  All of these states should be included when speaking of  
- -Pe as 0 

1118a011  . he entity. But whatever the geographical content or
eent ;heir! g standards are (including IP indicators), 	op

s 

uo sidere:Clion to world production, trade and research is con-
Q el:l te. À 	

E ur 

ong the triad group in 1987, Europe ranked first in 

161 
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population, and second to the U.S.A. in terms of gross domestic 
product (GDP). It represented about 35 per cent of total world 
trade-15 per cent if we exclude intra-EEC trade—and is com-
parable to the trade conducted by Japan and the United States. M 
to IP figures, Europe filed some 110,000 patent applications 
year—less than the Japanese, but higher than the United States 
and other countries. It represented 20 per cent of total world, 
applications, excluding Eastern countries. The figures rankso 
approximately the same for other IP indicators, but were weaker 
as far as copyright protection and semi-conductor protection were 

 concerned. 
To an outside observer, Europe looks like a patchwork. EEC 

or EPO countries still have their own national laws, and noticeabl.e  
differences persist between systems built on different economi c 

 and legal backgrounds. Patent legislation gives a good illustration  
of such divergences. Some countries--FRG, The Netherlands Le! 
Sweden—have strong examination systems, while the Unite 
Kingdom, France and Southern countries have weak ones. Similar 

 differences appear in most IP fields. 
This situation has been evolving continuously for the last 

decade and is gaining momentum as the crucial date of JanuarY 
1993, draws near. At present, most patent filings to othe,r  
European countries take the so-called "European way" threae 
unique filing, allowing less than 15 per cent of the applications te  
go through the classical, national system. But now the 'CO 

 munity patent," which will provide one unique protection for el, 
EEC countries, has come through decisive steps in 1989. Althea", 
some member states will not be able to ratify it before the end.  c° 

 1992, the system will come into force for at least 6 or 7 counte.  ea 
before the end of 1991. Meanwhile national legislation is being 
adjusted to ensure better convergence and to prepare for EuroPati: 
competition within the enlarged system. A similar trend can II 
observed in other IP fields. Final agreement on future technic° 
work still falters on highly political matters. Examples are the° 

 number of authorized languages to be used—it could range froin 
to 9—and the location of the future European Trade Mark O' ce- 
(ETO). In the difficult field of software protection, a strong ceni 
vergence of national protection is now underway. However, file t. 
European agreement has been reached on the crucial IP reginie 
broadcasting, although a common position has not yet been wortec 
out. The difficulties arise partly from the impatience of extra-EP 
partners, mainly United States firms. 

Some conclusions may be drawn from such a unifying move: 
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• Although differences will still subsist in national legislation, 
theY will not hamper or distort the conditions of protection 
and trade within Europe, whatever the origin and location of 
operating companies. 

• Other countries, especially East European states, are likely 
to adopt legislation very similar to that of Europe and 
conform with international standards—this could apply to 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Yugoslavia and, of course, 
East Germany, which is expected to join the West German 
system. 

• Some countries will not conform to EEC standards for IP: 
Denmark or Ireland for legislative reasons, and Spain, 
Portugal, Greece and possibly Italy because they are 
reluctant to adopt some parts of the projects. 
The European attitude at the final meeting of the Uruguay 

ruud hinges on two major points. First, it seems advisable to 'a nle to some type of agreement on IP as part of a more general 
_Feement on the conditions of trade, etc. Second, IP agreement 
beine °111d  net, however, be reached on any condition and Europe will 

watehful of the terms of the agreement although some decisive Ste p5 
have recently been made at the Geneva and Mexico cleetings.  

Some key considerations follow: 
• Both a remodelling and adaptation of the various aspects of 

IP rules, as well as strengthening of the sanctions, are 
needed. It is probably just as well that IP policy has been 
dealt with apart from other strategic issues—tariffs, quotas, 
subsidies, sanitary regulation, etc. On one side, IP regula-
tions and instruments are increasingly used as substitutes to 
trade barriers and should be controlled. Conversely, they 
cannot be dealt with on a simple, non-technical basis because of the long-term consequences they may induce, not only on 
trade but also on international investment, transfers of 
techniques, etc. At least some fundamental principles should 
be clearly defined and agreed upon. They should help make 
trade easier and prevent or reduce trade distortions, what-
ever their origin. This was underlined by the Union des 
Industries de la  Communauté Européenne (UNICE) when it 
stated that "it is a necessity to obtain an agreement which 
guarantees a level of protection for IP rights necessary to 
reduce distortions and impediments to international trade.' 

s. 
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• New, international IP rules should be conceived on a 
universal basis, as recommended by the initial members t° 
the Union of Paris. This implies that agreement should be 
reached, whenever possible, on a multilateral basis. Accord-
ingly, regional systems of IP protection such as the European 
patent system, the Madrid arrangement on trade marks, and 
any forthcoming agreements in other parts of the world (i.e. , 

 Asia or Latin America) are nothing more than substitutes for 
multilateral agreements and should comply with their rules. 
At the same time, permanent discrimination or separate IF 
regulations should not be allowed, with the possible excep-
tion of extreme urgency and that would have to be limited 
and strictly defined. 

• Any agreement on the rules or conditions should be obtained 
on the basis of reciprocity, which means that a potential 
advantage would not be sought against some other gain, but 

 that the resulting economic situation would be equilibrate d  
for mutual gains for all member countries. 

• The decisions taken should respect both internal and external 
 coherence. Internal coherence is the definition of principles 

and standards to be applied to all IP instruments. It means 
that no field of IP should be given preferred treatment in the 
negotiation process. For instance, the IP standards required,  
say, for topographies, should not be more detailed in the IF 
agreement than those for trade marks. The aim of the 
Conference is to set IP roles and basic principles. The  
definition of detailed standards should be dealt with at future 
meetings. Also, some sectors need multi-protection and that 
protection should be given industrial treatment in the IP, 
discussions. External coherence means provisions or genera' 
standards retained for protection of IP rights should not be in 
opposition to other decisions retained in the field of trade 
protection, etc. Any limitation of compulsory licensing 
should not be replaced by more restrictive conditions en 
direct investment operations. 
Europe will pay special attention to possible deviations foie  

the agreed position on IP. The key differences are: 
• Some countries are trying to establish standards fitted t° 

their own national economic interests as universal rules .  
This is not surprising in this type of negotiation, but it is 
unlikely to be accepted because it does not allow for balanced  
agreement. Among such differences are the position of the 
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United States on protection of semi-conductor products (the 
80-called Washington Treaty of 1989); the extension of the 
terni protection of patent in the pharmaceutical industry, 
which could last well beyond the 22 years of protection 
officially recognized in U.S.A. patent legislation; the chang-
ing procedure of patents where the United States moved 
away from a "first to invent" position to the generally 
accepted "first to file" system—a step that was considered 
Positive by European representatives—then they reverted to the older formula; and the attitude of developing countries on 
compulsory licensing, etc. 

• In a similar way, some countries (mostly Asiatic) display 
little coherence between general agreement with IP inter-
national protection principles and their behaviour in aligning 
national IP systems with these principles or in enforcing the 
existing rules to combat trade in counterfeit goods. 

• Countries with restrictive systems on the use of IP instru-
ments (such as a few developing and Eastern countries) 
should not expect to be given by European countries the same 
conditions for technical transfers. Though transfer pro-
visions are largely a private matter, firms are discouraged 
frein transferring technologies to countries where protection 
is weak or uncertain. 





The United States Perspective on 
Intellectual Property and the GATT 

Charles Levy 

The 11 c anadian government has recently released a report on 
1'14 and .ectual Property, which noted that strong IP laws in Cana

da 

-ninng Canada's trading partners will have a significant _ 
«vs  un uanada's economic future. This approach is not typical 

'-̀ e  attitudes  I have encountered over the last four or five years 
ye  elY work on intellectual property issues. Indeed, about four 

alk  te t  8 ag°  I Went to the United Kingdom with some of my IP clients 
to 

 
European governments and businesses about the 

kntetanee of negotiating intellectual property in the GATT. 1 
grit'? vee were in trouble at a meeting with the Confederation of 
Stelsil Industries when we listened to attacks on the United 
ve.,

er
2e8  government and business community, during which we 

ceuie tol k_ 	e were stupid to suggest that intellectual property 
plap.d 

d se 
ue-  negoti 	 Th ated in the GATT. e discussions that have taken 

as  ,:?ver the last two days, and the Canadian government report 
but-eil,  indicate  we still have a long way to go in the negotiations, 
woritat least I don't think anyone will now say we're stupid for 
gove,ing on the framework for discussions. The Canadian 
the ''71  nlent  report  referred to the U.S.A., Japan and the EEC as 

uemandeurs" in GATT. 

167 
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There have been extensive discussions between the United 
States and the EEC on these negotiations, both in the private 
sector and between our respective governments. The  Intellect
Property Committee recently spent some time with the European 
negotiators, who were discussing their new intellectual propertY 
submission to the GATT. They deserve credit for the work they 
have been doing on this issue. They pointed to the convergence 

 that took place between the United States and the EEC, but theY 
went to great lengths to explain to us that there were a number of 
areas where the EEC disagreed with the United States govern' 
ment and business community and that those areas were nee 
negotiable. I said I viewed this as a further degree of convergence 

 since formerly it was only the United States that took non" 
negotiable positions, now that the EEC and the United States were 
both taking non-negotiable positions we could get down te, 
business. This remark elicited a smile from their chief intellectua l 

 property negotiator, and he does not smile very often. 
In looking at how we got to where we are today and at where 

we are going, it is important to focus on two  concepts—inter
pendence and globalization—that we have heard a lot about over 
the last several years. A decade ago, when people began discussing 
interdependence and globalization and what could be done within 
the system, it was an academic concept that policy-makers end 
government officials used to frighten people. Today, it is a reale' 
Companies must be global if they wish to succeed. Inter
pendence and globalization are now recognized by both counixtee. 
and companies, and the fact that we are negotiating new issues Ili  
the GATT highlights the need to keep these concepts in mind. 

When we began to examine these concepts in the Intellectie 
Property Committee, to which I am Counsel—and to think about 
how to deal with intellectual property multilaterally, we began te 
focus very quickly on intellectual property laws, which are dealt 

 with primarily at the national level rather than at th e, • 
international level. While there are a number of international  
agreements in the intellectual property area, minimum standard ° 

 of protection are not included. Instead, countries rely primarily en 
national laws, which provide one year of patent protection for ref 
own company and which can then be applied to other compaele°,i 
In the last decade, international agreements have not hau 
enforcement procedures and efforts to revise international agree-
ments in the intellectual property area have focused on this isene' 
rather than on how to make intellectual property protection inere  
effective. Another aspect of this issue is the recognition that there 
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were some trade distortions. I am not sure I would agree with the 
$40 billion figure the United States government uses, but there 
?ertainly are significant trade distortions due to lack of 
Intellectual property protection. 
, 	That led us to look at what we could do to improve intel- 
rletual PrnPerty protection internationally. We focused on the 
k'ATT negotiations for a variety of reasons. There was the linkage 
uetween trade and intellectual property protection, particularly 
with regard to distortions that are due to lack of protection and, 
„PellaPe, to over protection. Second, I think the United States 
rvernment and business community would prefer having a 
,eaultilateral solution to having a bilateral solution. Third, GATT 
Lies a much different negotiating dynamic than has WIPO, and it 
ole felt we were more likely to make progress in GATT. Fourth, 

VII  has established consultation and dispute-settlement pro-feed_ u.  res that could provide a basis for an enforcement mechanism 
Intellectual property. Another advantage of the GATT is that a 

_web) limit is placed on the successful conclusion of the GATT 
cogegntiations. The United States government and business 

illrœn  11114 worked with other governments to have intellectual pr  
a81,3ertY placed on the ministerial agenda at Punta del Este and, 

avid Lee pointed out, it was the concept of those negotiations, 
" the subject was incorporated as part of the mid-term review. 

ea  The essential elements of a comprehensive agreement on 
p lidarda for intellectual property protection and enforcement rn_ 
jui.visinns are: countries should be required to have domestic, 

Icial procedures (viewed by most businesses as the most effec- 
enteewaY°f napping the production of infringing goods before they 
„ r the market), and there should be some form of border 
çezitrols. 
ussionWh_en the Intellectual Property Committee entered into disc- 
sect . a with the European and Japanese business communities, 
Proi,1°T13371  was one of the first issues discussed. The Intellectual 
SectiiertY Committee acknowledged and agreed to changes in 
it :1337 as early as June 1988 and those changes are reflected 
exur GATT panel report. The United States is currently 

ing Options to amend Section 337 in order to conform to the 
biov" Panel report. President Bush issued a statement in 

eniber 1989 with respect to Section 337, in which he stated 

1.  Secti
° 

la a 
froin  -37 of the Tariff Act of 1930 provides domestic producers with 

United Sta4.2z.n 1Petition from imports that are alleged to be in violation of  
•• intellectual property laws. 
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that enactment of amendments to Section 337 could most 
effectively occur through Uruguay Round implementing legisla-
tion. If the Uruguay Round does not succeed, it is highly unlikely 
there will be any changes to Section 337. If there is implementing 
legislation for the GATT Round and a good TRIPS agreement 
results, I will stake my reputation on saying Section 337 will be 
amended. 

The final element the United States will look for in a GATT 
Agreement is a multilateral and dispute-settlement procedure ,  
and the application of the GATT principles of transparenoY ,  
national treatment and non-discrimination. Certainly, the Intel-
lectual Property Committee, and other business groups in the 
United States, have recognized there will have to be some forra d 
special treatment for developing countries. This condition is yell 
important from our perspective, and the EEC and other countries 
are beginning to recognize this as well. However, special treat-
ment should be transitional. Lower standards for developing 
countries should not be written into the Agreement. There should 
be a set of standards written that developing countries would not 
have to adopt when the Agreement is negotiated. They could keep 
their current systems and, over an agreed period of time, move 

 forward to the higher standards encompassed in the Agreement.  
This is different from the way GATT currently deals with 
developing countries—it now gives them a blanket exception that 
they rely on continually, never moving beyond their exceptions . 

 Transition will be the key issue for developing countries. 
The United States Intellectual Property Committee and, I 

think, our government as well believe that we should not ignee, 
WIPO. It has a very important role to play in harmonizing global 
efforts with respect to intellectual property and technical assist" 
ance. We do not view GATT as a substitute for WIPO, di° 
complement each other. 

Looking ahead, I take a balanced view of where we are, 
headed in GATT. I don't know how the TRIPS negotiations wil l 

 turn out. There is a convergence happening among the industrial' 
ized countries and we are beginning to hear some positive ooel: 
ments from certain developing countries, but we have not Ye' 
reached the point where we can say the negotiations will be 

 successful. 
Something else is happening, however, which perhaps the  

GATT negotiations will further and that is some countries ,  el 
 their own initiative, are moving to increase their protection. The 

 United States has entered into bilateral trade investment agree 
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Linente with Poland and Czechoslovakia, in which both countries 
"eve essentially agreed to adopt western standards of intellectual 
leePerty protection. Similar negotiations are going on with 

ungarY, the Soviet Union, Bulgaria and Rumania, and our 
negotiators tell me the United States did not apply a lot of 
nPire:eure. Poland and Czechoslovakia came in with those positions 
tf," nnlY some of the details had to be negotiated. Mexico has 
'4en a decision to move ahead with intellectual property 

tPCtention that includes chemicals and pharmaceuticals. I am told 
:_"it President Salinas made a recent visit to Europe, after which 1  r expressed concerns about developments in Eastern Europe. He 
." the global competition for investment was going to be so ,„ 
renee between Eastern Europe and other developing countries in the  next decade that Mexico had to create an investment environ-
I_ nslent  in which they could market their products aggressively, and realized that intellectual property was the key. In the future, reuntries that want to build investment environments and obtain 
,chnology will make provisions for intellectual property r u The GATT negotiations and the harmonization nego-fqations at 
rnne 	. WIPO are in progress, and the market is beginning to 

etion However, that is not enough. We have problems with 
co,,sPect to  global  ization  and interdependence in the industrialized 
coCtriee, but we should not lose sight of the fact that, if otu. 
ideriee are interdependent and if companies are becommg 
shA  1,  we will have to focus on how we deal with some of the very 
co"etal problems that exist among the western, industrialized 
8c:tries, whether it is harmonization, mutual recognition or 
rte eke. That will be the new element that comes out of 

gotiations whatever happens in Geneva later this year, and in 
enesels where it will all  finish up. 





The North-South Debate on Intellectual Property Rights 

Carlos Alberto Primo Braga 

ktrodUction 
Trade. 011._ reined aspects of intellectual property rights have become 
ni  of the most controversial items being negotiated at the l,' 
pretguaY Round. The history of initiatives to promote universal 

enetAlen of IPRs is full of failed attempts.' Present discussions at 
coy  "TeITT level are even more complex, given their ambitious 

e,rage, the many challenges posed by new technologies—partic-
te:1Y, in the information industries and in biotechnology—and 
tet: widespread perception that the United States is trying to 

1181eate its domestic provisions into international standards. , 
tan  -Lae economic relevance of TRIPS negotiations increased sig- 
trsdealltlY with the "marriage of convenience" between IPRs and 

laws in the United States and in the European Economic 
how'alunity during the 19808. 2  Most developing countries, 
the  .ever, have reacted strongly to external pressures, focusing on 
laterina  dequacy of their IPR systems. 3  And even though the multi-

be s-pal
l 

  debate goes well beyond the "North-South divide," as can 
tead-, in the GATT panels on Section 337 of the United States 

.o  
coafe  law, the TRIPS negotiations have often been referred to as a 

rontation between "haves" and "have- flots" in the tech-
°1 gical realm. 

173 
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This paper analyzes the rationale for the resistance of de-
veloping countries to stronger IPRs on a global scale. It is argued 
that this resistance reflects a mix of ideological beliefs, negotiating 
tactics, and economic considerations. The latter, however, have 
gradually become the major factor framing the position of 
developing countries. The implications of unilateral trade retalia -
tion by developed economies have forced developing countries to 
adopt a more utilitarian approach with respect to TRIPS. The 

 reliance on unilateralism (or, put more bluntly, on power 
 diplomacy) by developed economies, however, endangers the 

multilateral system itself. Unilateralism may have been useful in 
providing a sharper economic focus for the debate, yet, the lack Of 
definite economic answers for the questions raised by IPRe 
suggests that substantive progress in the final stages of the GATT 
negotiations will require that multilateral "carrots" be added t° 
the "stick" of unilateralism. 

The Rationale for Resistance 
One can classify the main arguments used by developing countrie! 
in opposing the United States agenda on TRIPS into three bee, 
categories: ideological arguments, tactical considerations ,  ere 
economic calculus. 

Ideology and IPRs 
The perception that strengthened IPIls would basically hampe 
the diffusion of knowledge from the North to the South—its being 
tantamount to a sophisticated, new form of colonialism—has 

 always been a popular concept in developing countries. Accordlt 
to this view, the United States negotiating proposals with resPe e 

 to TRIPS (and also for services) are a disguised attempt to pree.er/4  
for the developed world activities that are knowledge-intens ivei, 
Almeida suggests that "the intended reform in the world inte 

 lectual property system constitutes a new modality aimed a: 
countering specific, technological developmental policies of te ch 

 nological protectionism, in some industrializing countries." 5  
This perception is closely related to the dependency literate:1 

that was fashionable in the 1970s. In this literature, technologice 
 transfers from developed to developing economies "either hY 

raeans of direct investment by multinational companies (Mles) ,:
r

,... 
by means of licensing of local entermises" would serve "to p`" 
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Petuate the inequitable distribution of income and to fulfil the 
etsusumption demands of the elites" in the periphery. 6  Therefore, a 
developing 

 
country would only foster the negative implications of 

inadequate technological transfers by protecting IPRs. 
f 	Needless to say, this approach is an intellectual dead end as 
el' as the design of negotiating strategies is concerned. It may 
Pide for powerful rhetoric, but it does not offer any useful 
!tudance for negotiating TRIPS. 7  After all, if policy-makers in a 
tuhaveloping country do accept the dependency proposition, then 
,leY are implicitly denying the usefulness of a market for knowl-
er Therefore, there are no grounds for negotiations. If, on the 
f  ner hand, a watered-down version of dependency is adopted, 
prising ou the issue of market power, then the debate is more 
d. °PerlY developed in the context of the economic analysis 
iseussed below. 

,„ Side by side with dependency considerations, ethical argu- 
;eats have also been raised by Third World policy-makers. A good 
A4_arelP1e is provided by Indira Gandhi at the World Health 

sert.ibly in May 1982: "The idea of a better-ordered world is one 
be  which medical discoveries will be free of patents and there will 
ev. Profiteering from life and death."8  Implicit in this type of 

ation is the perception "of technological innovation as a 
rtolic rather than a private capital good."8  This argument is 
(eciouleyalent to assuming the superiority of non-market solutions 
1414: as public provision) for the supply of essential products. It 
the  „recures the doubts that many developing countries have on 

'1.0Per functioning of markets—particularly, the market for 
eot  wledge. Yet, as in the case of the dependency argument, it does 
co !)revide guidance for trade negotiations based on market 

nelderatione.  

7'act* Ica/ Reasonsio 
4,18eu  
thipo  sei°118 on TRIPS at the GATT level have been growing in 
gitrZence since the late 1970s. The failed U.S.A. attempt to 

elIPPort for an Anti-Counterfeiting Code during the Tokyo Und  the  ,  and the initiation of several [PR-related GATT panels in 
inate"808  underscore this trend. 11  In the Uruguay Round, the 
%es  tint  of conflict between developed and developing econo-
%ate  `148  been the proposition, backed mainly by the Unite

d 

 subs',that GATT "negotiations should pursue the establislunt en 
oe a  wstantive standards for intellectual property rights protection 

erldwide basis."12 
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The rationale to develop multilateral disciplines for wits at 
the GATT level has been presented in different ways. Fer, 
instance, R. Stern points out that discrepancies among national  
rpR systems can generate e ffects analogous to non-tariff barrier s  
(NTB). 13 A producer of a good that is knowledge-intensive in a  
country with high standards of IPR protection would be afraid t° 
export to a country with inadequate protection, given the danger ef  
piracy. R.M. Sherwood suggests that lack of appropriate Pre-
tection may induce fluctuations in the value of "products of the 

 mind," which could be considered "by extension ... contrarY to the  
spirit and provisions of Article VII (Valuation for Customs 

 Puree«) and its implementing  code.  ."14  The lack (or the, 
instability) of IPR protection would diminish (or make unstable)  
the economic rents that would otherwise accrue to the holder ofthe  
intellectual property right, thereby hampering trade oPPerci 
tunities. Finally, R.M. Gadbaw and R.E. Gwynn have suggeste  
that defective IPR systems may nullify or impair "the benefitej 
country could expect to receive from its trade  concessions:...  
The United States, for instance, could have exchanged tariff Coe 
cessions in raw materials for equivalent concessions le_ 
importation by another contracting party of products that ar'f  
knowledge-intensive. An eventual weakening of the FPR syeteln  
the latter, however, might curtail the benefits that the Unitt 
States expected from the negotiation by fostering Pire, c,à; 
Accordingly, the United States should be allowed to invoke Ga.'hei  
Article XXIII (Nullification or Impairment) and suspend t  
application of previous concessions. 

There is an important difference between the rationale: 
described above. Stern's analysis simply provides an argulnent,fen  
the establishment of GATT disciplines for IPRs. The other t  
propositions are more specific to the extent that they suggest tit 
defective IPR systems should be "GATTable." I have criticized 1:Z3  
relevance of these propositions for the ongoing negotiations at 70  
Uruguay Round. 16  It is sufficient to point out that most roue, in  
do agree that defective LPR systems are not "GATT-cognizable'  é 
the context of the General Agreement's original coveragebat 
IPRe.17  From a mercantilistic perspective, it can be argued t  de  
developed economies will have to pay (e.g., by offering tired 
concessions in other areas) in order to establish international  
standards at the GATT level. Hence, one could also rational'‘, 
developing countries' opposition to stronger IPR 
bargaining tactic to extract substantial trade concessions fr°  
developed economies. 	

Protection 0; 
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Economic Arguments 
>re has been significant analysis of the costs and benefits that a 

_ueveloping  ,T, country would face in strengthening its IPR system. 18  
'YPically, the main costs considered include: "the administrative 
2'd  enforcement costs associated with reform; the increase in pay-
(Tents for foreigners' proprietary knowledge; the costs of economic 
tisiePlacement of pirates; the cost of additional domestic R&D; and 
:le loss  =n consumer surplus generated by the anti-competitive 
(1 .2:ete of such measures. The main benefits are the cost saving-s 

'ved from additional domestic R&D and the disclosure of new 
d—swledge; positive contributions to world technological 
siteraiem; benefits from additional technological transfers; and 

' caPital formation in knowledge-intensive sectors."19  
the  eropirical research dedicated to quantifying the net impact of 
pronsen  ctors in a developing economy is still in its infancy. Two 
cejn-i,tians, however, are commonly accepted: the benefits a 
csiC" extracts from the protection of IPRs tend to increase as the 
iessnt17 develops;20 most developing countries would incur a net 
58.,, in  the first stages of an IPR reform, since "while the costs 
we-vciated with the reform would be immediately felt, the benefits 
efed  take time to materialize." 21  Accordingly, the economic 
act7148  of strengthening IPRs will not only vary significantly 
tee canntries, but also the net results will be quite sensitive to 

Iran frame of analysis and the rate of discount utilized. 
01. wThe  lack of definite knowledge on the economic implications 
tatic  Rs in developing economies would explain per se the resis-
is  a:to reform from the point of view of an utilitarian analysis. It 
is sulwarth mentioning that the political economics of the process 
csui,'," that even if a clear case based on economic self-interest 

ne de Zotien. veloped, domestic support for reform would face strong 
While most benefits from the point of view of national 

are  este would be diffused over time (e.g., higher investment in 
o gr'S  that are knowledge-intensive and, potentially, higher rates 
the erth) or would primarily benefit multinational corporations, 

8t8  would be "immediate and focused on very specific sectors 
"'s,rdedicated to piracy).n22 

Arsteeth, e difficulties in building a strong economic rationale for 
tstes  'an of IPRs in the Third World has not helped the United 

 counh_S-genda. The relevant utilitarian calculus that a developing lirael.7 faces has, however, been significantly altered by the 
°lied 'age of convenien . ce" between trade law and IPRs devel_ pee,videceosnaoinsiterso.The  possibility of trade retaliation for piracy ng   

additional incentive for outward-oriented 
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countries to reform their IPR systems. At the same time, it create°  
a new challenge for the GATT system. 

Prospects for the TRIPS Negotiations 
The previous section reviewed the main arguments that can he 
raised to explain developing countries' resistance to highe r, 
international standards of IPR protection. The recognition the 
economic theory does not provide clear-cut recommendations an 
the implications of IPRs for developing countries should Pat' 
however, be construed as an argument for a strategy of blockade in 
the area of TRIPS. Developing countries have to consider what tile, 
implications of failure in these negotiations and an eventua l 

 breakdown of the Uruguay Round will be. It is important  
remember that the best advertisement of the GATT systenr  iø  

provided by its most significant failures: highly distorted trade in  
agricultural products and in textiles. 

One should not expect the pressures in favour of higher 'It 
to abate in the near future. On the contrary, as trade in Pratt-1 
that are knowledge-intensive grows in importance, trade-rela 

 IPR frictions will also increase. In the absence of acceptable 
 

i 
multilateral disciplines for IPRs, these frictions will prabav,b  
translate into more unilateral actions by developed coulee; 
This could be quite harmful not only for the countries involve ° 1  
trade retaliation, but also for the credibility of the GATT sYstera -

.0 

 a whole. 
It is against this background that all contracting Partie:f 

should re-evaluate their strategies for the final mont115,ie  
negotiations in the Uruguay Round. In some areas, such aa 
establishment of rules to discourage trade in counterfeit goede  of 
negotiations have progressed significantly. The ise llge3  
substantive standards, however, remains quite contentious .% er 
developed economies intend to garner enough support for a Ge:nos 
amendment, either they will have to offer substantive conceeetio  
in other negotiating areas, or they will have to weaken of 
standards of protection that are being pursued. The abilit eg  
developed economies to work as an effective coalition is be,,ire , 
eroded by problems in other areas—particularly in agrieniht:bly 
The option of setting weaker standards, in turn, would Preurpos 
fall short of providing a workable multilateral framework for '1  
from the perspective of the developed world. 

A code on  ipRs, with substantive standards of Fleece:1r; 
could also be an alternative. The codes negotiated during 
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Tokyo Round, however, have not been successful. It would seem 
that the GATT Secretariat does not favour a code solution for IPRs 

for any other subject being negotiated at the Uruguay Round. 
et,  One can imagine that an IPR code would be a feasible 

tehhernative, as long as some critical developing nations—basically, 
°se identified as newly industrialized countries—can be 

?ersuaded to accede. This, in turn, would depend on packages that 

1._11Clude concessions and on the relevance of the threat of 

unilateral retaliation'  from the point of view of each one of these 
c°untries. 

conclusions 
es:1 thnse concerned with the future of the multilateral trade 

el .'111,  a successful outcome would be an agreement that is able to 
etr'ver  substantive standards for IPR protection and that would 

tile temptation for unilateral action and, at the same time, 
iv:mid  not  alienate most of the developing economies. It is difficult 
th.!"'e  an  optimist with respect to the results of the negotiations at 
41° Point in time. Yet, to the extent that developing economies 
8  \re  become much more conscious of the importance of the GATT 
ra3retern over the last few years, there is some cause for hope. The 

a  eel challenge ahead is for the industrialized countries to fashion 
se0Package   of cross-concessions that would include sufficient 
th **.L°Ink incentives to entice developing countries into reforming 

ell' 'PR systems. 
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l'he Canadian Perspective on 
the GATT TRIPS Negotiations 

David Watters 

IW°111d lik and --e to focus my remorks on the GATT TRIPS negotiations, 
he  to look at them from a Canadian perspective. I would like to 
ef  gin with a quotation from Picasso. He once said, "that every act 
is erreeatinn begins first with an act of destruction." This statement 

levant  because we are looking at the transformation of the 
1221U international, intellectual property system. W e.  are 

te  ;*Ing at the creation of new rules, and possibly new institutions, 
destegillate intellectual property. I am concerned that we do not 
a l'eY the old intellectual property order until there is a reason- 

Probability that the new one will actually work. How do you 
P from one intellectual property system to another? 

weatereo answer this question, I would like to develop an analogy to 
them, fileta of the past. Usually about two-thirds of the way 
and tie& these films there would be a heroine aboard a stagecoach, 
wonee driver would be injured. All of a sudden the stagecoach 
duet: l'un out of control. Six horses would be thundering down a 
appj Ined, and the heroine would be in peril. Then, a hero would  
%gear (14/1 another horse. He would begin t,o pull up beside the 
81tVe feet, ach.  Ria  job was t,o jump from one horse to the others and to 
heroCte heroine. In  terms of the analogy I am using, I think the 

ne to be saved is the pharmaceutical industry. 

183 
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Let us now look at the four rules of horse jumping. The fire 
one is: you only get one chance. The second is: it does not reallY 
matter which of the six horses you jump onto. The third is: there 
are no Olympic judges marking the fmesse with which you jot« 
from one horse to another. The fourth is: do not wait too long 
because there is a cliff a half-mile ahead. I am using this  anal'
because I believe the expectations of securing a "perfect TRIPs 
Agreement" in the GATT Round are already out there. We hove 

 seen some very detailed submissions and, although I realize the  
United States is in the process of refining its submission, I ale, 
apprehensive that there may be a tendency to look for the perfe e; 
jump (i.e., for the perfect Agreement) when that is not necessar1 . 

 think we should be content with establishing a set of basic Tian 
rules in the GATT. Once that has been accomplished, we can begi n 

 t,o look at the process of refining them over time. 
I would now like to take you inside the closed doors of Geer 

 Negotiating Group Number Eleven on TRIPS to see whether til e4 
is a reasonable expectation of arriving at a basic GATT lie 
Agreement. As you walk into the negotiating room, you will notice 
that there are three groups of countries within the room-411i.: 
developed countries, the newly industrialized countries and te., 
developing countries. In front of these countries, on a corona)" 
table, are three very large piles of issues. It is interesting to need 
that the GATT Secretariat recently summarized the number,:t  
outstanding issues that have to be negotiated and concluded tee  
there are five hundred. The issues essentially deal with the?

• „

aa  
of standards, enforcement and institutional matters, inzin°' 
dispute settlement. 	 It In the area of standards, major issues have to be resolve,- 
must be decided how comprehensive the agreement should 1", 
Most countries in the developed group want an agreement thi.e_ 
would cover patents, copyright, industrial designs and tralleer 
marks. Some, to a greater or lesser extent, also want to 
neighbouring rights, appellations of origin, trade secrets and ae7

▪ 

 -

• a

i 
conductor chip protection. However, the scope of an even e  
agreement is under debate and we have, for example, heard e°"'" 
comments on the relevance of trade secrets. the The second issue is whether we are going to redesign ,e 

 entire system of intellectual property conventions or whether "be  
are only going to add to the system where there are believed t° d 
inadequacies. There is a range of viewpoints on this issue. °life  
the fundamental debates centers on the adequacy of the 13e.. .' te 

 Convention. A majority of developed countries feel it is adeq' 
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and can be added to as appropriate. At the same time, developing 
,c°untries  are asking whether we should only be concerned with the 

ade-related aspects of intellectual property? It is very difficult to are",  a line when looking at national standards and international 
I.A.vuoth 
egreernents, but the mandate of the negotiating group is limited. 

er 
 

question concerns the connection between GATT and 
84._IP0, which has a mandate to deal with intellectual property 
7'dards. The issue, therefore, is to what extent does GATT have 

a  competence to deal with standards in any substantive way? 
The final issue is the level of detail that is desirable in an 

reerrient. Most countries believe we should not be trying to .eririonize details in GATT, since that is better left to the Jurisdiction  of WIPO. 
The second pile of issues on the negotiating table deals with the of enforcement. One of the basic issues here concerns 

80 W comprehensive a system of enforcement rules should be 
atlight? 

 
Some  countries have suggested we should only be looking incitrade mark counterfeiting and copyright piracy. Others, 

co  nding Canada and many of the developed countries, want a 
nilire-4nsive set of enforcement obligations. There is also the 

questio 
ealleidea 

as to of whether a uniform system is needed. When you 
r the differences among existing legal systems, particularly 

coren countries that have civil law and countries that have 
gen  n:tan  law, it is an open question as to whether a set of 

" principles can be developed that will be adequate to;rtuut being inordinately complex. There is also the question of 
borderage. Some countries argue that while it is fine to look at 

,ar enforcement, we should not be looking at internal enforce-
detanI. since this is not within GATTs jurisdiction. Finally, how 
boa. iled a set of enforcement obligations is needed? Can the 
anenleas community, in fact, operate under a set of 
obl . assurance  or must there be an extremely detailed set o 

principles withf  

'Rations?  
questTili  e third ls with the pile of issues on the negotiating table dea 

 tiert  °tn. of institutional arrangements. The ftuidaraeutal 
es_ 

and now to bring an existing series of international standards 
geo  '1es within the ambit of the GATT system? GATT does have 
?tizieral , Principles that can apply to intellectual property. 
treat.,,s'Ples such as national and most-favoured nation (MFI4) 
tehjent ds have an application, but there is a limitation in 

:e  
to  „Cf.  their applicability t,o goods. Furtherznore, it is necessary 
Aro 	at the concept of national treatment in the intellectua i 

-rte conventions dealing with persons, if we are to develop a 
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total and comprehensive package of obligations. Indeed, one  viould 
probably have to extend the scope of protection to services as wee:, 
that is, to intellectual property embodied in services. The issue si 
dispute settlement is also central to the question of institution al 
arrangements. This is regarded as being a very important issue 
because many countries want to have the multilateral systeln 
considerably strengthened and this will, in and of itself, reduce the 

 necessity for any kind of unilateral action. to an How do the three groups of countries differ with respect 
of these issues? In very broad terms, the developed countries wae, 
to see a comprehensive and effective agreement in the GATT the; 
satisfactorily deals with standards, enforcement and institution a! 
issues. These countries believe that higher IP standards ana  
enforcement capabilities would result in increased innovation ,  ine-
reased research and development and increased investment ' 
There are differences among developed countries on issues such ae  
the scope of patent protection, first to file (especially as it relates to 
the United States), compulsory licensing, neighbouring rigli,t8: 
appellations, and a series of copyright issues dealing with, ta' 
example, rental rights. While there is not a uniformity  of  viee„t3  
among developed countries, there is movement toward a comae; 
approach to many of these issues. The newly industrialize! 
countries (including Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand an: 
Mexico) are willing to support a comprehensive agreement and el 

 idea of strengthened intellectual property protection  internaia i 
ally, but want individual exceptions or restrictions for issues the  
are of importance to them commercially. 

Finally, the developing countries present a major problem la 
 terms of the kind of agreement that we will be able to reach. Male, 

of the developing countries feel that GATT should not be defile' 
with IP, rather they contend it falls within WIPO's provietee. 
There are others who argue that the agreement should only rele. st  
to counterfeiting and piracy. There is another group wh° !Ill  a 

 that only the trade-related aspects of LP should be includea 1." d  
GATT Agreement. There are others who want special alito  
differential treatment, such as dual standards that would relatsere 
the economic development of particular countries. FinallY, th for  are proposals for transitional arrangements and requests t.  
significant technical assistance to implement the Agresintv  
Technical assistance and transitional arrangements are certal; 
legitimate issues for these countries. That is not to say thati.tw  
other issues are not, but there is widespread recognition that t'w 
two issues will have to be dealt with very quickly. 
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C How has Canada positioned itself among the developed 

, ns
ountries? First of all, Canada has done extensive research in 

anevelopi -  its positions. A series of interviews were conducted 
co  incease the country with 110 associations that are affected by 

property. Also, Canadian missions abroad were 
ehlitacted 

tellectual 
 to determine what difficulties Canadian exporters are 

euenaltering. The study revealed that there was a broad level of 
et Pleurt for Canada taking a position very similar to that of the i  w  er developed countries in the Round, but at the same time it as  recognized that the Canadian situation was distinct. Further, 
ne  th atudY showed that it was felt the Canadian focus should be on e United States,  since in the Free Trade Agreement we did not 
hegatiate an intellectual property agreement with the U.S.A. and 

cad use  many of our concerns relate t,o issues such as Section 337 eo   the r -Irst-to-invent system in the United States. An interest • s also expressed in Canada's having a longer-term perspective 
ree  ten" of  getting the international framework right for 

lating 
 

intellectual property. Further, the study noted that we 
por°uld  maintain a very strong presence in WIPO, in order to pi  sue the efforts being made there to achieve harmonization. 
aCtilY, there was a perspective that we should try to reach an 
ereement that covers all of the GATT member countries. One aspect of the Canadian position that is important to -1entio n is the question of our trade flows. The first issue is who 

°ending partners are. About 90 per cent of our exports go to the 
r2-da 

 vat to countries: about 70 per cent t,o the U.S.A., another 10 per " 	th 
do „_, e EEC, and another 7 per cent t,o Japan. These countrit ie s,  s 
syste"_‘ suffer from inadequate IP systems in general; .

th 

stat 	that  need to have levels of protection raised, ei th aer in e 
>obi arde or in enforcement. Therefore, we do not have a major 
expen with OECD countries. Second, the composition of our 

is still largely resource-based and, in fact, only about 10 to 
/11i2171-  Cent of Canadian exports have a high IP component to them. 
jacukes markets. 
mci, d' Canadian IP-related exports tend to be oriented toward 

On the cultural side, we do not have any Michael 
the  Cs in Canada, nor and do we have the kind of film industry 
urge 'erel have. Therefore Canadian exporters do not have as 

i coont-riens. requr ement for IPP as some of the other developed 

Agitt The  area where our trade is growing fastest is with our East r,  

Theiï Partners—in particular, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, 
eate's  and and South Korea. Our exports in East Asia enjoy rapid 

af  growth. Currently, however, they only account for about 
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4.1 per cent of our total trade and, therefore, if you combine that 
4.1 per cent with the 10 to 15 per cent of our exports that are 
related, there is only a small percentage of risk in our trading 
interests right now. It is recognized, nevertheless, that we must be 
vigilant about some strategic Canadian exports, and that we mile 
participate actively in promoting higher standards on a worldwee  
basis. 

Canada has four objectives in the negotiations. First, til e 
 discriminatory border practices that we are encountering must bde 
 removed--the dominant concern being Section 337 in the Unite., 

States. Second, we want to see higher standards of protection 
enforcement on a worldwide basis. We believe that Canadi an  
standards in general are quite high, and we would like to se e 

 others move up to the same level. Third, we do not want to see riee  
trade barriers created, and there is a danger of that. There are 

 very extensive procedures for administrative and customs enforce' 
ment at borders. Finally, we very much want to hav e, et  
consultation and dispute-settlement process within the GATT a  
will minimize unilateral action. In other words, we want foba ",„ 
higher standards and clearer rules for business that are fair' 
applied. 

What results can be expected from the negotiations at tin: 
point? I think the range of possible results extends fruili, nto  
agreement at all (for example, it might be only an agreemeni.  
pursue the issue in another forum) to a simple obligation  J.° 

 countries to produce systems of IP that contain adequate standn 
and appropriate enforcement. That could be a  paragraePdy  
amending the GATT. Another solution might be finding a rem  on 

 to the problems of counterfeiting and piracy, or there might be., ot 
agreement that contains a set of principles, but which is "ty  
comprehensive in terms of covering all intellectual PrOe‘,rot 
issues. You might also have a code that would be an agreein' of 
among a limited group of countries rather than the full range.„, 
GATT members, in order to permit an agreement with .bitsm  
standards and strong enforcement provisions. Finally, there le d 
ideal system, which would be a full, comprehensive str

et, 
sistandards, covering all eight areas of IP and with verY 

enforcement provisions. This is the objective Canada iS wor 8 
toward. I remain quite optimistic that that is a reason° en  

expectation. The fact that the political costs can be v,hat 
concentrated in ternie  of industries and the range of countriel ivnot 
are affected and the fact that the benefits are so diffused erl  e 
help the negotiations. However, this is just one of a series 
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ofifiteen substantive negotiations that are taking place in the 
'TT, and it may be possible to reach a package deal that includes 

all adequate system of protecting intellectual property. 
Te conclude, "it works better if you plug it in." I interpret the bit 

etteras being intellectual property. Intellectual property will work 
if y ou  plug it in. The Department of Consumer and c  

cell:Tate Affairs is trying to do several things to plug intellectual 
eile1)e. ItY in. The first relates to domestic policy-making—CCAC is 

', ing an effort to modernize all of its intellectual property tat  
„ anites as quickly as possible. The second relates to public aware- rse and the fact that the government must make improvements 

tiliee area, including more intercourse with the business 
teinlullitY. Third, we must have systems that are automated and 

at are accessible to a range of users. Fourth, intellectual 
naPe°1.2ertY should be plugged into the mainstream of the inter-
'renal economics system. We must not put this off any longer. 

consciousness-raising that has happened regarding the 
.Cage between LP and a range of domestic and trade issues is 
b',Sversible. That is in place and has to be dealt with. However, I ce!ieve the first step should be a basic agreement within the 

eITT, thereafter we can refine and polish that agreement. 
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1el1forcement of Intellectual Property ) 
*Lights: Adjudication of Piivate Interests 
end International Disputes 

Gordon F. Henderson 

rIntrOdue ti  on  
varv. 
Por  `Itn's economy  is heavily dependent on international trade. 
(led  ;Ile reason, Canada is vitally interested in the international 
h.041uuniestic regimes that regulate trade among nations. Aside 
such  tile bilateral and multinational general trade agreements 
l'elaves  the GATT and the FTA, Canada is a party to conventions 
the  eg to intellectual property—the Bern and Paris Conventions, 
Patereniversal Copyright Convention and, more recently, the 

Ca-operation Treaty that came into force in Canada on 
1, 1990. Canadian domestic laws, though somewhat more 

ptote  .cated bY our version of federalism, provide substantive 

Ptopeetrtin and adjudication mechanisms relating to intellectuai  

cv tights, owned by Canadians or non-Canadians. 

	

i,,,a, 	importer  lectual  
nada is a net impoer of high dollar-added 

	

h4czte 	
goods protected 

i property rights. However, high technology and 

eSPloirtsintensive products account for a small portion of Canada's 
tesde  . trade. It is estimated to be less than 4 per cent of world 

etifferin these Products. Nonetheless, Canada and its corporations 
tohlte.  substantial losses in revenues and profits arising from 
elm.°  el'eial piracy and counterfeiting. Previous panels have 

eed  tile various issues and the position Canada has taken on 

193 
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those issues at the international level. Nonetheless, it is essentia
l 

 to underline the unique position of Canada: Canada favoursTer 
effective intellectual property protection worldwide. In te  
enforcement of trade-related IPRs, it is Canada's position t"" 
Uruguay Round at GATT that there should be fair, and Mal-
discriminatory, international rules and guidelines to en force 

 intellectual property rights. However, it is a fact that Canada 11.  ee  
a deficit in IP-protected goods and services, and that Canad,len, 
domestic law does not reflect as aggressive a position as otne:.  
countries (the United States, for example) in developing or exteno 
ing significantly stronger protection for intellectual propere 
rights. Canada seeks a balanced position. 

Adjudication of Private Interests and 
International Disputes Generally 	 that  
Intellectual property rights embody an economic Po'vver  
impacts upon balance of payments and foreign exchange. 

 right  can constitute a private right, a private barrier to trade. o•-ci 
 IP right reflects economic power both in private relationshiP°  tt 

relationships between states. An IP right is also an asPecb  
human rights. Article 27(2) of the Universal Declaration. e_ 

Human Rights states that "everyone has the right to the proteete", 
of the moral and material interests resulting from any 

scientqlcice 

literary or artistic production of which he is the author." 1.1!„g  
human rights, intellectual property rights have received ringl-r,  
declarations for their protection. As an issue of economic Petees  
however, IPRs have, from time to time, succumbed to the dicta 

 of national state interests. teal 
Various international agreements relating to intelleo -  tie 

 property rights represent an attempt to harmonize the domee ry 
laws of various countries in order to provide the /lease of 

worldwide protection. It is the quality of this interrelationsinP.to 
international agreements and domestic laws that deterrninetd. 
some degree the quality of adjudication and the protection oflPe'llat 

International disputes, in the classical meaning of t  en, 

expression (i.e., disputes between states), arising from C°112:tra-
tions, are resolved in the traditional manner: negotiation ,  orrting 
tion or Hague Court reference. However, the conventions retio 
to intellectual property do not provide a real, adequate or effe;'961 
dispute-resolution mechanism. WIPO, established in tilel,;tioa 
Convention, is an administrative body, not a dispute-reel' the 
body. The Paris Convention did not offer a provision for 
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hsettleinent of disputes. The Brussels Revision Conference in 1948, 
,t'wever, added a provision to the Bern Convention stating that 
`usPutes between two or more countries as to the interpretation or 

Plication of the convention, not settled by negotiation, shall be 
th"

ken to the International Court of Justice in The Hague, unless e 
`.4J z.uiltries concerned agree on some other method of settlement. 

r 'le as I am aware, no dispute has been submitted to the Court, 
ePite of the compulsory jurisdiction provision in the Convention. 

:rea  de, generally, and human rights have more advanced dispute-re 
solution methods, at least regionally. 

GATT 
ih9enada has been an active participant in GATT since its inception 
C 1947 

 
I, 	. Whereas the Bern and Paris Conventions are based on 

ta.'4° national treatment of persons, GATT is based on the national 
kettroent of goods. GATT is not directly concerned with intel- 
trte ual ProPerty rights, but it has had an impact on IP issues where 
co,' Cave a affected trade in goods. A 1989 panel upheld a 
thr4Piaint under GATT at the instance of the EEC. The panel held 
iZt  Section 337 of the United States Tariff Act of 1930 discrim-
pri  ted agains  imported goods that allegedly infringed a U.S.A. 
eejately held IPR. The discrimination was found in both pro-
198/1,re  end substance. A complaint by Canada as to Section 337 in 

Teas not successful. However, certain provisions of Canada's 
pottetgil Lnvestment Review Agency (FIRA) were held by a GATT 

! t° have   discriminated  against iraported goods and, therefore, 
141d  'neonsistent with Canada's national treatraent obligations 

er GATT Article III. 
flore The Uruguay  Round of negotiations hopefully will result in a 

ado   8treamlined and effective dispute-settlement process and the 
Ption of a TRIPS agreement. 

Pr.,. ,rhe-" trade Agreement 
Ani  PTA does not address intellectual property rights directly. 
°Perele 2994  of the FTA merely states that the parties shall co- 

in the Uruguay Round and other international forums to 
Prot:17e  protection of IPRs. However, the national treatment 
et testLe GATT has been expressly incorporated into Article 501 
trEtd; A. It recognizes that counterfeiting of goods distorts 

"iapter 18 of the FTA sets out several dispute mechanisms. 
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Two disputes heard by a panel of experts indicate there is a ewire., 
expeditious disposition of issues under FTA than there is wet 
GATT. The two issues relate to the dispute as to Pacific Ce" 
salmon and herring, and the lobster case in the Maritimes. 

International disputes relating to intellectual propel 
rights—disputes between a national person and a foreign Pelee: 
are increasingly being resolved by arbitration, a private me?' 
anism established by them, or by the traditional adjudicat ive 

 process within one nation. In this regard, the resolution follows a  
process not different from that of a domestic dispute. 

Foreigner's Rights in Canada: The Impact of 
International Agreements 
Under Canada's constitutional regime, international agreeni ell,ts  
do not confer upon any person, foreign or Canadian, any riPtsf 

 that may be directly enforced in Canada. The constitutions ° 
some countries contain a mandate for a treaty or international he; 
to be part of the law of the land. In Canada, however, a treetY ° 
international law is not part of Canadian law. The treaty et 
international law must be enacted as a part of the law of Canada,. 
It must be "implemented" by a statute of a provincial legislatur e  °' 
by parliament, depending on their respective constitution cee-
petence in relation to the subject of the treaty or international lee. 
Ratification of a treaty by the Government of Canada is ° t 

 enough; ratification amounts simply to a declaration of an intelite  
to enforce the treaty or international law at some appropria te 

 of 
A foreign national must depend on the domestic laetrile  

Canada to define and enforce his intellectual propertY rights ' 
resolution of disputes as to treaty rights is achieved three,- 
diplomatic channels. 

For the most part, intellectual property rights are enforcede 
the mechanisms in federal statutes. Patents, which protect ,he 

 embodiment of ideas of a functional nature, are governed bY e is  
Patent Act; copyright, which protects the expression of ideas; ct 

 governed by the Copyright Act; trade marks, which Prlece, 
symbols that distinguish goods and services in the market-Ile 
are regulated by the Trade Marks Act. Industrial designs , re  
in Canada relate to ornamentation applied to an article ' 800 
governed by the Industrial Design Act. The common law geether 
trade secrets and supplements the statutory regime for the ° 
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intellectual properties, particularly with regard to trade marks 
and  unfair competition. 

The policy of these statutes and the courts relating to  IPRs  of 
uau-Canadians, reflect, in part, the international conventions, 
tinksdified by  Canadian policy. For instance, the basic principle of 

e Paris Convention, which requires nationals of meraber 
countries to be treated as favourably as one's own nationals, is, in 
substance, embodied in the Patent Act. 
„ Canada has recently made an important policy change in its 
t'atent law by defining that the person entitled to a patent will be 
itiased on the principle of the "first-to- file" rather than the "first-to- 

ee This important policy is a fundamental departure from 
st  Principle that has long been in effect in Canada. The United 
'nines iS the only major country that still adheres to the "first-to- 

!gene Principle. 
poatenet Act,  riinar ily, however, the policy, stated in Section 64(4) of the 
t   

is "that patents for new inventions are granted not only 
fecourage inventions but to ensure that new inventions shall so 

one Possible be worked on a commercial scale in Canada without 

paje delay." To encourage manufacturing in Canada, the 
atee has three years from the date of issuance to manufacture 

nIQ  a  commercial scale. After the third year, the failure to 
surufacture or, alternatively, meeting demand by importation 
beilects him to the risk of compulsory licensing, after a hearing 
ge'°re the Commissioner of Patents. The compulsory licence is 

so  uferally non-exclusive, but it could be sole or exclusive, although, 

11>" 

 
as  I am aware, only one sole licence has been issued. The 

th.Yealty Payable to the patentee is fixed by the Commissioner. If 

coupealladian manufacturer has extraordinary expenses, there 
uttiLL  he an exclusive or sole licence. To avoid this possibility ,  

ded:'°d  States patentees have sometimes adopted a practice of 
icating the patent to the public. 

Another significant policy limiting the exclusive right under 
- Patent lice 	relates to food. A patent on a food is subject to compulsory 

tting immediately upon the granting of a patent; there is, thus, 

CanZ.re-Year waiting period. Since this policy applies to both 
Conrane and non-Canadians, it does not contravene 

the Paris 

in 0 . eution. A licensee must be prepared to manufacture the food 
anada. Again, the Commissioner fixes the royalty. 

siejanadian policy as to pharmaceuticals is of particular 

ontre,i4eance. It has led to considerable controversy both in 
an

d 
 

iron  *sie of Canada. The compulsory licensee is given the right to 

°It  the raedicine. The Commissioner has fixed an arbitrary 
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rate of royalty at 4 per cent of the selling price of the medicine in 
dosage form. Attempts to have it condemned as unconstitutional 

 under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms have been unsuccessful.  
A statute enacted in November 1987 reflects an attenet 

bring patent protection for pharmaceuticals closer to the 
international regime. The objective of this law was to limit the 
right to obtain compulsory licences for Canadian pharmaceutic8, 1  
patents and to stimulate investment, research and employment '13  

d°  the pharmaceutical industry in Canada. The exclusivity perio  
under Bill C-22 follow. 

• Where first Notice of Compliance ("NOC") 1  for the medieife  
is issued after June 27, 1986, a compulsory licensee maY ne 

 - manufacture the medicine for sale in Canada for seven 
years from date of first NOC; 

- import the medicine for sale in Canada for ten years flee  
date of first NOC; 

- export sales are allowed. 
• If a medicine qualifies as an invention, invented and 

developed in Canada: 
- no licences for importation will be allowed; 
- licensee will not be allowed to export; 
- licensee will be allowed to manufacture seven years afte,st  

the issue of the first NOC for the medicine, if at that tea. : 
the patentee is not manufacturing the medicine in Cane°  

As to trade marks, the basic protection, particularly atee 
aspect of unfair competition, is provided under common law. 
Trade Marks Act establishes a regime of registration,  ellicea  
obtains throughout Canada, of marks that are distinctive of ear..13,  
or services in Canada. The registration is for fifteen Ye e'of 

renewable every fifteen years in perpetuity. There is a sYstera  
licensing by way of registered user, in which the registrati°111 3, 
almost automatic if the parties are related. If they are not rele of 
then there must be a control mechanism defmed by the Owner  
the mark so that the mark achieves a particular standard. 11 the With respect to copyright, Canadian law follows basicaY 
law of the United Kingdom, with some amendments. It genera  al 
protects literary, musical, dramatic, artistic and architecture 
works. It precludes copying. Copyright includes a bundle  

1. The approval granted by Health & Welfare to sell the medicine in Canada' 
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rights; two of the more important are mechanical rights and public 
Performances in musical works. It follows the Bern Convention, 

.11d  Provides protection for the life of the author plus fifty years. 
,4 oe 1988 amendments to the Copyright Act also brought the 
'alladian law in step with other jurisdictions by extending 
e°PYright protection to computer software. It may also be noted 
that under the Free Trade Agreement, Canada agreed to amend its 

PYright law relating to retransmission of television programs. 
States the early problems relating to cable in the 1970s, the United 
1..4:nes has complained that Canadian stations are illegally 
.–fallsmitting copyright work embodied in television signals 
'relating in the United States. This provision of the FTA now 
e. naracterizes such unauthorized retransmission as copyright 
Ibl:ringement, thus requiring Canadian cable stations to obtain the 
rIght to use such signals from the copyright owner. 

Canada, we have a sophisticated system whereby persons 
sïftged in the public performance of musical works obtain a 
0„1"11torY right to perform the works of performing rights societies 

‘endering or paying a fee that is fixed by the Copyright Board. 
As to industrial design, the Act confers a five-year protection 

cr) which is renewable for another five years. The statute is 
eerlY archaic. The Court has said this repeatedly since 1926. 

cl  Trade secret has many definitions, and one definition cannot 
is 	suPeriority over another. In essence, the protection accorded 
Anmg, ainst unauthorized or illegitimate disclosure of information. 

'floreasing number of companies maintain their technical 
theevel,edge as trade secrets because technology moves faster than 
Eta: wa.°Ie patent process, including patentability, protection and 

juri .à. Gs, florally, the law of trade secrets comes within provincial 
de,71.etion and is enforced as part of common law. A recent 
el.,78'011 of the Supreme Court of Canada has held that our 
ce'rainal law, as now worded, does not protect against 

nielercially valuable information. 

Adi nuleation Systems Under Canadian Law in 
n Putes with Foreign Elements men, eral Conditions 
einieoarladian law, one finds two fundamental systems of adjudi- 
4e  n:  a public system and a private system. The public system 

8 tWO forms—administrative and judicial—and these forms 
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are largely complementary rather than parallel. The private 
system is one that the parties themselves may, by agreement, 

 establish for the resolution of their dispute. This is often called 
"alternative dispute resolution." 

In terms of administrative adjudication with respect to 
patents, the compulsory licensing referred to earlier is intended ae 
a mainstay in Canadian law. Apart from the pharmaceutical  
patents, in my opinion, it has not fulfilled its purpose. 

The owner of a statutory right flowing from a federal statute 
enjoys a choice of judicial jurisdictions: as to Patents—Trade 

 Marks—Copyright—Industrial Designs. He may sue for infringe' 
ment of his right either in the Federal Court of Canada or 
Supreme Court of a province. The scope of protection will be for e l  
of Canada in the Federal Court system and limited to a provinele  
territory in the provincial system. Infringement of a patent or the. 
expunging of a trade mark registration is within the excluelle 
jurisdiction of the Federal Court. 

There are, however, several administrative tribunals thate 
have specifically defined jurisdiction within the system. I 1191. 
already mentioned that the Commissioner of Patents ha° 
jurisdiction over compulsory licences for abuse of patents, Oaloi 
pulsory licences for foods and medicines, and goverrunent tlee_4 
patents. Appeals from his decisions are heard in the Federal Co1:1"tb  
system. As to trade marks, an Opposition Board deals el  à 
Oppositions. Appeals are in the Federal Court system .

jfl  
Copyright Board deals with the rights of users of copYrigh, 
relation to collectives. I believe that consideration could be 81% 
to streamlining aspects of the administrative adjudication erlte 
in Canada. 

Canada's court system is essentially unitary, with the eoartees  
of the provinces administering federal law as well as the law   
provinces. The Federal Court of Canada administers onv, 
limited number of laws enacted by the Parliament of Canada. 

The Remedies 
The remedies under Canadian law include the traditional clod 
remedies of injunction, both permanent and interlocutorY ,  
damages. In certain instances, the so-called Anton Pillar °ram  
which gives a mandate to seize goods and records, is avallitt the 
a protective order, the Mareva injunction, may be granted 
Court, where the goods are likely to be removed from Canada. 
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Pursuant to the Trade Marks Act and the Copyright Act, the 
court paay issue an order declaring the goods are "prohibited 
Pcds," where there is final judgment of a court of competent 
Jeisdiction. This order may be filed with Revenue Canada, 
_ustoms for proper execution. In Rolex Watch vs. Balshin, 54undered March 13, 1990, the Federal Court held that Section 2 

(i.,4)  must be read with Customs Tariff, Section 114 and Schedule 
7, `d ocie 9967, of the Customs Tariff. The remedy is not available wii  
d ers' the judgment of the Court is given by consent or by way of 
y auk judgment. 

29, A unique remedy is found in Section 32 (originally Section 
co  «the Competition Act. This provision confers authority on the 
Attorney  of a province or the Federal Court, on application of the 
or  Cley General of Canada, to declare the invalidity of a patent 
tra"ri  de mark; to order the granting of a licence; or to decree that a 
ord—e  mark be expunged or amended, and to issue other similar 
„,s_ers in the event of the use of patents or trade marks in an anti-
""loPetitive manner. The Attorney General of Canada has seldom 
Used this remedy. 
sibille so-called "Gray Goods" doctrine presents an interesting 
tharkla under Canadian law. It is a principle of Canadian law 
aitintinelfet,g ja1  °ds are sold in a non-Canadian territory and the 

property right is owned by the vendor in the country of 
theer,' and  in Canada, there is an implied licence to the purchaser of 
tourr°°ds under the common law t,o deal with those goods in any 
diff„trY.  As a result, multinationals tend to put their IPRs in 
ek„„,-"rit countries under the name of different subsidiaries, or to 
tit7‘, at the time of sale, a covenant from the purchaser limiting 
to 5,eight  of use to the country of sale and requiring the purchaser 
to o'et the same covenant on resale. This situation has given rise 
of eat deal of litigation with respect to trade marks. The owner 

e  mark must be careful to ensure that the trade mark is 
to  esaishing the goods or the registered owner. Two cases went 
enabei.SuPreme Court of Canada where the registered owner was 

enforce his rights against an importer because the 
%%ring indicated that the goods were those of the non- 

en Parent company or a non-Canadian vendor. 
forol  ''rently, the Supreme Court of Canada approved a limited 

protection to the Canadian owner of an IP against the 
authj;_ce Gray  Goods in Canada. Where the importer is not an 

eLzed distributor of the goods, he must state this fact and the 
turer's warranty, therefore, would not be applicable. 
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There is also a specific provision in the Trade Marks Act that 
must be considered as to related companies. With respect to 
pharmaceuticals, a sale by a related company is deeraed to be a  
sale by all related companies. 

The Effectiveness and Efficiency of the Public 
Adjudicative Process: Alternative Process 
The public adjudicative process has been subjected to increeein. 
criticism by provincial governments. The criticism and dissie 
faction of the Canadian industry, however, relate to the Carte.° 
intellectual property system in general and to the litigatll 
process in particular. Two studies conducted by CCAC in 199  
report that smaller firms, especially those in the high-technologi  
field, expressed dissatisfaction with the Canadian IP systezn. TheY 
believe that the current IP system mainly protects larger firl 
and offers insufficient protection to smaller companies that canes 

 afford the costs of registering and enforcing their rights. It it 
 interesting, however, to note that this study reports tied 

 "companies stating that new IP legislation is needed were fetill  
only among the top R&D performers and high-techn°1°11. 
categories. Firms from the high-technology group (14 per cent °t1  
respondents) were also more inclined to believe that Cantic le  

" IPRs discourage the amount of R&D they conduct in Canada. 
With regard to litigation involving intellectual propel; 

right,s, the study shows that the present adjudicative sYsteril.,d 
considered by many Canadian enterprises to be seriously flaïc 
and inefficient. The responses of the companies surveyed bY CC„ith 
show that companies involved in IP litigation were "unbaPPY " -tor 
their court experience." The cost of litigation was one Del of 
contributing to this situation. The Report of the Science Collie ch  
Canada, Innovation and Intellectual Rights in Canada  

1990) confirms and summarizes the situation as follows: 

"IP litigation is relatively common among top 30  
performers. Forty-five per cent of the firms in this We' 
gory reported that they had been involved in a court 
case relating to IPRs during the previous three years, 
compared with 17 per cent for the survey as a whole. 
Moreover, of the 49 firms that had not been involved in 
a court case, 26 firms (53 per cent) had considered 
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launching, or had been threatened with, legal action 
regarding IPRs. 
For 59 per cent of the firms that had been in a court case 
concerning IPRs, the most recent case related to 

Patents. Total costs of litigation for the 35 firms which 

reported their expenses were $13 million, an average of 
$370,000 per case." 

th . Surne provincial governments have been more pointed in 

eir criticism, and they have expressed concern about the Federal 

jun. jurisdiction. In fact, the concern related to the suitability of 

e Judiciary, as presently constituted, to resolve intellectual 
pr°13ertY disputes. One problem is that neither the courts of the 

eiLv.luces nor the Federal Court are composed of judges with any 

iedieant experience in IP practice or adequate background in 

on  8 ' Results, analyses and reasons for judgments are uneven. 

hive  finds that judges apply different standards with respect to 

811,entiun. The situation is exacerbated by the fact that the 

erreme Court of Canada is preoccupied with Charter and 
proluulal Cases, and does not grant leave to appeal in intellectual 

PertY cases except in very unusual circumstances. 
re_ A number of solutions can be explored. One can consider the 

teLval of the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Patents under 

ofrei  4-atent Act, and constitute him purely as an administrative 

tribe"' The quasi-judicial jurisdiction may be conferred on 
a 

toeunal of experts. Similarly, the judicial function may be 

spe  "red on a special division of the Federal Court or on a single, 

stafrelal federal court. However ,  there may be problems with 

.ing such a tribunal or court'  from the limited number of 
vecialists in the profession. 

ite_. Another solution is the private system of dispute resolution: 

tartration. The technique of arbitration as a dispute-resolution 

Proeh.tilisin is  becoming increasingly significant in intellectual 
b  

forAï` '3' disputes. It is especially the case in a dispute between 

sejgrk nationals and Canadian nationals. Neither partY wishes to 

Etthree,_the  jurisdiction of the other .  However, there are inherent 

judi-pru, gets to the arbitration process over that of the traditional, 

elld —a,  Process. The advantage of expertise, confidentiality, speed 

the  Zeasonable cost are present. Now that Canada has adhered to 

the  "ew York Convention on the Enforcement of Arbitral Award.  s, 

of erfercoment is no longer a concern The Arbitrators' Instituts

-nada and the mechanisms for arbitration under the Board of 
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Trade Act, R.S.C. 1985, C--B--6, may be considered as a framoverk  
for arbitration. 

Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada is undertaking 1 
study into the effectiveness of the present court system on' 
process, in relation to the enforcement of intellectual proPert•  / 
rights. This study flows from the study finding dissatisfaction 

 with the present system. 



'rhe Territorial Scope of Intellectual 
'e°Perty Rights 

Hans Smit 

pi, Th. 111,-_,.!erritorial Scope of 

i  
, Leuectual Property Rights 
naxtte,, l_lectu  
by  4011a1 	

t to 
al property rights are normally created pursuan 

In many instances, they come into existence on i y 

aheTeeromental grant, or governmental recognition following an 
" 'cation proceduro 

elia  1.11  Principle, the geographical scope of protection accorded to 

the  18 lilnited to the confines of the state by virtue of whose lavis 

Y exist. 
terri  The extent to which they will be recognized outside 

of the 

t°rY of that state depends on the law of the state in which their 

1. see  ------ 
2 generellY, Ladas, Patents, Trade rks, 

	

. 47Pieall

, 	

and Related Rights, c.2 (1975). 

c opyrrt Trade marks maY be ebtained  bY 
first use or y autho,,Y,  Patents are obtained only by an affirmative grant by a  g 

«mental 

latre,gete are normally obtained by first publication. Model and design righ b ic.)evgistrationti 

are Dr.n...t to special laws are normally obtained by registration. Trade secre
ts 

Plebili.)7„ eted . bY the law of contract and the law of torts, which general i y 

ej.ae 217 
 

Smith 
 benefits from what is known to be a breach of contract. See 

ee.(191.—i?_,otaith &  Herzog, "The w 
La of the European Economic Communite 

' ''''Cia13, op. Cit. 	-  

205 
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recognition is sought. Normally, a state does not recognize foreign 
intellectual property rights except to the extent they deserve 
protection under either local, as distinguished from foreign, law e l' 
under international agreements. However, the Universal  Co  jr 
right Convention is a good example of the exceptional extrateli 

 '
Zi 

tonal  protection granted to copyright: It entitles the copYrig 
owner who first published the work in, or who is a national of, a 
Convention state to copyright protection in any other Convente 
State.3 

Apart from international agreements, however, the eviller  .4.°f  
an intellectual property right in one state normally cannot ate' 
its rights against a third party in another state unless it has 
obtained an intellectual property right in the latter state. Inter-
national agreements may facilitate obtaining intellectual proPel" 
rights in more than one state, but generally stop short of providing 
for enforcement of foreign intellectual or industrial prole" 
rights.4 

Foreign Protection of Intellectual and 
Industrial Property Rights 

:
The general principle of the territoriality of IPIts is subject to sele 
exceptions, however. A state may, under its conflict of laws rtlielitt  
give recognition and effect to a foreign intellectual propertY lig r  
even if the constituent elements creating the right did not eeceht  
within that state. For example, if an intellectual propertYliger  
was infringed in one state and suit is brought against the infrini.gre  
in another state, the latter may look to the law of the state ewer f o  
the infringement took place in determining the infringtd 
liability.3 Similarly, when a contract has been made with re,g7 g  
to an intellectual property right and right,s or obligations ere% 
under such a contract are sought to be enforced in a state othu 

3. See Arpad Bogsch, The Law of Copyright tutder The Universal Colwell 
Third revised edition, (R.R. Bowker Co., New York, 1968). 

4. International conventions, such as the Parie Convention of 1883,  
and the Madrid Arrangement facilitate obtaining local property rightfh_gleyet, 
limited right of priority and forbid discrimination. They do not, 

 purport to grant local protection to foreign rights. See generally Lad,81..,' °Zeal) 
 supra 1911-2015, for the texte of these Conventions. But cf. the Dlini.". 1411 

Patent Convention of Munich, 1973, which creates the possibility of °be-- 
 European patent in all countries that have adhered to the Convention. 

5. Under the well-known principle that the lex loci delicti applies. 
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tfhen the state of origin of the intellectual property right, the 
treign state may, under its conflict of laws rules, give consequence 

the IPR created under the law of a foreign state. 6  
thA  These, however, remain the exceptional cases. Indeed, it is 
na: Principle of territoriality that has given impetus to inter-
ile‘i°11e1  agreements for the purpose of enabling the owner of an 
othtellectual property right to obtain protection for such right in 

vr  States .7 

Mestic Protection Against Infringement 
11111.)% Intellectual and Industrial Property 

'gilts Abroad Since  . 
1e 1t is normally difficult to obtain protection abroad of intel-
tn liel and industrial property rights existing under national law, 
preatquestion naturally arises: to what extent can such rights be 
he,etted at home? An obvious way of providing protection at 
ebr'ne against use of intellectual or industrial property rights 
rie,h°,ad ia to regulate the importation of goods embodying such 
pe°0  3  in the home market. A good example is provided by the 
s0

4 

\''sieris of the Copyright Act that prohibits the importation of 
pirated works.8 peot  i8  also possible, however, for courts to provide this form of 

:eti,ieri without statutory authorization. The recent decision in 
Unite' ;neroington Ran& is illustrative. In this case, Remington, a 
etepi  States corporation, had licensed its Dutch subsidiary to 

ita secret know-how for the manufacture of typewriters. 
kaoZithe Dutch subsidiary went bankrupt, the trustee sold the 
the FLIew to BSI without the consent of the licensor, even though 

eeneing agreement provided for its termination in the event 

po 
to thane ...,uttufmal case in which a French court granted more extensive proteti?n 

touhts of a movie director than the director had under the law of the 

App...? in which his right originated, see Huston v. La Cinq, Paris Co_111 

,„_ the Foreign 

	of 

atla 	thuie 27, 1988, discussed in Ginsberg, "Colors in Conflict: Moral Rig?ta 

Exploitation of Colorized U.S. Motion Pictures," (36 Journal 

of the U S A 81 1988) • . 	, 	. 
See authorities cited note 4 supra. ° 17 ty 
, S.C . ,  601 (1977). 
udt) 

•2nd 1260 (3rd Cir. 1987). 
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of the licensee's bankruptcy. Remington sued BSI and the truatee  
of the bankrupt licensee for misappropriation of its knovi-hae  
When the defendants interposed as a defense that know-how ei.es  
not a property right, Remington asserted its copyright in the  
drawings in which the know-how was incorporated. The thliid  teA 

 
" 

States District Court for the District of New Jersey averae 
Remington substantial damages for the misappropriation of 

l,.. 

know-how and copyright by the defendants, and imposed a el; 
structive trust on all typewriters and their proceeds produced 
the aid of Remington's know-how and copyright. The practice' 
consequence of the imposition of this trust was to give Reel& 
an equitable title in all typewriters sold in the United State 

 which is BSI's principal market. 
celltrie: Of course, whether this trust will be recognized in c  

other than the United States depends on whether foreign call,rt  
will accord it recognition.10 BSI has contended that Dutch  CO 

 would not recognize the constructive trust because it ig a lege, 
institution unknown under Dutch law. However, the mere circualir 
stance that Dutch law does not have the institution d a  CO  
structive trust does not preclude a Dutch court from recogn er 
existence under foreign law. The pertinent question is wile" re 
recognition of the trust would create consequences that 11, io  
unacceptable in the Dutch legal order. Since a constructive trte 
a form of in rem right of security, its recognition by Dutch e .oe 
would appear appropriate. Dutch courts would have to deterole 
the ranking of this right among other security interests that alile  
have been created in the same property under Dutch law, hilt tile 
is no reason why they could not do so. 'Dutch courts have donevend 
in regard to judicially created Dutch in rem fiduciarY righteips  to 
could quite appropriately decide by analogy to apply those r11;,-, fite 
constructive trusts." This would appear particularly aPPre?—nre-
because countries that practice civil law have indicated thelr:tiee 
paredness to recognize trusts created under systems that Pra'fioe  
common law by voting for the adoption of The Hague Cote°  

$ 
10. The best case for recognition is presented when the effectivelle°foreige 

constructive trust imposed on goods that are physically present 	abreedé  
country is in issue. However, since security rights created by Oiri4:r  if1 
may be recognized by foreign courts when the foreign legal °/.A 

 
7-on zee- 

offended by such recognition, nothing would appear to preclude We
,n' we 

from recognizing foreign security rights imposed by operation of Wee  

See generally 3 Asser, Zakenrecht, 1 lth edition (1986). PP- 178-80.  11. 
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w  e  1985 on the Recognition of Trusts. 12  While this Convention 
applies only  to express trusts created by persons, there is no reason 

bY recognition could not also be given to foreign trusts imposed 
lawja 

, In  any event, the imposition of a constructive trust on goods 
p'onfactured abroad in breach of the intellectual or industrial 
opee),PertY rights of United States corporations provides effective 

-4".'ection to the owner of such rights whenever the U.S.A. is the 
'41nate market for the goods produced. 14  

de, A United States court's equitable jurisdiction over a foreign 
prteadant may also enable it to formulate other measures to 
collect intellectual and industrial property rights abroad. The 
pe„.'„,nlaY enjoin the defendant from using the rights abroad on 
forZnY of a fine to be forfeited to the plaintiff. This is an indirect 
rij`ef compulsory licensing at the behest of the owner of the 
th-o,': Or the court may enjoin the use of the right completelY, 

HaPosing on the defendant the burden of making an 
loaCgernent with the plaintiff to permit its use. Indeed, the court 
to  pj 

 

'Pose  on the defendant any obligation it deems appropriate 
aot  Ptect the plaintiffs rights, as long as the burden imposed is 

aacquitahle .15 
%la  Another method for obtaining protection at home aga intst 
ahro PP1:0Priation of intellectual or industrial property rig

h 
13 

410  ad is available in arbitration. International arbitrators are 
toe likely  to have less regard for territorial limitations on 
oelectual and industrial property rights when a party h as 
unriactually bound itself to respect those rights. For example, if a 
itneped  States company has licensed its know-how and other 

4ectual or industrial property rights under a contract pro- 
iateng for arbitration and the application of United States law, 

ellational arbitrators may well hold the licensee to its bargain, 

17C—e----------- 
A°Inrention on the Law Applicable to Trusts and on Their Recognition, Final 

 cev4Vt.h Session, Hague Conference on Private International Law. On tts . 
cozen' ention, see Gaillard & Trautman, Trusts in Non-Trust Countri_ 
Co„let ef Laws and the Hague Convention on Trusts, (35 America Journal ot 

la. A __ .7etition Law, 1987)  p.307.  
pracil; 3 of the Convention. See also Gaillard & Trautman, note 12 supra, at 

s"8e. United States courts will have to consider to what extent the .ir 
„ 

ender f'" ei Protection should be subordinated to other securitY rights created 
 It, 	gn or domestic law. the  

ea.:— exercise of its equitable jurisdiction, the courts must balance the 
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even though the licensor has not obtained a grant of intellectua l el. 
 industrial property rights in the foreign country in which thet  

licensee conducts its operations. In such a situation, the contra. ci  
takes the place of granting national intellectual or industris  
property rights. 

Conclusions 
Intellectual and industrial property rights are, in princiPiel 
territorially limited. However, the protection of trade secrets tlu!''t 
are not covered by patents is not limited territorially. Since,:e  
depends on a combination of contract and tort law, which in 
relevant respects is similar in most developed countries ,  tre`jo  
secrets enjoy a greater measure of international protection then  a 

 most other intellectual and industrial property rights. Thi s 
 explain why companies such as Coca Cola and IBM ineY,' j

Il 
 

appropriate cases, prefer to keep their production methods se" 
rather than to patent them. 

Since intellectual and industrial property rights are ter.rio 
torially limited, it may be difficult to secure their Pretetfs. 
abroad unless parallel rights are obtained under foreign laâle  
Nevertheless, protection may be obtained abroad, even in  id 
absence of parallel foreign rights, if, under applicable foreign re 

 of conflict of laws, protection is accorded under domestic law. d,  
Notwithstanding the limited protection available ahr°a  t 

domestic courts may be able to provide effective protection agel;i 
what they judge to be 'improper use of intellectual or inchistreioe 
property rights protected under United States law by the eer-are 
of their equitable jurisdiction over foreign defendants wenwer, 
subject to their adjudicatory power. In the exercise  of  this le.t  

Ai  

iregH• 
they may direct defendants abroad, who are subject to their rei 
diction, to discontinue practices found to be improper and u :d of 
the disposition of the goods that have been produced with the 

 ai  
improperly used intellectual and industrial property rights' , fold 

Finally, arbitration should be considered as an alterne""0,3  of 
effective means of obtaining protection against the improper ti  
intellectual and industrial property rights abroad. ffeetilie Of course, it is always desirable to provide for more e  broad. 
protection of intellectual and industrial property rights 87,,c1 ce 
Whether such protection can be obtained does not only dePeii opo 
the facilitation of obtaining such rights in other countries. .1hoad. 
depends on the means available for enforcing such right s 11

r 
 aod 

Whenever both are not secured, the owners of intellectua 
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industrial rights will have t,o look primarily to domestic courts for 
Protection. 





flforcement of Intellectual Property 
1ght8: Adjudication of International ulsputes 

Joseph A. Greenwald 

Int 
b  I.Cedtletion 
4' Or n  
the  '31Intries that are interested in the protection of IPRs, one of 

aier issues is the availability of an effective dispute-settle -
Will nechanism. At present, there is no such provision under the 
the b, ,837stenl. This gap is one of the reasons why the U.S.A. took 

-nu in putting II'Rs on the agenda of the GATT. ei  
'Vvip,tilnulated perhaps by the United States initiative in GATT, 
Etna,' recently circulated a questionnaire regarding the issues 
disp:,_g in connection with a proposed treaty on the settlement of 
liV/pero. The questions were related to a paper prepared by the 
ilethei"e7 tueSecr etariat for the first session of a Committee of ExPerto on 

nlent of Intellectual Property Disputes Between States, 
le,Geneva February 19-23, 1990. 

aityi 411e  U.S.A. prefaced its response to the WIPO inquiry by 
ebiene that the value of the proposed treaty is somewhat question-
°bug  Since dispute settlement regarding international treaty 
to sanati°118  ie not generally effective when there is not some means 
qi80 r ctien a  Party for failure to correct inconsistent practices. It 
teetioheferred to the availability of dispute settlement and arbi- 

- under the good offices of the International Court of Justice 

213 
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and for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, under the 
Hague Convention. 

The availability of sanctions is one of the matters that led the 
United States and other like-minded countries to take up le 
protection in the GATT. At the moment, the efforts of these 
countries are concentrated on the Uruguay Round negotiations 

 scheduled to conclude at the end of this year. Therefore, this PaPer, 
will be focused on the GATT negotiations—on dispute settlement 

 and TRIPS. 

GATT Dispute Settlement 
Status of the Current Negotiations 
Improvement in the GATT dispute-settlement process has been,: 
priority for the United States in its efforts to strengthen the  
through the Uruguay Round of negotiations. As a result of legi 

P1 level meetings in December 1988 (mid-term review) and A, 
1989, a decision was adopted for the tentative application 

 certain rules and procedures. In this decision, the disPot, de  
settlement system was described as "a central element in Pre,,el, 
ing security and predictability . . . ." to the General Agreement. le; 
Contracting Parties recognized that it ". .. serves to preserve  tue  
rights and obligations ... and to clarify the existing previeiclo00  
the General Agreement." It was agreed to monitor the apPlieecl.-9) 
of the improvements (applied on a trial basis from MaY  1' 0f 

 

and to continue negotiations for further strengthening e' - be 
 system. The details of the improved rules and procedures can .,,h 

found in GATT Document L/6489, April 13, 1989. They deal en"; 
matters like notification of disputes, consultations, goad °feces ' 

 conciliation, mediation, arbitration, and dispute-panel procedure  ' 

Attitudes Toward the GATT Record 
and Evolution of the System 

Because the GATT dispute-settlement procedure did not 
work well in the past, with some poor panel reports and long oe','d 
in the process, it acquired a bad reputation with governments e 

0
; 

the business community. There were also differences among g te 
ernments about the legal nature of the GATT and dislete, 

settlement. The lack of effectiveness and efficiency of d!8,.P..lited 
settlement became part of the case that the GATT had deterich—t of 
and needed strengthening. This criticism does notiake acceni 
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Prevements in the dispute-settlement process that have taken 
"'tee in recent years without formal changes in the rules and 
ntPratehdau: ieS• There has grown up a body of practice and precedent 

mproved the system substantially. Governments have 
te been formally bound in most cases, but they have recognized 

own interest in having the system work better. And the 
eerinal approach has avoided delicate issues of sovereignty. 

examples of the recent evolution of the process will demon-
°‘rete the point .  

Onis the  question of a complainant's right to have a panel hed  
cestabl 	the informal rule is that if a reasonable prima facie C5  
rer boo been made, a panel will be set up with standard terras of 

„ererlee. Contracting parties realize that they are likely to be 
ei:41g for a panel, so they do not deny the right to others. There 
hne be some delays and rhetoric in GATT Council meetings for 
rItical reasons, but in the end the request has generally been g  
felted. The composition of the panels issue has been pretty well 
esteehill , c,are of. A roster of non-governmental experts has been 
prebrebed and the selection process no longer seems to be a 

'Le, 111. The elapsed time between the appointment of a panel 
LI'le submission of its report J'as  been an issue in the past. 

0  Jae _ 
8°11.1e time may be wasted on manoeuvres prior to agreement 

,Panel and its terms of reference, the panels themselves have 
ered to a six-months or less timetable for issuance of the pane

l 
 

by tkA mare vexed issue has been the acceptance of panel reports 
rehillue contracting parties. Various formulas (e.g., consensus 
geeets  two) have been considered. But the reality is that there is 
the  Pressure on parties to the dispute not to block acceptance of 

i Port. The recent U.S.A. Section 337 report is a good case n 
>act": Again, without dealing with the sovereignty issue, a 

dly 
 it 1,, Jee has  grown up of accepting panel reports, if they are 
based and well argued in GATT terms. 

fl Plementation of the findings and recommendations of the 
1 el is  the final example. This issue is most difficult for countries 
tskenthe United State, which have separation of powers. It has 

.. ec'usiderable time in some cases, but the practice of com-.gee  4_ 
"Ceeptejlei  growing. Even in some sensitive cases parties have 

findings against them, albeit with a delay in  fina l  

4eg0trateintetion and  putting the action into a politically acceptable 
ng context. 
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Further Improvements 
Despite the progress outlined above, there are still improvement° 

 to be made in the system. If formal agreement can be reached en 
matters like acceptance and implementation of panel reports,  it, 
obviously will be preferable to the current reliance on practice en' 
pressure. But it should be recognized that the operation of the  
system is greatly improved and is an asset to the proper file' 
tioning of the GATT. 

As the dispute settlement negotiators see it, the  rem'
issues in the Uruguay Round are: 

• how to improve the quality of panel reports (which involves 
panelist selection and appellate review); and 

• how to ensure that panel recommendations are implementedf  
(which involves adoption of panel findings and monitoring  
compliance). 

Various options are being considered to deal with these issues,  but  
specific proposals have not yet been put forward at Geneva. , 

Aside from the issues involving sovereignty oike  the an°P).« 
 tion and implementation of panel findings and recommendati cns. E; 

It  the most serious outstanding issue may be appellate review. 
not clear how appellate review can be handled in the al." 
context. Short of a legal appeal structure, there may be a case  f

or  

using the U.S.A.-Canada FTA formula of giving an interim tee
rt  

, 
to the parties for their comment before the final report ie *nene 
lated. In GATT, a party to the dispute may comment on the Pan. g 
report and the panel may answer the questions raised. Fined  
solutions for these and other remaining issues will fur" 
strengthen the GATT dispute-settlement process. 

Professor John Jackson has suggested,1  as a further reibre  
that: 

"At some time in the future (it cannot happen soon), the  
participants in the international multilateral trad° 
system might consider an approach to disputes and rule 
application that allows some modified means of direct 
access to procedures by individuals and private 

 firms, ...." 

.0.1sti(e. 
 1. Restructuring the GATT System. (New York, Council on Foreign I--  

Press, 1990), PP. 76-77. 
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Peofessor Jackson's caution about timing is well taken. The 
Present GATT dispute-settlement mechanism has t,o be improved 
substantially, refined and be accepted more generally by govern-
Ill. ants before consideration can be given to opening it to 
Individuals and companies. There is the additional risk that the 
1°I)eiling of dispute settlement to individuals and companies could 
+eked to Pressures for direct access to other aspects of the GATT, and 
e would be much more dangerous to the integrity and operation 

at  the  system. 

urPose of the GATT System 
e'en in its less-than-perfect state, one of the great attractions for 
gove.r- tra.,.uments of the GATT (aside from maintaining the open 
f„ 	system) is that it provides a forum for dealing with trad e 
"ci,&etione. Dispute panels can help governments resolve their 

erelices. The increase in bilateral arrangements for dispute 

as%solution demonstrates the importance of the technique. As long  the  GATT   rules  are incorporated by reference in bilateral 
eaolents (as in the U.S.A.-Canada FTA), the role of the GATT 

wul not be undermined. 
build  Another reason to have dispute settlement in the GATT is t,o 

 uP a set of cases to help fill in the interstices of the GA'!" 
 hues. Like a constitution, GATT has broad principles that must be 

coneePreted and applied to particular cases. Dispute settlement 
tributes to this process. 

irttrinr.. 
4-ee and Dispute Settlement he C 

ode Approach A Jan  
eenta.uarY 1990 version of a United States draft of a code on TRIPS 
Sett'  Ins Article XVII—"Consultation,  Conciliation, and Dispute 
tit,,eillent." This draft article, like similar provisions in the 
eeds'.,e,e  Round codes, follows the  language  of GATT Articles XXII 

-"Consultation" and "Nullification or Impairraent." 

DoseciZr• was reflected in the United States comment on the pro- 
fyi.v lainuPsOtreaty, the key is the sanctions that can be aPPlied if a to  

observe the obligations of the code. In the January 
able 

 

the TRIPS Committee to be set up under the code would be 
A.Ju authorize a party to suspend concessions given under 
te thie II of the GATT (schedule of tariff concessions) with respect 

e Party that has not accepted the Committee's recom- 
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mendations. The party found in violation would also waive it8  
rights with respect to the withdrawal of authorized concessions , 

 under Article XXIII of the GATT. 

Sanctions Provisions in Existing Codes 
This withdrawal or retaliation proposal differs from the provisions 
in existing Tokyo Round codes. 

The Standards Code (Agreement on Teclmical Barriers to 
Trade) permits only the suspension of the obligations "under th .18 

Agreement" (underscoring added) "to restore mutual econon11.° 
advantage and balance of rights and obligations." The Anti -
dumping Code (Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the  
GATT) provides for conciliation and establishment of a dispute 
panel, but appears to be silent on the question of sanctions. 

The Subsidies and Countervailing Duties Code (AgreenlentL, 
on Interpretation and Application of Articles VI, XVI and XXIII 01  
the GATT), on the other hand, goes furthest in giving the Coin-
mittee power to "authorize appropriate countermeasures (inolu,d-
ing withdrawal of GATT concessions or obligations) taking in? 
account the nature and degree of the adverse effect found to exist. 

In the absence of cases under the "countermeasures" P.re" 
vision of the countervailing duty code, the question of application  
of GATT sanctions authorized by a code remains open. Pre; 
sumably, if a contracting party accepted the TRIPS code en" 
waived its rights under Article XXIII of the GATT, it might be 

 difficult to complain later about retaliation as nullification or 
impairment of its GATT rights. 

The Amendment Approach and Cross-Retaliation 
The EEC has tabled a TRIPS proposal in the form of a new Geer 
article plus a substantive annex. This approach may resolve "lei  
question of cross-retaliation between a code and the GATT el,„t  t 
respect to parties that accept the new article and the anne%, .eds" 
raises the more serious problem of the requirement of a two-thir  t  
vote (Article XXX) to amend the GATT. The EEC annex does  the  include a separate dispute-settlement process; it commiteit_ te:it  
parties to use the rules and procedures of the GATT witi!,°:d 
having recourse to unilateral measures (directed at the thew 
States application of Section 301?). 
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The real issue is likely to be whether a large nunaber of 
e°11ntries, not now affording adequate IP protection, will sign a 
cede or accept a new article and annex. If there is an effort to apply 
sel,]actions against a party that has not agreed, retaliation under 
`,aes.e circumstances could be subject to challenge under GATT 
3'artele XXIII, as Brazil has done in the case of the U.S.A. Section 
30j action   action against the lack of adequate Brazilian protection for 
Pharmaceuticals. 

Professor Jackson has made a sensible and necessary  pro-
°i in the last chapter of Restructuring the GATT System (pp. 97- 

). Re has argued for a centralized panel procedure and dispute -
Ulel process. As described above, there has been a proliferation of 
narate dispute-settlement provisions in the GATT codes and the 
"Melon cries out for rationalization and consolidation. 
, With respect to one of the key questions—cross-retaliation-
'Jackson flags the issue (P. 98): 

"One  potentially explosive issue is whether the WTO 
( World Trade Organization) procedure would explicitly 
allow retaliation through actions involving a different 
3rI)e of trade than that which was involved in the 

infraction. For example, would the charter provide an 
aPPortunity for product trade measures in response to 
breaches of service or intellectual property standards? 
Or vice versa?" 





VIII. 
Toward a Canadian Policy 

Framework 





bltaPPorteur's Remarks: 
'ronioting Economic Growth 

Richard Lipsey 

There  was such an abundance of information, ideas and sugges-
he in this conference that any rapporteur would be daunted by 
te,teak. To  further complicate matters, there were two rappor-
tens at the conference and, although we have had only a few 
tea  ilistes to consult, I believe that Morris Rosenberg and I have 

thact'ed a sensible division of labour in terms of the perspectives 
we will each try to give to our comments. 

tilt.. will  classify most of what was said at this meeting under 
R.02  Lnlain headings

' 
 which I call the Ferchat, 

—rie'erg messages. 	
the Ostry and the 

p erchat Message 
-.ben p 
WO* erchat spoke eloquently about the Alice-in-Wonderland  a  

in which we now live. The trend to globalization is prey 
. 

Yient have only to locate some local market, or activity, to fin
d 
 

therne'Y candidate for the next bout of globalization. This was a.  

Able that was echoed by all of the speakers in the first pane
l 
 

Otth!tasador Bunroku Yoshino, Geraldine Kenney-Wallace, Sylvia 

and Geza Feketekuty. 

223 
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Not long ago, economists divided goods into tradeables and 
non-tradeables, the latter not entering into international trade 
because of high transportation costs or their perishability. TedaY,' 
few non-tradeable goods exist, and even non-transportable, loci 
services are being traded by bringing tourists to the sources d 
these local services. Futures markets and foreign exchange 
markets are being computerized (against the opposition of well! 
brokers, who will be automated out of business). In fact, tee 
importance of speed is such that traders worry about the col: 
petitive disadvantage of being further away from a central 

 terminal than by more than a few milliseconds so that, wbell,tef 
traders simultaneously push the "buy that offer" button, di ne'; 
ences in the time taken for the signals (travelling close to the ;Wee': 
of light) to reach the central processor can be critical. Investraenb 
flows, and their accompanying financial services, are being 
globalized as borrowers are able to access lenders almost anYwhertee  
in the world, and this makes the concept of local capital inark4 
less and less applicable. Information is being globalized 0 
computer link-ups, fax machines and a host of other innovatien  
that make information from everywhere in the world available. 

I like to compare all of these changes, which seem 
iike  Ale. 

in Wonderland to us but which will seem commonplace to 0115r,  
children, with the events of 175 years ago. On JanuarY 8,  
the British general, Sir Edward Pakenham, lost the battle of le  t  
Orleans (and his life) three days before the fast Frigate arriven,:t  
h is headquarters carrying the news of the Treaty of Ghe nt tie; 
had ended the war between the U.S.A. and the U.K. and had bee  
signed on 24 December 1814! 	 are As Murray Smith pointed out, regionalized markets . ei 
shrinking in number very quickly. Goods producers, titian fre% firms and workers all find themselves open to eoznpetit 
almost anywhere in the world. It is little wonder then that agetilhe  
are shielding themselves in any way that they can. In sPite nfnocl 

ion ts 

growth of non-tariff barriers to trade, however, an index e
ea
f wiliion 

competition would show more effective, international corn 
in almost all sectors today than there was 40 years ago. 	d  the  

Governments need t,o rethink their econoraic policiesan. 
institutions that back these up. The types of competition ellehip 
patent regimes, natural monopoly concepts and foreign eellielinger 
restrictions that were appropriate two decades ago are le e- e4 
appropriate, and can easily work to a country's disadvantage' 

ed  tl e many conference speakers told us, the IPP regime that eery' A to he  world well in the 19th century is now inadequate. It  nee-e 
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rewo  rked in the new context of a globalized world, and new 
institutions must be created to serve that world. 
us  The professional economists at the conference told us that 
zurretical economics has little to say about the effect of alter- 

ve IPIls on such simple things as the volume of R&D. It fonti
l'ews that it has even less to say about such complex matters as th   

‘7,z.effect IPRs on overall economic growth, or on economic 
fee, judged either from one country's point of view, or globally. 

ea  'act, theoretical economics o ffers little guidance on the relative 
2rentages of different means of protecting rp, nor is it able to tell 

what their consequences will be. rn  Those who are involved with IP may well ask, "Does it 
1,„a.tter?" The answer is "yes," if for no other reason than it is the 
re-iversitie s  that train the next generation of governmental 
h_gulators and policy-makers. The economic models that  univers-

1 Y  students learn serve to hone their intuitions, by influencing the 
n„ 

 
Ys  in which they see problems and the ways in which it seeras 

al  to them to structure solutions. Currently, economists still 
Zell their students a model of the economy in which production 
w'r,sibilities  are given by a well-defined, finite set of products, all of 
aerh are currently being produced. If they want to study product 

etinn, the usual specification is of a set of well-defined produc „ 	 ts c  
for 

 
the  blue-print shelf from which firms select (at no cost) a sub-set 

whProduction. This, is surely, not the world we know, a world in 
r2c11  Product development, R&D, and consumer demand evolve in 
v70111%18  e to costly efforts and under uncertain  conditions.  No 
the  el conventional theory has so little to offer of use in ana

l 
yzing 

"Lr Beene. 1 
Eicon0112contrast with not having a clear message frora theoretical 
'vain  mists, practitioners seem to have little doubt of the  overall 

e  of the IP regime. Geza Feketekuty spoke of the importance 
cotne,,ed  en improving LP% by some of the principal United States 
groe,__Ilies. These companies organized themselves int,o a lobbying 

the early 1980s and allied themselves with firms of like 
taw' JaPan and in Europe, and they had a significant impact on 

ing IP issues to the forefront of discussions in the pre-Uruguay 
vvery‘1111. Carlos Braga, however, warned us that the system looks 

'fferent from the perspective of advanced and less-developed 

• hale_ 
that economists are moving quickly,  th  repair some of themore 

satis;21 aeficiencies. However, they are still a long way from having a 

intalre°  rY theory in which the problems that typically arise in the analysis of 
'ual Property can even be conceptually handled, let alone quantified. 
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countries. Both points of view must be put into the pot of any flee 
 brew that evaluates alternative IP regimes. 

Even though pure economic theory cannot provide us th  
clear answer, Professor Maskus told us that economic analysis ee_13  
be highly useful in assessing any IPR. Detailed analysis of eer4.w  
and benefits can be made, and evidence on specific issues call b_e  
gathered. Unfortunately, even at this level there are few  
conclusions based on studies of modern data. 

The Ostry Message 
Sylvia Ostry refers to what is going on in the TRIAD Ode ,813 Ito 
"struggle over competitive dominance in leading-edge industret 
I think this is the right way to put it. It is much more actere

e.
w  

than saying that countries are concerned over their comPetit 
 ness.2 This struggle has had a number of world-shaking 

quences. It has led to new forms of symbiotic relations betwee: 
industry and the state. It has also led to such developmen ts:le 

 managed trade and unilateral sanctions levied with the ostensie 
objective of improving multilateral trading relations. hat The most important consequence of the struggle --g  %at 
Sylvia Ostry calls systems friction—international frictions 
are caused by different ways of doing things in different countric, 
In the past, these different ways were accepted as various bee_A 
ground data to international trade. Today, with glabelleatiel  
close industrial-governmental relations, the differences serie,11„g° 
affect trade and investment flows and cause major internee"- 
conflicts. 	 eh ate How do these struggles affect a small, trading countrY 	oie 
Canada? The list of possible answers to my question frighte„eare 
because all of the developments analyzed by Sylvia Os' also 
struggles among large transnational corporations (TNCs) e An: are 
among the governments of large countries. Smaller PlaYe79rge 
more likely to gain from relatively free trade among a  that 

 number of competing units. In the political-economic tradileco 
is determined by bargaining among governments and large  
their interests tend to be pushed aside. 	 .51 tile 

The policy conclusion that follows from this analysis 1-  aged 
Canada has much to lose from the rise of such things es man- 

, ur deed; 
2. This latter t,erm has become one of those great misused words 0. 

Everyone uses it and no one knows what it means. Most standard ne  
are ambiguous enough t,o be non-operational. 
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_trade, United States unilateralism and bargaining over  inter-
tonal  systems friction, and has much to gain from the preser- vatiell of the older, multilateral trading system governed by the GATT.  

11 	 ate multilateral system, inevitably, is being eroded and _ n  
s adians have a large stake in preserving as much as we can of 

net sYstein. 
„.This implies that preserving multilateralism is an end in 

regardless of the particular issue under consideration. Thus, 
fr' egardless of the calculus of specific Canadian gains and losses 

rP protection, we need to put all of our support behind the tienultilateral determination of such protection. Failure to nego- 
ete such protection in the Uruguay Round could be interpreted as 

more indication that the multilateral approach has lost its 
anua„  Y.  We should support a particular regime for IF protection 
tk  u,  in doing so, understand that we are supporting the concept of 
'le multilateral system at the same time. 

GA  David Watters told us Canada's objectives in the current e'er negotiations are to provide more effective, clear, fair, non-
Witeninblatery, transparent rules and guidelines for IF  protection. 
te  Ian this broad framework, the specific Canadian objectives are: 
oett,sreA Inove discriminatory border measures; to move other 
ea  "'des up to the higher level of protection that is provided in 
beLleds and the United States; to avoid the creation of any new 
eie riels; and to provide a dispute-settlement mechanism within 
the  -"err for  IF. However, David Watters was pessimistic about 
oer,2utenme of these negotiations and Canadians should be con-
j#,,d fer the reasons already explained—anything that weakens 

of it  "'lateral forces within the context of the developing, new forces 
trarein friction can cause significant, potential harm to small, 

In« nations such as Canada. 

1111e D k nosenberg Message 
the  8  book, "How the West Grew Rich,"3  Nathan Rosenberg made 
eittine°int that one of the major sources of success for western 
testes  in the industrial era has been their ability to evolve 
stock  utisns that assisted economic development (e.g., the join

t 
 

o th eelnPanY). There is now a new international challenge  based  
facie  e latest industrial revolution—the human-capital-oriented, 

nee-based, globally competitive revolution. Governments need 

tra,ie 	Rosenberg and L E Birdzell,  Jr.,  How the West grew rich: the economic 
• ormation of the indu.  sirial world, (New York, Basic  Books,  1986)* 
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to rethink their concepts of competition policy, unacceptab le 
 monopolies and industrial-governmental relations. One item en 

the agenda is the need for new IPR legislation. The old copYrigh,t  
and patent laws, which served their countries well in the late lea 
and early 20th centuries, are now obsolete in many ways. 

If we are going to reform a system, it helps to understand hoe 
it functions now, and how it yields its costs and benefits.  As  
Howard Wetston pointed out, it is important to view the IFIt 
competition policy regimes as complementary parts of a more 
general system. This means, among other things, that those Wh o 

 administer one regime should have input into the reforra of the 
other. 

Douglas James told us why selective use of patents is 8, 
valuable, but limited, tool to a small player in international 

 competition and pleaded for simplifying the regime—rather than 
complicating it, as so many reforms often do. George Fisk el-
plained how patents can be used innovatively to create an inte 

 lectual property asset from a company's R&D. Keith Mask% 
 discussed the place patents have in the functioning of the econenn 

system. In the broadest sense, they set up a trade-off betel° 
encouraging dynamic gains through R&D and encouraging Wide  Ts 

 high profits by restricting competition. However, the consenste  
that one should not over estimate the restrictions to comPetin 
caused by the =Tent patent system. Furthermore, as li nlar,.„g 
Wetston pointed out, and Schumpeter long ago told us,4 soinew—is 

 that impedes competition in the short run, when technolegY 
taken as fixed, can turn out to encourage it in the very long ..,n  
when technology changes in response to economic incentives .  

Gilles Bertin told us Europe 1992 offers hope of the eD.,-d  
simplifying its 1P regime by adopting common EEC rules  
procedures. If simplified procedures provide an important  0 
petitive advantage, there is strong stimulus for sirnplificab: 
elsewhere. The Uruguay Round is the obvious place to start b? 
that effort fails, there will be a push for regional greulle° 

 wherein IPR issues could be simplified. 	 nsider In restructuring intellectual property rights, many ee- 
ations need to be given play. 	 trY t°  First, it must be decided how far one can, and h 
push the system. Laws that are systematically ignored serve

li  

4. Joseph Mois Schumpeter, "The Theory of Economic Developmentl i.,'  n,ersiti 
Duncker and Humblot. Trans. R. Opie, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard U l».  

Press, 1934). Reprinted (New York, Oxford University Press, 1961). 
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1 un:43ft except to bring the legal system into disrepute. Yet there 
?nee," many laws on the statute books that fall into this category. 
;Ile laws on IPP should encode what we think is possible out of the 
'arger set of what we think is desirable. Several speakers warned 
us that this is not necessarily going to be the outcome. 
. 	Second, the rules need to be workable. Those who have been 
Involved have told us that, in practice, the existing regimes are ni. Inbersozne in ways that may not be obvious to those who deal in abstractions and principles. We heard, for example, of the sheer 
P_AYsical difficulty of ascertaining whether one is in serious danger 

net 
violating someone else's legally protected position. Companies 

tve to conduct manual searches of domestic patent records, firid w4
'e to t 'night be relevant in foreign records, decide which foreign 

trP3reighte (out of the dozens that might be relevant) to have anslated, and a host of similar practical complications. 
Third, the administrative provisions for control and dispute Zttilement must be adequate and workable. Gordon Henderson 

tirained the dissatisfaction that Canadian industry, particularly 
tre  smaller firms, has with the current IP regime in general, and 
45  litigation process in particular. For example, high-technology 1

Zni  le are inclined to believe that Canadian IPRs discourage the 
sob°,1M. t  of  R&D they conduct in Canada! He raised two possible 
izel.ons to the dispute-resolution issue at the domestic le.vel: .  to 

'4ate a private system of dispute resolution through arbitrat ton end 
pal, 

to 
 give a panel of experts quasi-judicial jurisdiction over 

injnt enforcement. These ideas are representative of the 
ted,,ative thinking that is needed to revise institutions so as to 
ie.Ce both the uncertainty and the high costs associated with 
%ring enforcement to the courts. Joseph Greenwald discussed 
th: Problem of resolving IP disputes at the international level 
80-Zigh the GATT. We can only cross our fingers and hope that 
h, e  of the needed reforms will make it through the Uruguay 
-"nun 

to-e, 
L ``CIUSiOn 
'tteller+„ keto 	property is rapidly becoming the most important 
itst . r  of production in the modern world. Designing new 

Itens for regulating and protecting IP is, therefore, an 
creLletant task. Without them, there may be less incentive to 
capetiZ and innovate. Although we do not know how intellectual 
it N7,1  %Ponds to the incentives that go with effective protection, 

'Ltd be rash t,o assume that it did not respond at all. To assume 
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it does not, and to be wrong, would have very serious conseque nces  
for the economic growth of the West. 

Let us hope, therefore, that the task of designing a  new 
 regime for IPP will be successful; that it will be done in such a wa.71  

that it supports the multilateral trading system; and that it vni 
encourage the growth of intellectual capital. If all of this comes t°  
pass, a future Nathan Rosenberg, writing a book in the middle of  
the 21st century, will come to his chapter on "Institutions" and te  

Th its sub-section on "e New Intellectual Property Regime" 
9d 
,11  

have cause to write ". . . here is one of the significant reasons weY 
my book is entitled, How the World Continued to Grow Richer. 

, 



eaPPorteur's Remarks: 
teward a Canadian Policy Framework 

Morris Rosenberg 

A pa, . 
aer finding derived from the various sessions of this tonfe„__ 
•Lenee  le that IP is expected to play an increasingly important 
na Canadian and international economic development and 

e Performance in the foreseeable future. Innovation, creativ- 
' and increased research and development, all of which require 

or itentection, are  necessary not only for the rapidly emerging field 
the.7_°Inlation technology, but are also critical if we are to support 
coeternational competitiveness of Canadian industry. While 

ahere2lce Participants recognized that an effective II'  framework 
kin; unPertant policy instrument, it is by no means seen as a 
eotb:tee. IP, among a number of policy instruments (including 
posi..P.etition policy, education and training, etc.), will help to 

non Canadian industry in the globalized marketplace. 
tionis  A related theme is that the IP system, to which these expecta- 

le  being attributed, doesn't exist yet. In a real sense, we are p  
te - endet of formulating an IP system that will have to respond 

raPidly changing marketplace. 
conCle development of new technologies in the information, 
forZetnncation and biotechnology fields provides the framework 
bktae,1411ndaniental transformation to a globalized economy that is 

- on knowledge. 

231 
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These new technologies are evolving with great speed, so tha t, 
the technological status quo is no longer static: as Mr. Ferelle 
noted today, change equals stability. 

The implications of these dynamic changes for IF  pol 
makers are, primarily, that new technologies may call for 
solutions, and for a new balancing point. At a minimum, we le': 
be prepared to consider the development of new types of IP, as 
number of countries did in relation t,o semi-conductor chiP 
tection. Debate about the appropriateness of sui generis  
approaches is now ongoing in the biotechnology field as well  as  
relation to computer software. 

More fundamentally, the whole issue of how to design lief: 
national and domestic legal instruments that can cope with Il 

a'
i 

constant need to adapt to new technologies will have to be de 
with. It  

This raises a number of issues. At the international level, 

raises the concern that any TRIPS agreement must be sufrieiefe  
flexible to accommodate the rapidly evolving new technole

t
re  

without sacrificing a reasonable degree of certainty. It also ra 
the more fundamental, institutional question of whether GATT ,  e.  
presently constituted, is capable of accommodating rapid ailing 
A meeting once every few years of GATT contracting parties i!n, 
Round to deal with new issues will not be an adequate inet'th" e 

 tional response. A permanent framework for policy-making in the  
international trade field must be put in place to ensure that ''d'e  
international trading rules remain relevant. The World Tr° 

 Organization model recently proposed by Canada might be 
 possibility. „

al

malt 
Assuming that such an institution were established ,  (Ili': ted 

issues ofjurisdiction between it and other institutions with re /0  
responsibilities (e.g., WIPO) would have to be worked out. be  
addition, for any international policy developmental process it°  fer  
meaningful, new mechanisms would have to be devise' 
consultation with affected private-sector interests. kale  In discussing the impact rapid technological change — 
on international trade rules, there is an irony because the ,""ot 
national legal framework I am, by implication, criticizing ,7eaiit 
being adaptive enough, doesn't even exist yet. But it is a1„8  jli 
that TRIPS is on the GATT regulatory agenda for the firet 
this Round. We should also be mindful that a great deal of slud" 
underway in WIPO on a wide variety of IP issues, inch/  ,ft 
international harmonization of patent and trade mark le' tile 

r  number of speakers reiterated that tangible benefits  10  
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business  community would result from harmonization. Converg-
111g domestic legal rules, through exercises like WIPO harmoniza-, 

iS necessary to reap the benefits of trade liberalization and globalization. 
e  Both WIPO and GATT exercises are important to Canada, to 
,neure Canadian exports have fair access to foreign markets and to 
!acilitate the transfer of technology. They will also have major 
!IIIPlications  for the future if Canada is to develop its own  IF  laws Independently. 
d . Another key international issue is the need for an effective 
1,18Pute-settlement mechanism. As Mr. Greenwald and others 
..gve Pointed out, no mechanism exists under the WIPO system. 
In  To a large extent, the success of any TRIPS agreement will be 
teeesured against the effectiveness of its dispute-settlement sys-

in ' RePefully, a new dispute-settlement mechanism will reduce co
cntries resorting to unilateralism, although I am not heartened 
uaa'Y Mr. Greenwald's comments about probable U.S.A. tenacity in 

intaining Section 301. 
in  In the absence of a mechanism to handle rapid policy change 
ohkinternational trade  rifles, the credibility of these rules will be 
1.',.,anced by the development of a dispute-settlement system that 

unxible and dynamic. 
an  :Fuming to the issue of designing domestic legal instruments, 
le  °tiler theme identified by various speakers is the need for 

gislative renewal in the IP area. 
... Recant successes in relation to patents and copyrights are 

to  rant but, as a number of commentators have noted, we need 
eveleP mechanisms that will modernize our IP statutes. The 

Pertment of Consumer and Corporate Affairs is well aware of 
weifficulties encountered when modernizing economic-frame - 

legislation, and we are taking steps to facilitate needed needed
nastative change.  

The first step involves improved consultation with interested 
thZate-sector parties. IPAC was established for this purpose. The 
4'4 ee sPecific goals established at its inception were to encourage a 
luad  se  eY exchange of  IF  advice and information, to build consensus 
Prn

f
„ aellitate exchange, and to provide early feedback on new 

-vesals. 
issue  At the most recent IPAC meeting, held in March 1990, the 
jasu: 	 ry 
Info_ Of legislative modernization was paramount. The focus  of the  

plena 
 1)... er .8  that

session was to evaluate the tirgency of the various 

r 	t' 
might be addressed in the next few years, and to 

el. — them. These suggestions will prove useful in making 
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recommendations to the government on an IP legislative plan.It 
was agreed that highest priority should be given to seen1.111,! 
enactment of the Bills currently in Parliament (that is, te e 

 Integrated Circuits Protection Bill and the Plant Breeders' Rigli,tis  
Bill). Any changes arising from a new GATT agreement duel',/,' 
ing IP items) will also be given high priority as part of a GA." 
Implementation Bill. In addition, IPAC recommended that 
priority be given to tabling the next phase of copyright amete 
ments. A proposed Intellectual Property Improvement Bill was 
endorsed by IPAC. The Intellectual Property Improvement 

°111
Biede 

represents an approach to legislative design, and this sb 
greatly improve its chances of being passed. 

Recent experience indicates that attempts at comprehensive 
 reform of framework legislation are unlikely to succeed. 

successes have led us to abandon the comprehensive apPrese  
favour of a modest, "small packages" approach to legislati ve  
change. The Intellectual Property Improvement Bill would be cen- 

to !is  sistent with this approach. It would group amendments 
number of IP statutes on which there is support for  cbafle. 4.  It 

 recognized that a short bill, limited to a number of keY elnaenin 
 ments, is the preferred approach. If the bill becomes tuivileiu! 

size, or contains a number of controversial issues, it virtu ., 
extremely difficult to get it through the House, given the Geverk; 
ment's ch arged legislative agenda. Items for inclusion in "."0  
Intellectual Property Improvement Bill will be develope d 1 5  
consultation with interested parties and through IPAC enb-grelPd 
established to deal with industrial design, trade mark° 

and 

 revisions to patent law. 	
1e 01  While we can all support the development of new  

frameworks in the IP area at both the international and donles  ti. 
levels, for these legal frameworks to contribute to the conesess 
tiveness of Canadian business, we need to raise the conscielle. 
of the business sector about the benefits of intellectual Proiftio 
The session dealing with business strategies and IP streseeu  „nd 
important role IP can play in corporate strategies of both lare s-top 
small companies. The research at CCAC indicates that Whi le  so, 
R&D performers and major copyright groups are verY kft:ide 
edgeable about IP, many small companies and companies tere 
of central Canada could benefit from greater and more tuned 
utilization of Canada's LP statutes. The CCAC melt re"„edian 
that few Canadians are aware of the importance of IF  to Can': nal nattotio  
economic performance, cultural development and 
identity. Many respondents suggested that a major infer° 
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!engram be established to improve awareness of the IP system, 
including how to access information, as well as to enhance 
understanding of fundamental IP concepts. 

Iii the past, Canadians have made insufficient use of the 
wealth of technological information contained in the 23 million 
413,a  tents, from many countries around the world, that are on file in 
ts‘ne Canadian Patent Office. In 1983, the Office was given a 
jun., her mandate to disseminate patent information to business, 
I,1:ustrY and research organizations. As a result, the Patent 

T 7).orination Exploitation Program (PIEP) was developed. Its 0  
ineetives are to improve technical intelligence, provide an expert 
,,,ei  rface, make patent information more accessible and to increase 

'mink awareness. 
tr  A network of intermediary organizations has been built up to 
01/..n8mit requests for technological information to the Patent 
in  lee. The public education program has been involved with 
T ereashig the public's awareness and tuiderstanding of IP laws. h  
,rn  ere  flow  are full or part-time, regional patent advisors in 
p."1.2nte, Montreal and Vancouver, who act as links between the 
ernt Office and the intermediary network, as well as other 

ents Similarly, the National Research Council's technology 
peeontification and access programs, implemented through the 
eavvineial Research Councils, will make technological identifi-
au,_lun  bY Canadian companies easier. In addition, the planned 
his‘meation of the Patent Office, which the Minister mentioned in 
toi„i peech, will greatly facilitate improved access to Canadian and 

°1gn Patent holdings. 
The business sector itself must take responsibility for 

sesZnehig its level of IP awareness. All three speakers at the first 
pa-4,7°T1  this morning stressed the need for companies to search 
pi.  "nit literature before engaging in R&D. In addition, as George 
husk  Mentioned, companies need a strategy for defending against 
hp.eation and an offensive strategy for protecting their companies' 

belleetual Property. 
48. Finally, I would like to note a few subjects that governments, 
tee  iness and universities should consider undertaking for further 
pi. ealch, to ensure that Canadian IP policy and legislative and nr_ 
>run delivery mechanisms remain relevant. This does not 

— vm't to be an exhaustive list: 
Ilow do IP regimes (patents in particular) encourage innova-
tinn; what are complementary, effective policy instruments? 
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• What are the limits to accommodating new technologi c; 
 within existing  IF  statutes; to what extent should we b e 

 looking to the development of sui generis regimes? 
• In general we need to think of more effective ways to enelre  

that domestic and international legal instruments are 
capable of adapting to technological change, and to keeP 1.1P 
with the shifting points of balance between creator and user 
interests. 

• What improvements are necessary in our existing 021811,1 ' 
tative processes for governments to work more effective?' 
with private-sector interests in developing policy in t his 

 area? 
• What legislative processes can be developed to resPend  

quickly and effectively to rapid change and special needs? 
• How do we streamline the Court system to make it %o re  

meaningful for the enforcement  of!?  rights? A number ef the  
questions raised by Mr. Henderson and Mr. Smit could be 
explored in this research, including the feasibility d I 
specialized  IF court and a specialized administrative tribun; 
to deal with compulsory licensing and other ieele e ; 
awareness for judges; and the use of commercial arbitration. 



IleY to Acronyms 

cAD  
eiumpso  
cAm  
ceAc  
cto  
cpc  
elk  
eelx cpo  
bkiteA  
bitty  
tte 
Epl,A  
40 
tee 

computer-ad design 
Canadian Association of Data and Professional 
Service Organizations 
computer-assisted manufacturing 
Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada 
chief executive officer 
Chlorofluorocarbon 
computer-integrated manufacturing 
Canadian Patents and Development Limited 
Canadian Patent Office 
Defense Advanced Research Planning Agency 
Defence Research Establishment Valcartier 
European Economic Community 
European Free Trade Association 
European Patent Organization 
European Tecluiology Commission 
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ETO 	European Trade Marks Office 
FIRA 	Foreign Investment Review Agency 
FTA 	Free Trade Agreement 
GATT 	General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
GDP 	gross domestic product 
HAW 	Hawaiian 
IC 	integrated circuits 
ICT 	information and communications technologie s  
IMF 	International Monetary Fund 
IF 	 intellectual property 
IPAC 	Intellectual Property Advisory Committee 
ITO 	International Trade Organization 
IPP 	intellectual property protection 
IPR 	intellectual property rights 
ISTC 	Industry, Science and Technology Canada 
IT 	 information technology 
ITAC 	Information Technology Association of Canada 
MFN 	most-favoured nation 
MNC 	multinational companies 
NIE 	newly industrialized economy 
NOC 	notice of compliance 
NRC 	National Research Council 
NTB 	non-tariff barriers 
OECD 	Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development 
PACRIM 	Pacific Rim 
PC 	personal computer 
PIEP 	Patent Information Exploitation Program 
R&D 	research and development 
SDI 	strategic defense initiative 
SU 	Structural Impediment Initiative 
TAT 	Trans Atlantic Telecommunications 
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TNC 
TPc 
TQc 
ritI1Vis 
TRIps 

1.1spo 
WIpo 
W'ro 

transnational corporations 
Trans Pacific Communications 
total quality control 
trade-related investment measures 
trade-related aspects of intellectual property 
Union des Industries de la Communauté 
Européenne 
United States Patent office 
World Intellectual Property Organization 
World Trade Organization 
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He was legal advisor to the Department of Energy, Mines and 
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the company's Canadian manufacturing and marketing operatio 
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r-
nrer 
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